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n orma 0or~
Quantities and Valves of

Control Items lJsed on State

Heghway Canstruction Jobs

TxExE xns been a constantly growing
demand in Headquarters Office for
information concerning the volumes
of construction materials, particularly
mineral aggregates, cement and steel,
that will be required for construction
of highway projects included in vari-
ous California Highway Commission
budget programs. This information is
usually in demand considerably in ad-
vance of when firm quantity estimates
become available after adoption of the
construction budgets by the com-
mission.

Information of this nature is usually
required by contractors and material
suppliers and producers immediately
following release of approved High-
way Commission budget programs to
the public. At these times, firms or
their representatives attempt to deter-
mine the extent to which their facil-
ities will possibly be involved in
supplying materials during the con-
struction program periods. Industries
particularly concerned in this respect
are those in the cement, asphalt, steel,
equipment and machinery, and aggre-
gate producing fields.

Factors 9nvolved

Progress toward providing a means
for forecasting the requirements of
future programs has been .made by the
Bureau of Public Roads. This agency
has prepared usage factor tables for
steel and aggregates requirements
from data reported by each of the
state and territorial highway depart-
ments. We believe that the basic data,
particularly with respect to the bu-
reau aggregate factors, are in such
detail that projection into future pro-
grams will be somewhat misleading.
The. bureau factors, being based upon
projects financed partially with fed-
eral-aid funds, do not recognize nu-
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merous other projects financed wholly
from state and local funds and there-
fore true averages are not. reflected.

It was found in developing factor
tables for state highway construction
requirements in California: that a defi-
nite relationship existed between the
various factors and items used in the
California Highway Construction
Cost Index and the overall budgetary
cost and estimates of material use.
Considerable study of highway con-
struction costs was made in develop-
ing our index and at the time, it was
found that eight construction items
were sufficiently recurring to estab-
lish definite patterns. Since inception
of the index, specifications for con-
struction of plant-mixed surfacing
have changed to the extent that little
difference now exists between its con-
struction and the construction of as-

phalt concrete pavement. Recently the
two items have been combined into a
classification of asphaltic and bitumi-
nous mixes for purposes of the index
which is now based on seven con-
struction items.

Mine Con+lrac? Items

It was decided in preparing the fac-
tor tables that consideration should be
mainly restricted to the seven items of
construction used in index calcula-
tions but that in addition cement and
asphalt as items upon which contrac-
tors furnish bids would be included
since they are items for which regular
reporting is made.

The value of the nine contract items
for which factors have been deter-
m?ned represents slightly over 60 per-
cent of the construction value of all
contracts awarded.

From studies made in this office,
factors have been determined for each
of the years 1954, 1955 and 1956
based on actual quantities required for
nine major bid items of construction

contracts with relation to the total

construction value of all contracts

awarded during each calendar year.

Composite factors were then deter-

mined for the nine items based on

total requirements for the three years

with relation to the total value. The

composite factors agree favorably

with the factors determined for each

of the three years and it is believed

that through their use it will be pos-

sible to forecast the requirements of

our construction programs far these

major items when the monetary value

is known. Such forecasts should pro-

vide information reasonably accurate

for the purposes intended.



letelligenf Guessing

Sufficient study has not been made
to determine that the same degree of
accuracy will prevail when the fac-
tors are applied to groups of projects
or to projects within particular re-
gions or areas. Since these factors are
based upon statewide averages, it is
recommended that they not be ap-
plied in instances other than where
average conditions prevail. However,
in the absence of data from which
quantities can otherwise be deter-
mined, it is felt that the factors when
applied in most instances, will afford
a means for "intelligent guessing."
Tables have been prepared for the

calendar years 1954, 1955 and 1956
and the three years have been con-
solidated to provide the information
for a composite table. In each in-
stance the total number of contracts
awarded during the respective periods
together with the total bid item values
are shown. In addition, the tables in-
clude. ,.the total quantities embraced
in the nine items together with the
dollar value involved. From the fore-
going figures, factors have been com-
puted showing the quantity of
material for each of the nine items
required for each million dollars of
contract item value; the dollar value
for each of the items for each million
dollars of contract item value; and a
percentage representing the ratio that
the dollar value of each item bears to
the total contract item value for all
contracts awarded during each period.

Roadway Excavation

Roadway excavation is an item
found in almost every contract
awarded. Quantities and prices are
affected to considerable degree by
project location and prices are further
affected by volume, by traffic inter-
ference and climatic conditions. Con-
struction is so widely distributed over
the State that reasonable averages
prevail. Occasional exceptions are to
be found during periods when a small
number of large projects are put un-
der way in locations where identical
conditions exist, resulting in unbalanc-
ing average unit prices. Roadway ex-
cavation is let on an unclassified basis
and therefore quantities and prices
used in the factor determination in-

After bids are opened in fhe assembly room of the Department of Public Works, fhe proposals together with
extension tabulations are handled by this group. The bid prices are exfended, totaled and rnmpared with
bidder's proposal fo assure that bid is correct. It is verified that the bidder's name and signature are con-
sisfent and in agreement with prequalification. The bidder's security is reviewed and, if inconsistencies are
apparent in signature or security, the proposal is referred fo attorneys for a ruling as fa validity. LEFT
TO RIGHT: Forren Lee, Margaret Harder, Joe Rieger, Raymond Edgelf, Harry Sahagian, Floyd Reynolds,

H. C. McCarty, Harry Slesinger, Walter Landers, Dick Roberts, and Cad iomei.

dude all earthy material handled
except structure excavation, ditch ex-
cavation and other excavations of
specified nature.

Types of Surfacing

The item of untreated rock base in-
cludes both base and surfacing aggre-
gates in connection with which there
is neither a cement or asphalt treat-
ment applied as part of the item. Pre-
vious to 1953, crusher run base was
used for the purposes for which un-
treated base is now being used.

Asphaltic and bituminous mixes in-
clude both plant-mixed surfacing and
asphalt concrete pavement. Both of
these surfacings are placed without
side forms and the similarity of other
specifications together with compa-
rable bid prices generally received for

the two items have eliminated the ne-
cessity of giving separate considera-
tion in various cost analyses.
When asphalt concrete pavement is

specified, the unit includes the weight
of the asphalt content. In most in-
stances plant-mixed surfacing requires
separate items for asphalt and mineral
aggregate. For factor purposes the
weights and prices are combined to
provide a price per ton for either sur-
facing in place. The average applica-
tion of asphalt in these mixes is esti-
mated at approximately 5 percent.
To determine the approximate weight
of aggregate, the total mix weight
should be divided by 1.05 and the dif-
ference between the two weights will
give the approximate weight of as-
phalt.

2 Californicx Highveays



Concrete Pavement

Portland cement concrete pavement
includes portland cement concrete
used in all pavements of this type in
which the cement content is specified
at five sacks to the cubic yard. The
volume for pavement includes the
amount of cement used in the mix and
the cement used for this purpose is
not included in the item of cement.
Should there be reason for breaking
the item down into its components,
the total quantity of pavement can
be multiplied by 1.25 to provide the
volume of cement stated in barrels.
The volume of pavement when multi-
plied by 1.7 will furnish the approxi-
mate quantity of mineral aggregates
expressed in tons.

Portland cement concrete structures
includes all portland cement concrete
used in structures of all kinds except
the concrete used for footing blocks,
railing, precast and prestressed mem-
bers and other minor uses in connec-
tion therewith. Except in some minor
instances, the cement content of the
material for this purpose is six sacks
per cubic yard. The cement volume
in barrels can be determined by multi-
plying the total volume by 1.5 and the
same volume multipled by 1.7 will
provide the weight of the mineral ag-
gregate in tons.

Reinforcing Sfeel

Bar reinforcing steel quantities in-
clude all reinforcing steel used in con-
structing bridges and other structures.
Some instances occur when the item
is bid on a lump sum basis and when
this procedure is used, the quantity in
pounds that is represented by the
lump sum item is combined to provide
the total reinforcing steel require-
ments expressed in pounds.

Structural steel includes the weight
of rolled shapes and other steel re-
quired in the construction of steel
structures. Special high-strength steels
such as was specified in the construc-
tion of the Carquinez Bridge are ex-
ceptions and exclusion of these types
of steel is for the reason that they are
not generally found in normal designs
and the price differential would throw
unreasonable weight on price averages.

...Continued on page 4

PRIMITIVE ROAD WORK IN NEW GUINEA

The next time you see modern equip-
ment at work building a freeway or ex-
pressway in California, compare it with
these pictures of primitive methods of
highway construction in the Australian
trust territory of New Guinea. Upper pic-
ture shows workers laying a corduroy
base over a sacsac swamp to give a firm
foundation on the new Wewak-Dagua

Photos from Australian Hews
and Information Bureau.

Road, a length of 30 miles. Lower photo
shows villagers surfacing a road with
stones from nearby streams. One day a
week is allocated for roadwork and
among the. Eastern Highlanders enthusi-
asm for roadbuilding is so great that
everybody turns out an road day to have
a share in the work.

and Public Works 3



INFORMATION WORTH WHILE
Continued from page 3 .. .

While. structural shapes are used
for steel piling, the quantity of steel
for this purpose is not included in
the item of structural steel. It is the
intention that the quantity of steel
required for this item should be con-
fined to superstructure construction
or steel that requires fabrication.

When Cement Is Used

Cement is specified as an item when
its purpose is intended for treating
bases and subgrades. A barrel unit is
specified when the material is used for
these treatments. Total cement re-

quirements for state highway con-
struction programs can be obtained
by combining the results of the fac-
tor for the cement item together with
the cement requirements for pavement
and structure concrete as determined
above.

Asphalt when a separate item,
covers its use for prime coat, penetra-
tion treatment, armor coat, seal coat,
road-mix surfacing, bituminous sur-
face treatment, etc. Asphalt used for
plant-mixed surfacing is usually paid
for as a separate item but for purposes
of these factors and the cost index it
is combined with the quantity of min-
eral aggregate to furnish the total
weight of bituminous mixes. The av-

SUMMARY O~ QUANTITIES

erage content of asphalt in plant-
mixed surfacing is about 5 percent of
the weight of aggregate used. The
total asphalt requirements for the var-
ious construction programs is the
resultant of the factor for this item
combined with the weight of asphalt
in the item of asphaltic and bitumi-
nous mixes determined according to
the breakdo~~n shown in that item
above.

Various Materials Specified

There has been no attempt to in-
clude all materials required by the
various construction programs that
are common to the items for which
factors have been computed. For in-

California Division of Highways Contracts

January 1, 1954, to December 31, 1956

1831 contracts with lofal value of $520,951,100 (confratt brd items only)
Weighted averages for }hree-year period

...Continued on page 34

Contract items

Total
quantities

for
S years

Dollar value
totals
for

3 years

Quantities
per

million dollars
of contracts

Dollar value
per

million dollars
of contracts

Percent
of total
contract
value

Roadway excavation______ _______________114,008,161 cu. yds.X48,189,820218,900 cu. yds.$93,0009.3%
Untreated rock base_______________________________________7,759,873 tonsSS,939,75816,000 tons31,0003.1
Plant-mixed surfacing_____________________________________10,813,674 tons66,874,24120,800 tons107,30010.7
Asphalt-concrete pavement________________________________92,67b tons478,31317T tons9200.09
Portland cement concrete pavement_________________________2,107,120 cu. yds.30,049,9834,040 cu. yds.57,700S.8
Portland cement concrete structures________________________1,473,230 cu. yds.76,175,6122,830 cu. yds.146,20014.6
Bar reinforcing steel______________________________________272,b09,722 lbs.27,370,666523,10 Ibs.63,000b.3
Structural steel___________________________________________lO8,b89,871 lbs.16,409,797208,400 lbs.32,0003.2

Cement (contracts only)___________________________________7,127,965 bbls.26,264,28513,700 bbls.50,0005.4
Asphalt (contracts only)___________________________________761,490 tons16,09S,b601,460 tons30,9003.1

State Purchases cement-------------------------------15,144 bbls.b4,779-------------------------------------------- ..
State purchases asphalt_______________________________ ____159,407 tons3,385,105

California Division of Highways Corotracts

January 1, 1956, to December 31, 1956

625 contracts with total value of $201,067,500 (contract bid items only)

Contract items

Total
quantities

for
year

Dollar value
totals
for
year

Quantities
per

million dollars
of contracts

Dollar value
per

million dollars
of contracts

Percent
of total
contract
value

Roadway excavation_______________________________________56,214,445 cu. yds.$17,925,073iS0,100 cu. yds.$89,0008.9°fa
IIntreated rock base_______________________________________5,093,426 tons6,707,21715,400 tons33,0003.3
Plant-mixed surfacing_____ ______ ___5,423,296 tone20,509,30417,000 tons102,00010.2
Asphalt concrete pavement_________________________________1,980 tons12,675SO tons650.006
Portland cement concrete paveme.;t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _798,631 cu. yds.11,832,9463,950 cu, yds.68,8005.9
Portland cement concrete structures_______________-________470,121 cu. yds.26,885,9522,340 cu. yds.133,40013.3
Bar reinforcingsteel_______________________________________88,813,2631bs.9,997,422444,2001bs.50,0005.0
Structural steel________________ _________84,200,821 Ibs.6,607,470170,100 Ibs.33,0003.3

Cement (contracts only)___________________________________2,b40,616 bbls.9,455,07112,636 bbls.47,0004.7
Asphalt (contracts only)______ __291,678 tons6,542,2211,450 tons32,5003.3

State Purchases cement------------------------------2,1b2 bbls.11,592----._.__. -------------_------------------
State purchases asphalt------------------------------------47,798 tons1,296,537_

... Continued on page 35
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o ~ ~ ('~ Paso Robles Project
Jis Progressing

TeAFFic cor GES-rioN in Paso Robles in
San Luis Obispo County, originally
named the City of El Paso de Robles,
caused by an 82 percent increase in
average daily traffic on the Coast
Highway, US 101, in the past eight
years, will be solved in the spring of
1958 by completion of a $3,340,000
freeway passing through the city on
new alignment.

The City of El Paso de Robles, "the
pass of the Oaks," is a moderately ex-
panding residential and small commer-
cial community with a population of
approximately 7,000 located in a rela-
tively narrow oak-studded constric-
tion of the Salinas River valley, ap-
proximately 30 miles north of San
Luis Obispo on US 101. Its history in-
cludes an era of worldwide fame in
the early part of the century when
tourists and the ailing flocked to the
area to take warm sulphur baths sup-
plied by still active sulfur wells which
are located throughout the city. The
area is served by the coast route of
the Southern Pacific Railroad and
State Sign Route 41 and US 101 which
intersect at 13th and Spring Streets.

Four-lane Divided Highway

The project now under construc-
tion by the Madonna Construction
Company consists of 5.1 miles of four-
lane divided highway which will pass
through the city between the South-
ern Pacific Railroad tracks on the west
and the Salinas River on the east: It
will connect existing four-lane divided
expressways 1.3 miles south and one
mile north of the city limits. Six
bridge structures are included in the
project. Also, under this contract, re-
cently completed projects on State
Sign Route 41 from Huero Huero
Creek to the Estrella River will be
connected to the freeway by con-

~y LOV~,'ELL D. KRAATZ, Resident Engineer

struction of 2.2 miles of two-lane
highway on new alignment.
Work started October 15, 1956, and

at present grading has been completed
and the concrete paving operation
started. The contractor moved 1,200,-
000 cubic yards of roadway excava-
tion at a rate of 10,000 to 15,000 cubic
yards per day. This was accomplished
using two- and three-axle pneumatic-
tired scrapers in conjunction with
tractors with dozers for loading and
ripping. The major portions of ex-
cavation were contained in high
benced cuts at each end of the project.
Median crossover detours were con-
structed at each end of the project to
carry t~vo-way traffic through the
construction area.

Roadway Excavation

Roadway excavation in these high
benced cuts was completed without
incident, even though it was necessary
for the heavy grading equipment to
work adjacent to and cross traffic. In
general roadway excavation material
consisted of clayey sand, soft clay
shale and talus which were expansive
in nature. Most of this material re-
quired 20 percent to 50 percent mois-
ture in order to obtain the required
compaction. Compaction equipment
consisted of standard sheepsfoot rol-
lers and segmented steel wheel rollers.
An attempt to use atractor-drawn 50-
ton pneumatic roller failed due to the
difficulty in maintaining traction in
the wet clay.

The structural section for the
freeway on US 101 consists of 0.67
foot of Class B portland cement con-
crete on 0.33 foot of cement-treated
subgrade over 0.50 foot of selected
material. The structural section for
the portion of the project on State
Sign Route 41 consists of 0.25 foot of
Type. Bplant-mixed surfacing on 0.67

foot of Class Bcement-treated base
over 0.50 foot of selected material.
The selected material was obtained
from a cut on State Sign Route 41
and is a uniform sandy material of
good quality. Most of this material
was excavated and hauled in pneu-
matic-tired scrapers, but the long-haul
material was loaded into 10-cubic-
yard capacity dump trucks using a
pneumatic-tired six-cubic-yard skip-
loader.

Drainage Structures

All drainage structures under the
main lanes consist of reinforced con-
crete pipe varying in size from 18 to
66 inches in diameter. Pipe installa-
tions were hampered by the presence
of ground water and unstable base-
ment soil. At these locations the pipe
trenches were subexcavated and back-
filled with Type C filter material to
provide firm bedding for the large
culverts. Where necessary, eight-inch
perforated metal pipes were installed
either below or adjacent to the pipe
culverts to carry the profuse ground
water flows. Four large-diameter cul-
verts were extended adjacent to the
freeway under city streets. Great
care was taken during the installation
of these pipes to avoid damage to
water, sewer and gas lines. At two
locations it was necessary to install
60- and 48-inch centrifugally cast ex-
tra-strength reinforced-concrete pipe
under the Southern Pacific Railroad
tracks by the jacking method in order
to avoid a disruption of rail traffic.
These reinforced-concrete pipes were
jacked through the railroad embank-
ments by means of four 125-ton hy-
draulic jacks operating in pairs.

Special Methods and Design

Special methods and design were
necessary to solve the relatively minor
drainage problem of warm sulfur

and Public V"✓orks 5
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Present steel pratt truss bridge across Salinas River looking westerly toward Paso Robles

water artesian wells located under
planned frontage roads. An attempt
to cap one of these wells failed due
to the poor condition of the steel well
casing. The final solution to this prob-
lem was to attach vitrified clay pipe
or asbestos bonded corrugated metal
pipe to the existing casing with a
concrete collar to drain the flow hori-
zontally outside the embankment area.
As insurance against possible subsur-
face casing leakage, a 10-foot-diameter
filter material cone was constructed
around the casing to a depth of three
or four feet.
Planned grade requires a 20-foo?'

cut to carry the freeway under the
13th Street Overcrossing. Due to the

presence of ground water in this area,
a network of eight-inch perforated
metal pipe underdrains in conjunction
with a 1.0-foot pervious blanket un-
der the freeway lanes will be placed
to carry off ground water.

Future Expansion

In order to provide for future ex-
pansion of this facility to a six-lane
divided freeway, 550 lineal feet of

metal bin-type retaining walls de-
signed for future vertical extensions
were installed at the toe of two em-
banlcments. These walls are con-
structed to a height varying from
four to eight feet and may be ex-
tended to a maximum height of 13
feet. Construction of these retaining
walls under this contract will eliminate
the necessity of purchasing expansive
right-of-way or malting costly re-
alignment of the highway in the fu-
ture.

Some 73,500 tons of imported base
material for use under shoulders and
as cement-treated subgrade are being
obtained from the Salinas River bot-
tom adjacent to the project. This
material is produced by pit-blending
clean river run sand with silt binder
and screening the mixture to remove
oversize rock, deleterious roots, etc.
Approximately 41,000 tons of mineral

aggregate for Class Bcement-treated
base to be used under ramps, frontage
roads and the traveled way of State
Sign Route 41 are being produced by
a portable crushing and screening
plant from a terraced gravel deposit

nn the banks of the Salinas River. In
an adjacent pit of similar material
36,600 tons of mineral aggregate for
-inch maximum Type B plant-

mixed surfacing will be produced.

Using a bulls cement truck spreader
and a self-propelled 54-inch mixer,
Class Bcement-treated base is road-
rnixed and placed at the rate of 4,000
square yards per day. The addition
of the specified minimum of 2 %Z per-
cent cement has produced a base with
a compressive strength varying from

600 to 800 pounds per square inch.

Plant-mixed surfacing is being pro-

duced by a 5,000 pound capacity

asphalt plant coupled with a partable

crushing and screening plant. On the

street a level course 1 %2 inches thick is

laid with a motor patrol and pneu-
t:~atic roller. Pavers have been used

to lay a surface course of satisfactory
quality.

High-grade Aggregate

Agg:e~are of exceptional ~~ality for

use in Class B portland cement con-

crete is produced by the contractor

from a rock quarry located 20 miles

south of the project on the Salinas

6 Calif~rnicc Ho~hways



River. Aggregate is produced from
granite rock by normal methods con-
sisting of drilling, shooting, crushing,
screening and washing. Sand grading
is controlled by a hydraulic classifier,
and river run sand is blended with the
crusher sand to produce the fine ag-
gregate. Some •22,000 cubic yards of
concrete paving is being produced by
a normal construction train consisting
of a double-drum mixer, mechanical
spreader, tamper finisher and float.
Since the aggregate is 100 percent
crushed, an air entrainment additive is
introduced into the mix to improve
workability. Concrete paving is being
placed at the rate of 900 to 1,400 cubic
yards per day and 130 to 140 cubic
yards per hour. Due to the wide
range in daily temperature change
in this area, weakened-plane joints
constructed by the sawed method on
previous concrete paving projects
have not entirely controlled random
cracking.

Temperature Change

Daily temperature changes of 30 to
50 degrees are not uncommon. For
this reason metal weakened-plane
joints are installed at 60-foot intervals
in the initial lane and at all working
joints, not to exceed 60 feet, in the
companion lane. The metal strips are
16-gauge sheet metal 1 % inches wide

and 12 feet long and are coated with
a light oil. The joints are placed using
a T-iron cutter prior to final finishing
and maintained within I/ inch of the
finished concrete surface. The remain-
ing joints at 15-foot intervals are
sawed on the day following placing
of the concrete pavement. This
method of forming control joints and
sawing the remaining joints appears
to have stopped random cracking and
has improved the quality of the sawed
joints through a reduction in tearing
and spalling.

Two Overheads

At each end of the city, US 101
~~ill be carried over the Southern Pa-
cific Railroad tracks by a pair of paral-
lel welded steel girder bridges with
reinforced concrete decks providing
a 28-foot clear roadway. These South
and North Paso Robles Overheads
vary in length from 618 to 700 feet
and consist of six and seven spans
supported by single rectangular rein-
forced concrete piers with welded
steel caps and concrete abutments, all
founded on concrete piles. The three-
foot by seven-foot-six-inch concrete
piers vary in height from 15 to 38
feet and were poured monolithically.
Pier fornis were braced with eucalyp-
tus piling. Concrete piles are circular
step-tapered corrugated metal shells

driven by mandrel and filled with con-
crete.

Local city traffic will be carried
over the freeway on the 13th Street
Overcrossing. This two-span bridge
consists of a reinforced, prestressed
concrete slab, about 118 feet long sup-
ported on reinforced concrete abut-
ments and bent with spread footings.
This bridge will provide a 55-foot
clear roadway with 12-foot sidewalks.
The deck slab is one foot six inches
thick and will be prestressed with
high-strength wire placed in conduits.

Diamond-type Intersection

At the diamond-type intersection
of highways US 101 and Sign Route
41, the former will be carried over
the latter on two parallel steel girder
bridges with reinforced concrete
decks, 133 feet long and providing 28-
foot clear roadways. Each bridge of
this Route 2/33 Separation consists of
three spans supported on reinforced
concrete bents and abutments, all on
concrete piles.. This structure has been
designed for future lengthening with
minimum traffic interference, when
State Sign Route 41 is constructed to
full four-lane divided freeway stand-
ards. On and off ramps will provide
the necessary access to and from both
highways.

...Continued on page 34

LEFT -View of Idorfh Paso Robles Overhead construction looking northerly. R1GH7—View looking northerly from site of South Paso Robles
Overhead. Main coast line of Southern Pacific in foreground.
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O ~o ro ~C 
New Overhead Structure Will
Supplement Underpass

Fy .1OHN C, GARY, Acting Resident Engineer, and

RALPH E. HAVERCA,6~1°, Bride Depar#m~nt

FA~ioso uNnExpASS, which is on US 99 about 21 miles north of Bakersfield
and is near the. junction with US 466
from the west, was first opened to
traffic on January 2&, 1937. The pres-
ent road on either side of the. existing
underpass is of the four-lane divided
highway type but the underpass is
undivided. The work being done on
this project will eliminate this bottle-
neck which has been the scene of
numerous accidents in recent years.

The improvement consists, in gen-
eral, of constructing an overhead
structure and approaches to carry
northbound US 99 traffic. over the
Southern Pacific railroad tricks and
of constructing a separation struc-
ture, approaches and channelization at
the junction of US 99 and US 466
(State Highway Routes 4 and 3 3) .
The. existing underpass will serve the
southbound traffic.

This project is a part of a continu-
ing program to develop US 99 into aView westerly of fhe Route US 99 and US 466 separation
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LEFT—View northerly showing existing divided US 99 with Route 99-466 separation in background. RIGHT—View northerly showing existing
Famoso Overhead in the center background and ifs approach fills.

freeway status and was on an express-
way basis prior to the commencement
of this work.
Portland cement concrete pavement

will be used for the US 99 section,
and plant-mixed surfacing for US 466
and its connecting ramps.
The ~ erdo Canal crosses US 99,

and a lateral of Lerdo Canal crosses
US 466. Extension of the triple 8 x 5-
foot reinforced box on the former
was required. Through agreement
with the Kern County Land Com-
pany the existing double 48-inch cor-
rugated metal pipe on US 466 was
replaced with a double 5 x 5-foot re-
inforced concrete box, the land com-
pany paying the additional cost
required to provide a flow of 200
cubic foot per second, whereas the
original capacity was rated at 100
cubic foot per second.

The contractor was able to obtain
a very favorable agreement from an
adjoining property owner whereby
he would land level the property for
crop purposes. Since this area was
immediately adjacent to the heaviest
fill section of the project, the con-
tractor benefited by the much shorter
haul than from the state provided pit.

Farreoso Overhead

To carry the US 99 northbound
traffic across the Southern Pacific
railroad tracks, an overhead structure
was designed with a 37-foot roadway
width, with provisions made for re-
moving one curb should future wid-
ening be necessary. The 234-foot
structure consists of three equal spans,
each consisting of a reinforced con-
crete deck supported by five 42-inch
welded plate girders. Skewed at an

angle of 55 degrees with normal, the
two concrete bents each consist of
three columns supporting the con-
crete cap. Both the bents and the
open-type abutments, situated high
on the approach fill, are supported by
concrete cast-in-drilled-hole piles.
Construction was started early in
March, 1956, and all of the substruc-
ture concrete had been placed by
early June.

Separatoon

The US 466 traffic will be carried
over US 99 on a new separation struc-
ture consisting of three 70-foot spans
and one 35-foot span. Road~~ay width
will be the standard 28 feet with con-
crete curb and railing on each side.
Here also the design calls for 42-inch
welded plate girders; however, the
narrower width and shorter span

... Confinued on page 34

LEFT—View northwesterly of Famoso Overhead. This will be future northbound lane. RIGHT—View northerly at Famoso Ov=mead.
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~~\ /~ / ~~ Fresno Working on
Pattern of Highways

By EARLE W. TAYLOR, District 7raf~ic Engineer

THE NEW pattern of state highways for the City of Fresno, now rapidly
nearing completion, will utilize a sim-
ple vet peculiarly efficient means of
connecting the six major entrances to
the city and connecting them in the
most difricult part of town—the cen-
tral business district.
The ingenious plan consists of pro-

viding atight inner cordon of high-
ways or circumferential route in the
form of an approximate square around
the core of the downtown area. It
makes use of a combination of free-
way, one-way couplets and divided
and conventional city streets to form
this cordon and its approaches.

The ERecf of a Railroad

As do so many San Joaquin Valley
communities, Fresno shows the pro-
found effect the building of the first
railroad had on community develop-
ment and street pattern. Fresno's state
highway ~ problem •really-- started--. in.
1873 when the original townsite was
laid out with streets paralleling and at
right angles to the railroad which runs
in a northwesterly direction.

County Road Pattern

Before the budding city outgrew
the original townsite, the pattern of
county roads located on section lines
was so firmly established that later
subdivisions outside the original town-
site generally followed this exterior
pattern. Thus it occurs as a natural
consequence that at the lines of de-
marcation between the two patterns,
most streets make an angle of ,about
45 degrees.
The principal exception was the

road now known as US 99. Since it
was built to connect the numerous
towns strung along the railroad, it
naturally paralleled the railroad and
passed through Fresno parallel with
the first street pattern.

The EffecT of Both

But not so the other two state
routes. Sign Route 41, the north-south

Yosemite-to-the-coast highway, and
Sign Route 180 running east from
Tracy to Kings Canyon National Park
were adopted from former section line
county roads, which were forced to
jog to pass through the city. The na-
ture of the recent path of these routes
through the old part of the city is
illustrated by the insert on the accom-
panying sketch.
Each route made two 45-degree an-

gles and three 90-degree ones and suf-
fered losses of distance of 0.6 and 0.7
mile over a straight line. Further, por-
tions of both routes passed through
the congested center of the business
district on narrow undivided streets
and used several blocks of Broadway
in common with US 99, further con-
gesting it. And to further complicate
matters, the connections of the three
routes occurred in the heart of the
business district.

Even US 99 followed a somewhat
devious path, crossing the railroad
twice and making several jogs. Forced
to follow Broadway, it found itself on
the second most important. shopping
street, now carrying about 32,000 ve-
hicles aday.

What to Do?

It was patently impossible to do
much in the way of straightening and
shortening Highways 41 and 180. To
do so would have caused them to cut
diagonally across and grossly disrupt
the existing street pattern through the
heart of the business district. The
only solution for the problem was to
make the most efficient use of the
present awkward street pattern and
to move the routes out of the most
congested section.

But something good could be done
about US 99! It could be replaced by
a full freeway lying entirely west of
the tracks, no longer than the present
route and removed from the central
business district, yet close enough to
serve it well. This five-mile, 10 mil-

lion dollar project is nearing com-
pletion.

The Plan: A Cordon

A cordon of new highway- routes
will surround the core of the down-
town area. The US 99 Freeway will
form one side of the square. Two
other sides consist of one-way cou-
plets and the fourth of a four-lane
city street, part of which is divided.
All six approaches join the cordon at
or near its four corners.
The cordon, as shown on the ac-

companying sketch, will enclose an
area of 0.8 square mile, or 110 city
blocks. It contains the bulk of the
downtown retail business district, the
civic center and many industrial
plants along the Southern Pacific
tracks. It also encloses a large sec-
ondary shopping area west of the
tracks. Situated within the first few
blocks outside the cordon are addi-
tional retail outlets, industries, parks,
schools, churches, and, along the A.
T. & S. F. Railway, another well-
developed industrial area.

How Ir Will Work

This cordon arrangement and the
six state highway feeders to it will
permit through traffic to traverse the
heart of the city with much less de-
lay by following a reasonably direct
path yet skirting the most congested
area. It will permit convenient inter-
change from any route to the others.
And it will make it possible for most
home-to-work and shopping drivers,
the largest group of users, to stay on
a major highway almost to their ulti-
mate destination.

It will be possible to reach any
point within the cordon from a state
highway route without traveling more
than five blocks on city streets. By
considering also the area immediately
outside the cordon, a trip over city
streets of that length will permit
drivers to reach every point in an
area of three square miles containing
over 430 city blocks.
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Map showing the awkward street pattern in downtown Fresno and the new routing of sfate highways which form a cordon around the heart of the central dis-

trict with connections ai its four corners. INSERT—The former unsafisfactory routing through the downtown area.

A Freeway

Much of the program is already
completed, and other sections are un-
der construction. The Fresno Free-
way is finished except for cone-mile
section in West Fresno, which should
be ready for traffic by mid-September.

The O and P Street one-way cou-
plet has been in operation more than
18 months, as has the Stanislaus-Tu-
olumne pair between Broadway and
P Street. The portion between the
Freeway and Broadway is under con-

struction and scheduled for comple-
tion by April, 1958. The particular
feature of this project is a pair of
one-way bridges which will span not
only the 21 tracks of the Southern
Pacific yards, but the street on each
side of them as well. The accompany-
ing picture shows the present stage
of construction of one of these
bridges.

The plan is ro further extend this
one-way couplet to the west another
mile over A and B Streets and Whites

Bridge Avenue and Amador Street to
the edge of the city. It is expected this
section will be constructed during
1959.

Ventura Avenue

Ventura Avenue from Broadway
east to the bend needed no improve-
rnent, being afour-lane street w~rh
painted divider and left turn lanes.
The section from the bend to a point
2 %Z miles easterly is under construc-
tion as a four-lane divided highway,
to be completed during February,

and Public Works 11



Construction of the Tuolumne Sfreef one-way bridge over the Southern Pacific, G Street and H Street which will carry eastbound (toward the camera) traffic on
Highway 180. The bridge over the depressed US 99 freeway can be seen in the background. Companion bridges on Stanisfaus Sfreet for westbound tragic
are one block to the right. View is westerly along Tuolumne Street. Near street in foreground is Broadway—nett to fhe west is H Street. G Street is first west of

tracks. Structure in center background on Tuolumne Streef is the Tuolumne overcrossing of the West Fresno Freeway (Route 4, US 99).
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1958. Between the Freeway and.
Broadway, the street will be repaved
soon.

Blackstone Avenue and Abby
Street, Highway 41, went into one-
way operation nearly two years ago,
following the widening and complete
repaving of 'Abby. Farther north,
Blackstone has been the scene of a
continuous program of widening to
six lanes divided since 1953. It is now
completed to a point 3 %z miles north
of the end of the one-way couplet.
The next three-mile section is under
construction and by January, 1958,
will complete this program through
Pinedale and nearly to the Fresno-
Madera County Line.

Succesful One-way Streets

The Blackstone-Abby pair well
illustrate the success of one-way traffic
operation in Fresno. They have fully
met—even exceeded—the most opti-
mistic advance expectations of their
success. Traffic volume has increased
by 53 percent and they now carry
about 33,000 vehicles a day on their
six 12-foot lanes. Average speed has
been increased and peak-hour delay
measurably reduced, as drivers are
normally able to maintain the speed of
30 miles per hour for which the pro-
gressive signal system is timed. The
accident rate was reduced 38 percent
and the injury rate went down by the
strikingly large amount of 72 percent.

A Look to the Future

The new plan for state highways
into and through Fresno, even in its
present incomplete status, is already
paying large dividends in more expe-
ditious driving and less hazard. By
utilizing a rather unique and ingenious
method of interconnecting the six en-
trances by a route close around but
not within the congested central dis-
trict, the plan, when completed, holds
bright promise of solving for some
time to come major traffic problems
in this rapidly growing city.

Congestion will be relieved not
only on the former state routes, but
on several other shopping streets as
well. The expected large decrease in
accidents from the freeway and addi-
tional one-way streets should have a

Contractors Take
Public Into Their
Confidence on Jobs
The idea of a personally delivered

explanatory message to residents in

the neighborhood of heavy freeway
construction, as initiated by a con-
tractor on the Glendale Freeway and
described in the May-June issue of
Cali f orni~s Highways and Public
Works, is apparently catching on.
A similar "greeting card" has been

delivered to people living in another
part of Los Angeles, the section
where the Harbor Freeway is being
extended southward from 88th Street
to 124th Street.
In this instance the contractor is the

Guy F. Atkinson Company. The
project calls for excavation of more
than 1,300,000 cubic yards of earth
from the area between 110th Street
and 124th Street, which must be
transported to build embankments at
the northerly end of the job.

In order to speed up the excavation
phase of the project, the contractor
applied to city authorities for permis-
sion to carry on work during the
evening hours, up to 10.30 o'clock.
When this permission was granted,
the contractor had the explanatory
pamphlet printed and delivered to
nearby residents. In addition to a brief
explanation and map of the project,
the pamphlet contained a reprint of a
newspaper article stating that the
double-shift operation is intended to
speed up completion of the whole
freeway project by six months.
The explanation in the pamphlet is

signed by R. W. Atkinson. Lilce the
one distributed by the Thompson
Construction Company on the Glen-
dale Freeway project, the pamphlet is
reported to have received favorable
reaction from residents of the area.

marked influence on the total city-
wide accident picture.
Even though it may develop that

additional freeways are needed some
time in tl~e future, the present plan
would still continue to well serve im-
portant needs of the community and
would become a valuable adjunct to
any future freeway network.

~n ~l~moriam
WAYNE J. DEADY

Wayne J. Deady, Associate Bridge
Engineer for the Division of High-

ways, died suddenly at his home in
Sacramento on July 19th,. while
convalescing from a major opera-
tion. His many friends throughout
the division regret his passing.

Born July 5, 1902, at Carson

City, Nevada, Wayne was the son

of Nevada State Surveyor-General

C. L. Deady, a. Nevada pioneer.
Deady graduated from Carson
High School. He continued his edu-
cation with university extension
courses and was a registered civil
engineer in California.
Wayne began working in the

Design Office of the Bridge Depart-

ment in Sacramento in 1926 follow-

ing varied. engineering experience

as a. draftsman and instrumentman

with the U. S. Bureau of Public

Roads, the. Southern Pacific Com-

pany, San Mateo County Surveyor,
Michigan-California Lumber Com-

pany at Camino, and as a drafts-

man in the Headquarters Office of

the Nevada Highway Department.
After three years in the Bridge

Department's Design Office, Deady
was assigned to bridge construction

projects as resident engineer and
served in this capacity from 1929
to 1949. During this time he be-
came one of the key men in the
Bridge Department eonstruction
force, supervising construction of
many important major projects.

Before the day of organized

training programs, Wayne always

made a special effort to give young
engineers on his jobs as wide• expe-
rience as possible and is well known
for his interest in aiding them.

Deady had been in the Design
Section of the Bridge Department
in Sacramento since. 1949 prepar-
ing contract specifications and spe-
cial provisions for major structure
projects on state highways.
Deady was a member of the

American Society of Civil Engi-
neers; Turlock Lodge No. 395,
F&AM; and the James W. Marshall
Chapter 49, Placerville, of E Clam-
pus Vitus.
Deady is survived by his widow,

Lola M. Deady, and his son, Willett
C. Deady.
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Improvements in Stockton
Area Will Solve Bottleneck

By LOUIS G. KROECK, District Design Engineer, Districf X

DuxirrG TxE past few years the im- portance of Highway US 50 (State
Route 5) in the Stockton area has
become quite evident. This route is
the main link between the metropoli-
tan San.. Francisco Bay, area and the
great food-producing areas of the
San Joaquin Valley. US 50 is also one
of the main routes between the Bay
area and the vast recreational area of
the Sierra Nevada.
Under contract at the present time

and scheduled for completion in the
spring of 1958 is a 6.8-mile length of
highway between the San Joaquin
River at Mossdale and Richards Ave-
nue south of the French Camp area.
Conversion of the old 20-foot pave-
ment to a freeway will be accom-
plished in two stages.

New Southbound Lane

A 24-foot concrete pavement has
been laid to the west of the existing
20-foot pavement and will become the
southbound lanes. For the present, the
existing pavement will carry the
northbound traffic. This old pavement
will be resurfaced and a new eight-
foot-wide shoulder will be con-
structed for the entire length on the
easterly side. The southbound lanes
have teen so placed to allow for the
construction of the northbound lanes
and yield a 22-foot median with three
lanes of pavement in each direction.

Inferchcnge Planned

At the southerly end of this project
State Route 66 (Sign Route 120) con-
nects with US 50. This intersection is
located between the approach to the
old Mossdale Underpass on the north
and the San Joaquin River bridges on
the south. In view of the very poor
history of accidents at this location it
was determined to construct this in-
terchange to its ultimate design. Thy
very close controls at this location
greatly restricted the designers.
The highway from the west is four-

lane divided and crosses the San Joa-
quin River on two bascule span
bridges, approximately 550 feet in
length and placed 125 feet center to
center. East of the river the four
lanes converge into two lanes and
pass under the mainline Southern
Pacific railroad tracks with substand-
ard horizontal and vertical clearance.
Only 1,150 feet exists between the
bridges and underpass in which to fit
the entire interchange including the
speed change lanes. To make things
worse, the pavement drops on a 2 %2
to 3 percent grade between the
bridges and the railroad.

Crossing of Railroad Tracks

In this area the Southern Pacific
railroad's double tracks are on a fill
approximately 14 feet in height. To

go over these tracks with the required
clearance would require a highway
fill of approximately 45 feet in height.
To design an underpass to present-
day standards also has its difficulties.
There have been many times in past
history when the high water in the
San Joaquin River has been well above
the height of the surrounding land.
We are quite fortunate that during
our ground water studies in Decem-
ber of 1955 and January of 1956, the
San Joaquin River reached an eleva-
tion almost as high as it has any time
in recent years.Test wells were drilled
at 200-foot intervals for about 1,600
feet extending along a line approxi-
mately normal to the river. The
ground water elevation in these wells
was read at intervals between De-
cember 20, 1955, and February 6,
1956. The results were plotted show-
ing the ground water profile along the
test line at time intervals of only a few
days.

Wafer Tables

From this study it appeared that
there was a steady rise in the water
table at the underpass site beginning
three days after the river started to
rise. The heavy soil dike encountered
about 600 feet east of the river ap-
parently had little effect on the rate
of percolation to the structure site.

...Continued on page 16
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Boehmer Hill to Castro
Valley Improvements

By HAIG AYANIAN, Assistant District Engineer

VV tTx TxE completion of the "Dub-
lin Canyon Project" on US 50 in Ala-
meda County, which will occur later
this year, a continuous divided free-
way will exist between the distribution
structure at the eastern terminus of
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge
to Tracy, a distance of about 54 miles.
The part of this freeway known as

US 50, a major arterial through Ala-
meda County, .and a part of the inter-
state system, provides a direct connec-
tion between the metropolitan areas
of San Francisco and Oakland and the
Livermore and San Joaquin Valleys.
The "Dublin Canyon Project" will
climax afive-stage construction pro-
gram which was started in 1950. This
route, in addition to the heavy passen-
ger traffic, carries a heavy truck and

bus traffic as it serves as a primary
route for the San Joaquin Valley and
points east. The importance of this
route has been increased by the reacti-
vation of Camp Parks as Parks Air
Force Base, and the activity at the
recently constructed atomic research
laboratory farther to the east. The
route is of prime importance as an aid
to national defense and military needs
of the future. The above installations
have resulted in a large increase in
population with a proportionate in-
crease in trafFic volumes. Present con-
struction will alleviate this traffic
congestion and promote future ex-
panse and growth to the southern
Alameda County valleys of Pleasanton
and Livermore.

On New Alignment

The old highway from 2 %Z miles
west of Dublin to Pergola Hill was
originally constructed as a 30-foot-
wide oil-macadam pavement. Subse-
quent improvements over the years
resulted in widths of up to 40 feet of
portland cement concrete pavement
in some areas, along with bituminous
surfacing in others. The new con-
struction will provide alimited-access
freeway between 2.3 miles west of
Dublin and 0.3 mile west of Center
Street in Castro Valley. The new
alignment roughly parallels Palamares
and San Lorenzo Creeks throughout
its full length and traverses rather
rugged terrain for a considerable por-
tion of the distance.

...Continued on page 17

LEFT—Looking westerly from easterly end of proje~f, showing newly constructed eastbound lanes and portion of existing traveled way to be resurfaced for ulfi-

mate use as westbound lanes. RIGHT—Looking westerly, showing Eden Canyon Interchange in foreground, newly constructed westbound lanes on right, old align-

ment left, wiih Castro Valley in background.
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RIGHT—Af Mossdale looking noetfi showing new two lanes on fhe left, reworking of existing undercrossing of Southern Pacific railroad of left, preparing for new
undercrossing of Southern Pacific at right, and Rou+e 66 to Manteca in lower right. LEFT—Af Mossdale looking south.

US 50—STOCKTON AREA
ContPnued from page 74 .. .

On February 6, 1956, the water level
in the soil was practically at the river
stage and was still slowly rising as the
river water -level was receding. Water
started flowing into the existing un-
derpass through construction joints
on January 30, 1956, when the head
was 18 inches. This was somewhat dis-
turbing inasmuch as the profile of the
proposed subway would be about five
feet below the e~sting.
On February 6, 1956, at the site of

the proposed underpass the ground
water was less than one foot from the
ground surface and it became quite
evident that it would be necessary to
seal ofd the excavated area to prevent
the ground water from inundating the
roadway. It was evident that it would
be necessary to extend this seal up to
the average surface elevation in this
area.

Underpass and Interchange Design

With this informarion we then
designed several interchange arrange-
inents incorporating both the over-

head on a 45-foot fill and the under-
pass requiring a seal slab. These studies
proved that the underpass and inter-
change ,design as now being con-
structed are geometrically superior and
more economical.

The concrete seal slab, of course,
must be designed heavy enough so
the buoyancy of the subsurface water
will not lift the pavement. In this
case it was necessary to construct a
slab with a maximum thickness of 7
feet 8 inches and containing 9,700
cubic yards of Class B concrete. All
expansion and construction joints are
fitted with 6-inch rubber waterstops.
A total of 7,250 linear feet of water-
stops are required.

It is the intention to continue to use
the existing railroad underpass, con-
structed in 1927, for southbound
trafric. Although substandard with
respect to our present-day standards
it is felt that more years of good use
can be obtained from the old struc-
ture by obtaining standard vertical
clearance. This is being accomplished
by relocation of the girders with re-

spect to the floor beams plus a track
raise of about six inches.

Drainage Facility

A pumping plant has been con-
structed with adequate capacity for
both the old and the new underpass.
This will provide a more positive
drainage facility with greater capacity,

Approximately one mile north of
the San Joaquin River the highway
crosses a low area which has a long°
record of flooding. In this area the
new lanes have been held well above
the flood plane to prevent future in-
terruptions to traffic and to reduce
the maintenance costs that are usually
incurred when a pavement lies low
in a wet area.

It is planned to convert this new
section of expressway into a free-
way. Three interchanges will be con-
structed on the rights of way ac-
quired under the first stage and front-
age roads will be provided on both
sides and for the entire length of the
project.

... Continued on page 18
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US 50—BOEHMER F91LL
Continued from page 15 .. .

The project as constructed provides
a limited-access freeway consisting of
two new traffic lanes from the begin-
ning of the project at the easterly
terminus southerly of and approxi-
mately parallel to the existing road-
way for about one-third of the length
of the project. The balance of the
project consists of four new traffic
lanes on new alignment and to full
freeway standards. The eausting high-
way at the easterly third of the job
was resurfaced with plant-mixed sur-
facing and will be utilized as one road-
way of a divided facility. The pave-
ment section consists of eight inches
of portland cement concrete on four
inches of cement-treated selected ma-
terial. Provisions have been made for
the adding of future lanes when the
need arises.

Drainage Aspects

The drainage aspects of this project
are of particular interest due to the

Looking easterly from Castro Vat~ey. End of proj-
ect showing both new and old alignment with
ramps to Castro Valley Bypass shown In lower left.
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Looking wesferJy from Pergola Hill showing new
alignment on left, existing route on right, with

Castro Valley in background

maze of underground installations nec-
essary to dispose of the natural runoff
of the area. As noted above, the line
parallels Palamares and San Lorenzo
Creeks, crossing and recrossing them
a number of times, and in some in-
stances runs on top of the drainage
course. It was necessary to place 1;160
feet of 20-foot-diameter reinforced
concrete arch culverts, and approxi-
mately 6,500 linear feet of 78-inch
and 84-inch reinforced concrete pipe
to carry the waters of the natural
drainage courses. These facilities were
laid approximately parallel to the
roadway, and are in addition to the
many cross drains. The difference in
elevation of the inlet and outlet of
this installation :is .approximately 75
feet and required- the use of three dis-

...Continued on page i9
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LEFT—South of French camp showing temporary transition of four-lane divided to two-lane road to Stockton. This is fhe beginning of proposed interim project

to be under construction soon. RIGHT—North of Mossdale looking south showing undercrossing construction work at Southern Pacific railway, twin bridges across

the San Joaquin River, and divided four lanes ahead toward Tracy.

US 50—STOCKTON AREA
Continued from page 16 .. .

The completion of this project will
eliminate one of the last bottlenecks
existing on US 50 between Stocl~ton
and the Bay area, and will correct one
of the most dangerous intersections
in District X.
F. 1~~. Babcock is resident engineer

in charge of construction work under
contract to A. Teichert &Son, Sacra-
mento.

Interim Project Extends Four Lanes

As an interim project plans are now
complete for the construction of four
lanes between Richards Avenue, just
sDUth of French Camp, and Charter
Way in Stockton.
Beginning at Richards Avenue it is

proposed to use the existing two-lane
pavement as the two northbound lanes
with construction of two additional
lanes to the west to provide the two
southbound lanes. This four-lane di-
vided highway would continue up to
French Camp, where the divided fea-
ture would be merged into a four-
Iane undivided section.

T'he four-lane undivided section
from south of French Camp into
Stockton will be constructed by re-
surfacing and widening the existing
pavement within the existing right-
of-way. Along with this improvement
of the existing pavement there are
four intersections that will be im-
proved by providing median pocket
lanes for left turns along with accele-
ration and deceleration lanes into
the intersections. These intersections
scheduled for improvement are at the
entrance to the County Hospital,
French Camp Turnpike Road, Clay-
ton-1VIcKinley Streets, and at Cali-
fornia Street entrance to the City of
Stockton.

In addition to the widening to four
lanes, the bridge at French Camp
Slough will be replaced with a con-
crete structure, whereas the remain-
ing existing bridges at North Branch
French Camp Slough, Walker Slough,
and at Homestead Canal will be re-
placed with culverts.

This interim project, with the proj-
ect east of Tracy also being planned,

will provide the final links to a four-
lane facility for the entire distance
between Stockton and Tracy.

THEN YHERE'S IDA
Then there's the mystery that

cropped up in a midwestern city.
Within the span of a couple of days,
reports the National Automobile Club,
about a dozen new cars were found
badly battered and dented. Law of-
ficers scratched their heads and asked
a lot of questions, and then a little old
man came forward and explained it
all.
Seems he had a junk wagon and the

junk wagon was pulled by a horse
named Ida. Now apparently Ida got
to thinking about the horseless car-
riage and how it was replacing her
dwindling breed. This made Ida so
mad that whenever she saw a fancy
ne~v model she would give it a good
kick and then run like blazes.

OfTicers didn't dare to argue with
Ida. They just asked her owner to
keep her back, well back, from the
fancy new models.
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US 50—BOEHNlEtt HILL
Continued from page 17 .. .

sipators to avoid excessive erosion at
the outlet.

The design of these dissipators is
based on model studies and irrigation
weir prototypes in Pakistan. These
special dissipators are placed at the
outlet ends of the 72-inch and 84-inch
reinforced concrete pipes. This type.
of dissipator efficiently breaks up the
jet flows of the large longitudinal cul-
vers as they discharge into the natural
channels. This type of dissipator com-
bines the use of the principles of in-
sufHation and baflies, and is more eco-
nomical and practical than the usual
stilling basins for these particular cases.

Extensive Seepage

The problem of drainage on this
project was not confined to surface
runoffs but was complicated by exten-
sive seepage areas throughout the
length of the project. It was necessary
to place some 18,500 linear feet of six-
inch porous concrete pipe underdrains
and 4,500 linear feet of two-inch hori-
zontal drainpipe.

Many of the cuts constructed for
this project were of considerable mag-
nitude and required benches 20 feet
wide at intervals of 40 feet vertically.

One such cut was in excess of 180 feet
in depth. A total of 1,600,000 cubic
yards was removed under roadway
excavation by use of various types of

earthmoving equipment including rub-
ber-tired scrapers, a large power
shovel and trucks in heavy rock areas.
Included in the contract are seven

bridges described as follows:

EDEN CANYON ROAD UNDERCROSS-
ING—A T-beam type bridge of parallel
structures about 118 feet long consisting
of three spans over the realignment of
Eden Canyon Road.

SUNNYSLOPE AVENUE UNDER-
CROSSING—Another T-beam type bridge,
parallel structures about 158 feet in length
over the realignment of existing state high-
way at Sunnyslope Avenue.

SAN' LORENZO CREEK BRIDGE AND
UNDERCROSSING NO. 1—A box gir-
der type bridge consisting of parallel
structures. The left bridge about 388 feet
long and the right bridge about 438 feet

LEFT—Looking westerly toward 84-inch reinforced concrete pipe installation, showing depth of cut from exist-
ing traveled way. RIGHT—View of completed aero energy dissipators.
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LEFT—Looking westerly down riprap section of channel approaching 20-foot arch culvert,. one of three on project. RIGHT—Showing 84-inch reinforced concre}e
pipe installation's relative position to existing traveled way—new alignment.

in length, each with five spans over Old

Dublin Road and San Lorenzo Creek.

SAN LORENZO CREEK BRIDGE AND
UNDERCROSSING NO. 2—Another box

girder type bridge about 330 feet in

length consisting of parallel. structures of

three spans over a private road and San

Lorenzo Creek.

CROW CANYON ' ROAD UNDER-

CROSSING—A composite steel girder

type bridge about 482 feet in length of

parallel structures consisting of five spans

over the existing state highway at Crow

Canyon Road.

CROW CREEK BRIDGE—A box girder

type bridge of about 264 feet in length

consisting of three spans over Crow

Creek, providing a clear roadway width

of 64 feet between curbs.

CASTRO VALLEY BOULEVARD
OVERCROSSING—A box girder type

bridge of about 254 feet in length consist-

ing of four spans over the new freeway

providing a clear roadway width of 54

feet between curbs.

The project included the. following ->.: ~~.
major items of work:

Roadway excavation ________ 1,600,000 cubic yards
Structure excavation and

backfill _________________ 112,000 cubic yards
Ditch and channel excava-

tion _ ____._______________ 13,000 cubic yards
(lass B concrete pavement__ 25,300 cubic yards
Class A concrete structures

and bridges ____________ 17,200 cubic yards
Bar reinforcing steel_________ 3,110,000 pounds
Structural steel _________________ 934,000 pounds
Drainage pipes ____________ 41,000 linear feet

The total cost of the project will be
approximately $4,479,000, .;arid it is
anticipated that it will be completed
in October, 1957, about two months
ahead of the: e~iration of the 400

MERIT AWARD BOARD WINNERS
Following is a list of the Division of Highways employees who received

merit award recognition during the months of June and July, 1957:
Henry E. Davis, Stockton, $50 for sugges- is based on an IBM procedure already in-

tion in which he developed a soil dehy- stalled in some of the districts.
drator to replace and supplement present
drying equipment. This oven incorporates
the essential features of the best drying
ovens on the market.

Mrs. Helen M. Rake, San Bernardino, $20
for suggestion recommending a new form
for ordering topographical maps which elim-
inates costly delays in the filling of orders.
The change in the form consists of a space
to show the co-ordinates of the southeast
corner of each quadrangle to enable an area
to be identified even though the name is
changed.

Glen A. Wallis, Sacramento, $150 for sug-
gestion recommending a method of comput-
ing construction material quantities through
the use of the electronic computers. Other
uses are also being developed as a result of
this proposal.

Mie)~ael Valentine, Sacramento, $20 for
suggestion in which he developed a series
of graphical solutions for the design of pile
footings.

Herbert Shipley, San Luis Obispo, re-
ceived a $50 check as an additional award
for a combination of grade and grid sheets
he developed. In March, 1956, the board
had awarded him $50 and recommended
a review at the end of one year. His method

working days allotted for the work.
The contractor is Peter Kiewit &Sons
and the project is under the supervi-
sion of W. E. Roche, Jr. The State is
represented by A. A. Andrade,. fir., as

Adel R. Leitch, San Francisco, recom-
mended using one combination stamp in
place of two stamps to record the date
scheduled and the schedule number on
receiving records, posting pages, and trans-
fer records in District VII. Mrs. Leitch
received a Certificate of Commendation.

Gloria M. Anthony, San Francsico, pro-
posed adifferent use of pounce on vellum
and ozalid paper for appraisal maps. Pounce
is a powder used to prevent ink from
spreading, used in drafting work wherever
ink does not take to the surface properly.
Mrs. Anthony's idea is to prepare the vel-
lum and ozalid paper in advance with
pounce., which makes clear, black imprints,
shortens the time to dry the prints, and
makes it unnecessary to erase and restamp
faded stampings on vellum or a print. A
$30 award was granted.

Mabel Graham, Los Angeles, received a
$100 award for recommending an improved
statement form and return envelope for
the active rental accounts of the Division
of Highways. Benefits will be a savings in
material, in time required to prepare for
mailing, and particularly in the time re-
quired to identify and process the pay-
ments received.

...Continued on page 22

resident engineer and E: F. Van Zee as
Bridge Department representative,
under the supervision of Assistant
State Highway Engineer, B. W.
Booker.
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CITizENS or Lafayette in Contra
Costa County staged a jubilant three-
day celebration following opening of
the Lafayette Bypass on June 27th.
This four-lane section of new free-

way, costing $3,300,000, eliminates the
most seriously congested portion of
Sign Route 24 between Oakland and
Walnut Creels, which has been daily
traversed by commuters from the
residential developments to East Bay
business and industrial areas and the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.
Provisian has been made in the proj-
ect for two additional lanes as the
increase in traffic volume warrants.
In the business district of Lafayette,

which has been the site of the serious
congestion, local traffic is now able to
move freely, and traffic hazards which
have been experienced in the past,
will be minimized.
The average daily traffic through

this area is approximately 38,000. The
accident rate has been appro~umately
3.52 accidents per million vehicle-
miles. Congestion will be practically
eliminated and the accident rates con-
siderably reduced.
Work started on the project Oc-

tober 17, 1955, by contractor Gordon
H. Ball. This project will provide an
alternate traffic route through the
town of Lafayette, and will leave the
present highway as ahigh-standard,
uncongested, local arterial servicing
the rapidly growing community of
Lafayette.

Other Projec4s

In December, 1956, atwo-quadrant
cloverleaf interchange at Pleasant Hill
Road, at the easterly end of this proj-
ect, was completed. This interchange

At ribbon cuffing, left to right: Captain R. R. Ma-
gill, California Highway Patrol; L. A. Weymouth,
District Engineer, San Francisco; Supervisor Ray
Taylor, H. Boefz, Lafayette Chamber of Commerce;
Assemblyman Donald Doyle, Highway Commis-
sioner H. Stephen Chase; T. Fred Bagshaw, Assisf-
ant Director of Public Works; B. W. Booker, As-
sistant State Highway Engineer; Paf Whiehead,
Attendant to Queen; Dolores Roescher, Fiesta
Queen; Betty Clark, Attendant to Queen; C. A.
Maghetti, Secretary, State Highway Commission;
Earle Pierce, Lafayette Chamber of Commerce;

Supervisor Mel Nielsen.

Opening of Lafayette Bypass

Is Cause for Celebration

Lafayette ~dpass
Project length: 2.6 miles.
Description of project: between

west of Sunnybrook Drive and
west of Pleasant Hill Road.

Number of lanes: initial 4, ultimate
6 lanes.

Type of facility: full freeway.
Estimated construction cost: $3,-

300,000.
Major structures: the Lafayette Un-

dercrossing, Dolores Drive Under-
crossing, Happy Valley Roaci
Undercrossing, Oak Hill Road
Undercrossing, East Bay Munici-
pal Utility District Aqueduct
Overcrossing.

There is an interchange at each
end of the project and grade sep-
arations at other major local streets.

Controlling quantities: 1,500,000
cubic yards roadway excavation,
13,700 cubic yards portland ce-
ment concrete pavement, 10,500
cubic yards concrete bridge
work, 2,293,000 pounds of rein-
forcing steel, 82,000 tons of im-
ported subbase material.

serves as a connection between the
freeway and Pleasant Hill Road,
which is an important county express-
way. In the future, it will also be a
connection to the Route 233, Shep-
herd Canyon Freeway, which is an-
other future freeway into Oakland via
Nloraga no~v in planning and design
stages.

A contract for a project which will
extend the freeway to the south and
north of Walnut Creek was recently
awarded to Chas. H. Harney, Inc.
This project will. be 4.2 miles long,
and construction will cost approxi-
mately $8,800,0.00. There are approxi-
mately 17 major structures involved
in this project, which will provide an
initial four- and six-lane freeway with
provisions for ultimate six and eight
lanes. To the north, it connects with
the project which was completed
early this year extending from Wal-
nut Creels to north of Monument, a
distance of 2.8 miles, costing approxi-
inately $2,850,000 for construction.

Some 200 persons participated in
opening ceremonies arranged by the
Lafayette Chamber of Commerce.
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Helicopter instead of traditional shears used io cut barrier tapes

In lieu of the traditional ribbon
cutting, a helicopter flown by Ed
Haapala, executive pilot for Contrac-
tor Gordon Ball, swooped down and
clipped barrier tapes at each end of
the new freeway.

Luncheon Is Held

Automobiles carrying dignitaries
and Fiesta Queen Dolores Roeschen
and her two attendants, Pat White-
head and Betty Clark, made the round
trip over the new freeway back to El
Nido, where a luncheon was held.
B. W. Booker, Assistant State High-

way Engineer, told the group "several
million dollars remain to be spent be-
tween here and Orinda. There is still
a $100,000,000 highway deficiency in
Contra Costa County. There are still
some `bugs' in the new expressway
here, where the freeway rejoins
Mount Diablo Boulevard at Upper
Happy Valley Road. But it'll be at
least two years before you get the
next job. We'll do what we can to
alle~~iate the situation in the mean-
time.

Prnise Co-opera4ion

Both T. Fred Bagshaw, Assistant
Director of Public Works, and As-
semblyman Donald Doyle praised co-
operation of Contra Costa County
with the State in solving highway
problems.
Among others participating in the

opening celebration were Deputy
State Highway Engineer, J. W. Vick-

rey, Chelso Maghetti, Secretary of the
State Highway Commission;. Commis-
sioner H. Stephen Chase from San
Francisco; Earle Pierce, President of
Lafayette Chamber of Commerce;
L. A. Weymouth, District. Highway
Engineer; Highway Patrol Captain
Russ Magill; and County Supervisors
Ray Taylor, Mel Nielsen, Bud Bu-
chanan and Joe Silva.
Some 20 civic groups participated

in the community celebration.

MERIT AWARD WINNERS
Continued from page 20 .. .

Wallcice R. Tureen, Sacramento, received
a $50 award for recommending the use of
snap-out carbons for certain form letters in
the Bridge Department.

Oliver Dowd, Stockton, received a $42
award for suggesting the elimination of
freehand lettering on culvert lists and con-
struction note sheets. He proposes instead
the use of a typing and photographic proc-
ess in preparing contract plan tracings with
tabular data.

William Wallace, Oakland, designed and
built a roller chain pulling tool, used when
two ends of a roller chain must be pulled
together and properly aligned to insert
the connecting link. The device speeds the
job of chain. coupling and minimizes the
hazard of accidents to hands. A $45 award
was made.
Lloyd Ray Brush, Sacramento, received

a Certificate of Commendation for propos-
ing that the bolts fastening the tire rack un-
der Division of Highway light trucks be
wrapped with friction tape to protect them
from dirt and facilitate their removal.

Jaynes H. Hirotcr72i, Sacramento, received
a Certificate of Commendation for recom-

Highway Engineer
E. E. East Retires
Frora~ Automobile Club
E. E. East, chief engineer of the

Automobile Club of Southern Califor-
nia—the man who proposed a freeway
system for Los Angeles more than 20
years ago—retired July 1st.

East, with the club since 1920, is
also known for the two exploration
trips he led to Mexico City and San
Salvador in 1930 and 1931, which
proved that construction of a West
Coast Pan-American highway was
possible.
This highway—from Nogales, Ari-

zona, to Mexico City—was dedicated
only last A~ay, at ~~hich time Caye-
tano Blanco Vigil, Mexico's most
ardent supporter of this project,
lauded East for proving that such a
road was possible almost 30 years ago.
One of the first engineers employed

by the. California Highway Commis-
sion—in 1912—East, throughout his
long career, has adhered to one princi-
ple in particular: The way to ap-
proach highway problems is with a
look to the future as well as the
present.
A working example of this belief is

revealed by the recommendation he
made in the auto club's 1937 metro-
politan Los Angeles traffic survey,
when he stated:

"It is recommended that a network
of motorways be constructed to serve
the entire metropolitan area of Los
Angeles.. These motorways should be
developed upon aright-of-way not
less than 360 feet in `width through
residential territory and not less than
100 feet in width through established
business districts."

He also recommended that these
motorways be built to accommodate
four to six lanes of traffic divided by
a physical barrier.

Both of these ideas were rather "fu-
turistic" in 1937.
East was also one of the early pro-

ponents of oil-bound gravel roads.

mending that in the few cases where there
are no construction changes on the plans
of highway contracts, a letter be forwarded
advising Headquarters Office in lieu of
sending final plans.
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~ I ~ Y~ o f I ~r Fl~ghway Commissioners

U 0 U I View Major Projects

By C. A. MAGHETTI, Secretary, California Highway Commission

SUPERLATIVES ARE gUlte OfCe11 llSeC~ t0
describe high mountains, blue lakes,
tall buildings, sleek ships, and many
more "bigs" in California so it isn't
entirely out of order to picture the
fantastic amount of roadwork going
on, particularly in the Counties of
Orange and Los Angeles.

To see this tremendous effort first-
hand, members of the California High-
way Commission, together with rep-
resentatives from the Division of
Highways, took time out from a busy
schedule during June to see where
many gasoline tax dollars are now be-
ing expended to produce better travel-
ing facilities for persons in that part
of the State.

Over the years it has been the prac-
tice of the California Highway Corn-
mission to hold business meetings
away from Sacramento, occasionally
in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
This procedure provides the oppor-
tunity for commissioners to view
many construction operations over the
State and to very often accept invita-
tions from organizations to appear
before them to give firsthand informa-
tion of the State's highway program.
Sacramento being the seat of State
Government seems far, and is far,
away to many persons south of the
Tehachapi Mountains.

Members of sour Party

Included on the tour through the
South were Frank B. Durkee, State
Director of Public Works and Chair-

man of the California Highway Com-
mission, Commissioners Chester H.
Warlow of Fresno, Robert E. Mc-
Clure of Santa Monica, James A.
Guthrie of San Bernardino, Fred W.
Speers of Escondido, Robert L.

Bishop of Santa Rosa, and the author.

Unable to make the trip because he

was in Washington was H. Stephen

Chase of San Francisco.

From the Division of Highways
were G. T. McCoy, State Highway
Engineer; J. C. Womack, Assistant
State Highway Engineer; and George
N. Cook, 1~ssistant Secretary of the
Highway Commission.

Aside from its regular monthly
business, the commission participated
in a ceremony of "turning the first
shovel of dirt" for the bridge to
span the Los Angeles River on the
new Santa Monica Freeway.

McClure Breaks Ground

Commissioner Robert E. McClure

performed this function before a large

group of officials and spectators. Los

Angeles "River," which sometimes

brings raised eyebrows from north-

erners, did have a trickle of water in

the channel. Actually the "river,"

which is paved with reinforced con-

crete, is a tremendous effort to control

flash floods which occur occasionally

in that area, winter and summer.

The viaduct and bridge is a project
costing some $5,000,000° The "first
shovel of dirt" started a bridge which
will be completed about the middle of
1959.

The commissioners then journeyed
over several freeways and stopped
particulary to see the progress under
~~ay on the Ventura-San Diego Free-
way. This huge project is near the
$8,000,d00 marls in cost. It is in two
sections, the first beginning at Sepul-
veda to Encino and the second from
Valley Vista to Burbank Boulevard,
with a total of 8 lanes and 10 bridges.

Delays due to new construction

were encountered on the Santa Ana

Freeway to Newport Beach. While

the slowdown was an annoyance, it

did contribute further to the commis-

sion's knowledge of work being done
in Southern California.

Because of a controversy under way

at the time, the caravan made a stop

on Friday, June 21st, to vie«~ the pro-

Groundbreaking on Santa Monica Freeway in paved channel of Los Angeles River June 17. On bulldozer,
left to right: Los Angeles City Councilman Rasom Calticott, State Highway Commissioner Robert E. McClure,

Stafe Highway Commissioner Chester H. Warlow, Los Angeles City Councilman HaroBd Henry.
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Looking southeasterly showing start of construction work excavating for center pier in the Los Angeles River channel for Santa Monica Freeway bridge.

!n background is Sears, Roebuck building.

posed freeway through Cardiff, En-
cinitas, and Leucadia. These commu-
nities are split between an inland route
and one further east through Green
Valley. By inspecting the two lines
the commissioners now feel they can
evaluate both proposals and arrive at
a more intelligent conclusion.

The Los Angeles municipally
owned International Airport is prob-
ably the third in activity in the Na-
tion. Unlike the new airport in San
Francisco, which was planned com-

pletely in advance, the Los Angeles

project, like "Topsy," just grew; but

the time has come for the directors

of the port to do something about it,

and plans are no`v on the boards for

a ne~v layout.

Because the proposal involves the

closing of some of the state highways

in the area the commissioners spent

the greater part of one morning in-

specting the airport area and, a few
days following, prepared an agree-
ment which was accepted by the City
of Los Angeles.

Thursday evening, at the Lafayette
Club, a short distance out of San
Diego, the commission met at dinner
with representatives of the chamber
of commerce and city and county
officials.

Friday, the final day of the tour,
was spent inspecting highways of the
county.

For the commissioners to see things

firsthand is undoubtedly a desirable

thing. However, it does take time, and
each commission member, a business-

man in his own right, often finds it

difficult to give more time to travel

over the State. Due to devotion to

the job by this commission and those

that preceded it, goes the pride of

great accomplishment to the end that

California, with its thousands of miles
of highways, is now second to none
in the Nation in this respect.

SPEED AT NIGHT

Don't overdrive your car's head-
lights at night. If you are going faster
than 45 miles per hour you cannot
stop within the distance illuminated by
your headlights, according to the Cali-
fornia State Automobile Association.
Remember, 45 is the safe maximum
speed at night.

A government worker sat at the
table after breakfast one morning, en-
grossed in his newspaper for over an
hour. Finally he asked for another
cup of coffee. "Coffee!" echoed his
wife. "But look at the time. Aren't
you going to the office today?"
"Office?" explained the startled

man. "Heavens! I thought I was at
the office."
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o n n eroo Haddock Wins Topper

For Best 1956 Contract

WTH FRANK B. DURKEE~ D1TeCtOI' Of
Public Worizs, State of California,
making the presentation Friday eve-
ning, May 31st, the contracting firm
of J. E. Haddock, Ltd., of Pasadena
was the recipient of the "Topper"
trophy for having completed the No.
1 state highway contract in District
VII during 1956. The winning con-
tract was a section of the Harbor
Freeway between 42d Street and 23d
Street in Los Angeles, which vas
completed on April 26, 1956.
A similar trophy was presented by

Edward T. Telford, Assistant State
Highway Engineer, to Maurice E.
Camp, State Resident Engineer in
charge of construction on the project.
Milton Harris, State Construction En-
gineer, presented certificates of merit
to George Wiggers, Art Anderson,
and Jack Erwin, the superintendents
for the Haddock organization on the
job, and to the subcontractors and
the state engineers who participated
in the construction.

Bonneroo Banquet

Scene of the award presentation
was the sixth annual "Bonneroo," a
stag banquet sponsored by the Dis-
trict VII Construction Department of
the California Division of Highways
and staged at the Rodger Young Au-
ditorium in Los Angeles. The annual
affair, sixth of its kind, is primarily
held for the purpose of honoring con-
tractors and resident engineers who
completed the 10 best state highway
contracts in District VII, comprising
Ventura, Los Angeles, and Orange
Counties, during the preceding calen-
dar year. The winners for 1956, an-
nounced at the Bonneroo, were:

No. 1—Harbor Freeway, Los Angeles Lounty, 42d
Street to 23d Street-1. E. Haddock, Ltd.,
Ioniractor; M. E. Lamp, Resident Engineer

Mo. 2—Ojai Freeway, Ventura founiy, Highway 101
to Mitls School near Ventura—Guy F. Ai•
kinson, [ontractor; 1. F. Smith, Resident
Engineer

No. 3—San Bernardino Freeway, Los Angeles Counfy,
Durfee Avenue to one•half mile east of
Puente Avenue, near West fovina—Griffith

Company, fontracfor; B. N. Frykland, Resi•
dent Engineer

No. 4—Harbor Freeway, Los Angeles founty, Battery
Sheet to Paeific toast Highway near Wil•
mington—Vinnell Co., Inc., and Vinnell Lon-
sfructwa, (oniraetor; F. E. Siurgean, Resident
Engineer

No. 5—Houston Freeway, Orange County, fypress
Avenue fo Santa Ana [anyon Road near Ane-
heim—Ukropina, Polich, Kral, and Ukropina,
~ontraetor; C. J. Mc~ullough, Resident En•
gineer

No. 6—Santa flara•Rice Road, Ventura County, near
EB Rio—Fredrickson ~ Watson, fantractor;
1. F. Smilh, Resident Engineer

No. 7—Artesia Street, Los Angeles ~ounfy, teniral
Avenue io AWmeda Street near ~ompfon—
Vido Kavaeevich and 0. ~. Pierson, Contrac-
tor; L. f. French, Resident Engineer

No. 8—Verdugo Road, Los Angeles [ounty, Glen•
dale Avenue to Towne Street near Glendale
—Griffith Co., Contractor; T, L. Patterson,
Resident Engineer

No. 9—Katella Avenue, Orange County, Stanton Ave•
nue fo Santa Ana Freeway near Anaheim—
Sully-Milier Company, to~rtraclor; R. B. Vaile,
Resident Engineer

No. 10—Santa Ana Freeway widening, Los Angeles
County, tamulos Street 10 Olympic Boulevard
—IKebb and White, fontractor; Don Frischer,
Resident Engineer

LEFT—John Haddock, President of J. E. Haddock, Ltd., left, receives the gold-plated roller, symbolie of the "Topper" award, from Frank 8. Durkee, Director of
Pub17c Works for the State of Californio. RIGHT—Maserice E. Camp, who was project engineer on the winning contract, reeeives a similar roller from Edward Tel-

ford. Assistant State Highway Engineer, Los Angeles. Rollers are donated by Galeon Iron Works.
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re s r e s s e I~ ~ Santa Clara Ri 
Over

By W. A. McINTYRE, Senior Bridge Engineer

SnTicoY siiiD~E ouT has been a famil- iar sign on the highway which crosses
the Santa Clara River on Sign Route
118 leading in and out of the Town of
Saticoy in Ventura County. Washout
signs have frequently been required
when floods caused the Santa Clara
River to shift its channel and damage
sections of this highway.

In 1911 the first bridge was con-
structed over the Santa Clara River on
Del Norte Avenue, now known as
Sign Route 118, by Mervey-Elwell
Company fox the County of Ventura.
This bridge, consisting of 10 steel
through truss spans, with roadway
width of 18.5 feet between timber
~~heelguards, each span having a
length of 130 feet, was designed by a
firm Known as Venturco Company.
The bridge approaches were protected
with slope paving, oiled slopes and
boulder mats placed at the toe of the
fill slopes.

Frequent Washouts

Since the original construction of
the 10-truss spans by Ventura, large
floods occurred in 1913 and again in
1914. During the later year, river dis-
charge of 11.2,000 second-feet washed
out the bridge approaches and a pier
on the east approach, necessitating ad-
ditional spans and lengthening the
structure. Qn three other occasions
since the earlier days, during the
months of March, 1938, December,
1939, and February, 1944, heavy
downpours within the 1,500-square-
mile drainage basin again created max-
imum river discharge which resulted
in washing out the bridge approaches
or bridge detours during reconstruc-
tion or repair work.

Soon after the flood of 1938 a con-
tract was let to extend the bridge
southeasterly with 11 additional 70-
foot reinforced concrete girder spans,
with a wider roadway width of 26

feet between concrete curbs. This
work was done under a PWA grant
and the new section of girder bridge
was constructed as an extension to the
narrow steel truss span, requiring a
roadway transition and a grade
change. Because of tl~e narrow width
of the steel truss section, it was diffi-
cult for two heavily loaded trucks of
maximum legal width to negotiate the
narrow transition section of the bridge
safely. As a result of the heavy truck-
ing in the vicinity, considerable dam-
age has continued to be a headache to
the Division of Highways bridge
maintenance department due to con-
tinual damage to timber curbs, railing
and to truss members caused by colli-
sion.

During February, 1944, the river
discharge was about 60,000 second-
feet. The channel of the river again
shifted, drifting the main stream $ow
against the westerly approach, and
causing the bank protection and the
roadway approach to again be washed
out, requiring the approach fills to be
replaced.

War emergency made it necessary
to defer plans to rebuild the bridge
and to substitute a program of repairs
to extend the life of the existing struc-
ture. In 1945 the entire timber deck
and surfacing of the truss spans were
replaced.

Flew Prestressed Spnn

Bids were received in the District
VII office in Los 4ngeles on April 12,
1956, for the construction of 23 pre-
cast, prestressed concrete girder spans
70 feet 4 inches in length, having a
net overall length of 1,636 feet. This
westerly section of the Santa Clara
River Bridge crosses the river about
one-half mile east of Saticoy and car-
ries State Highway Routes 9 and
154. Route 118 is an east-west road,
being part of a secondary road system.

The portion of Route 118 on which
the bridge exists is known locally as
Del Norte Avenue. All prestressed
spans are supported on reinforced
concrete piers resting on 42-pound
steel H-beam piles. In order to provide
a clear 28-foot roadway through the
entire length of bridge, it ~~as neces-
sary to remove and construct the curb
and railing on 11 existing concrete
girder spans of the bridge constructed
in 1939. The construction work under
this contract included a detour over
the Santa Clara riverbed, roadway ap-
proaches on the westerly, ar Saticoy
end, plant-mix surfacing, and new
metal beam guard rail for the entire
length of bridge. The contractor sub-
mitting° the low bid of $605,442 was
W. F. Maxwell Co. of Fontana. The
contract was awarded by State Direc-
tor of Public Works Frank B. Durkee,
April 18, 1956. The final cost of this
project was $607,348, and the work on
this contract was completed May 7,
1957.

New Design

The ne~v section of bridge departs
from the usual design practice of a
simple supported precast girder
bridge. One of the features of the
design of the Saticoy structure is that
of continuity, where multiples of
three and four spans are tied together
solidly over the piers. This condition
was provided for in the construction
of the T-girders where a section of the
deck slab or flange was omitted in
the precast operation.

After the girders were erected the
closing sections of the deck and the
pier extension ~~ere cast to provide the
necessary "fixity" for the continuous
spans. The designer pro"vided conven-
tional reinforcing steel to resist the
negative bending movement of the
support, Every fourth span, except the
first where three span lengths were
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UPPER—View of completed bridge. LOWER—Show-
ing connection between the all through truss bridge
and fhe new concrete bridge over the Santa Clara

River.

used, was provided with bar plates
where the ends of the prestressed
girders rested on expansion bars cast
into the pier stems. To increase maxi-
mum efficiency in resisting shearing
stresses, the thickness of the girders
varied from 16 inches at the end to
nine inches at a distance of 15 feet
from the ends of girders. The contrac-
tor set up 48 casting beds on the job
site to cast 184 girders that were used
in the ne~v bridge extension. ~ac11
completed span is 71 feet in length
and required eight girders. The con-
crete casting beds ̀ vere used a maxi-
mum of five times, requiring a mini-
mum of reinforcing steel for strength.

Some Innovations

Some innovations have been used
by Contractor 1Ylaxwell in the casting
of these beams° Forty-eight reinforced
concrete casting pads were poured
directly on the ground. These pads
were constructed to the exact width
and length of the girder. Cast into
these pads were horizontal holes for
anchor bolts to furnish positive an-

~~ v"
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chorage at the base during the con-
crete pouring operations when forces
are a maximum due to fluid pressure
of the vibrated concrete.

Both ends of the casting bed con-
tained wooden blocks which were
placed flush to the surface. The reason
for this arrangement was to take care
of end rotation caused by the increas-
ing camber of the girders as the ten-
sion is applied to the prestressing
wires. The soft wooden blocks were
used to eliminate crushing or breaking
of the ends of girders.
The location and spacing of the

casting beds near the bridge site was
considered by Maxwell from the
standpoint of (1) eliminating ~~aste
motion by pouring the concrete di-
rectly into the forms from the transit
mixer, (2) keeping the distance be-
tween the casting and erection points
as short as possible, and (3) the prox-
imity of the local concrete supplier,
the Saticoy Rock Company plant.
This company furnished 2,860 cubic
yards of Class A bridge concrete in
addition to 1,750 cubic yards of con-
crete for the prestressed girders.

Precast Girders

Form tivork for the construction of
the precast girders consisted of five-
eighths-inch plywood treated with a
hard surface glaze. Individual girders
weigh approximately 21 tons each and
have stems ranging from 16 inches
thick near the piers to 9 inches in the
center. The upper flange of the girder,
which eventually forms the bridge
slab section, is three feet wide by 5 %z
inches thick. The connecting one-foot
section between the flange was poured
later, during the casting of the pier
and deck.

During the girder casting operation,
construction of the bridge piers was
underway. All reinforced concrete
footings rest on steel H-piles. The
number of piles varies from 12 to 16
per footing, depending on the loca-
tion and type of pier, either fixed or
expansion. These piles were driven in
the Santa Clara riverbed to a point
belo~~ the scour line. There were 22
piers constructed, each pier wall 18
inches thick and 33 feet wide with
heights ranging from 25 to 35 feet

UPPER—Floodwaters washed out detour bridge and detour during recons}ruetion work on the Santa Clara
River bridge in 1939. LOWER—Southwest approach to the Santa Clara River bridge washed out during

flood of February, 1944.

above the footing elevation. In con-
structing the piers, the lower section
of the wall and footing were formed
and poured together. The wall sec-
tions varied in height from six to
eight feet above the footing elevation.

Reinforcing Steel Cages

The next sequence of operations
was to place the reinforcing steel
cages, previously fabricated on the
ground, for the upper section of the
pier extension. The cages were lifted
in position with the contractor's truck
crane. A prefabricated pier form was
then lowered over the steel reinforc-
ing cage in one unit. Two or three
days after the upper section of the
pier concrete was placed, pier forms
were removed in two halves and
cleaned, rejoined and lowered over
the next reinforcing steel pier cage.
In this manner the contractor made
maximum use of form panels, using

four form panel sets to construct the
22 piers required for the contract.
These forms were designed to with-
stand full hydrostatic head using
double 4 x 8 walers on 3-foot centers
and 3 x 4 studs at 12-inch centers.

Concrete Control

All concrete for this project was
supplied by the Saticoy Rock Com-
pany which is located about one-half
mile downstream from the bridge site.
Concrete was delivered to the job in
the concrete supplier's 6 %Z -cubic-yard
transit trucks.

All concrete for the prestressed
girders was made using 7 %z sacks per
cubic yard. Cement used was manu-
factured by California. Portland Ce-
ment Co., Mojave Brand Type II love
alkali. The aggregate used for pre-
stressed girders was No. 3 gravel with
the maximum size of one inch. Con-
crete requirements set up in the speci-
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fication required that no reactive
aggregates would be used in the
manufacture of concrete. An ap-
proved admixture was used in the
concrete at the rate of one-fourth
pound per sack of cement. This ad-
mixture helped to secure greater
worl~ability, lower water-cement ra-
tio, and higher strength, which was
required prior to the prestressing
operation. An average strength in ex-
cess of 5,000 pounds per square inch
was obtained over a 14-day period
with slumps ranging from two to
three inches, The curing of the pre-
cast girders to be prestressed was a
colorless, impervious membrane. Piers
and other parts of the bridge were
cured by wet burlap or water spray.

Factors that contributed to the uni-
formity in strength in concrete for
the girders were (1) close control of
the sand moisture content by a cali-
brated elctronic moisture indicator
installed in the rock company's sand
bin, and (2) comparative ease in
transfer of the concrete to the girder
forms direct from mixer truck. Pri-
marily, due to the close control of
water content of the concrete mix,
it was rarely necssary to add addi-
tional water for the concrete at the
job site.

Prestressing Operation

The B&R system, registered under
Swiss patents, was used in the post-
tensioning operations for the 184
girders. This system required button-
headed wires within the stressing
washers and Finally anchored in posi-
tion with fiat split shims to an integral
steel distribution plate which had
been cast into the girder.
Due to the continuous design na-

ture built into the girders, flexible
tubes positioned in the forms prior
to pouring the girders followed a
pattern along the center of gravity of
prestressing force rather than the
pattern of catenary, or parabolic
curve, the latter of which is usually
true for simple span.

The stressing was done ~~ith two
hydraulic pumps with 100-ton hy-
draulic jacks. These jacks were
equipped with precalibrated hydraulic
gauges and, in connection with the
jacking equipment, were used l~mul-
taneously at both ends of the concrete

UPPER—Prestressed girders at casting bed. LOWER—View along detour and existing bridge.

girders. Close control of the jacking
pressure and wire cable e'_ongation
were carried out by an intercommuni-
cation system between the equipment
operators.

Total Initial Stress

The total initial stress in each of the
intermediate girders is about 390,000
pounds. Three cables were used per
girder and 16 one-fourth-inch wires
were used in each of the cables.
Czirders adjacent to the expansion end
were stressed to 420,000 pounds, and
17 wires were used in each of the

three girder cables. All high-tension
prestressing wire was stress-relieved
to 80 percent of an ultimate stress of
240,000 pounds per square inch as re-

quired by the specification. In most
cases the anchoring stress was in ex-
cess of 60 percent of the ultimate.

The pressure grouting which en-
closed the wires in the flexible tubing
consisted of a circulating grouting
system which used neat cement and

four and one-half gallons of water per
sack of cement, which was mixed in a
rriechanical homogenizer. All pressure
grouting of the cables in the girders

was accomplished from one end of the
girder, and the procedure works

something like this: When the cable

has been filled with grout the excess
material is carried back into the grout

pump hopper through the return

...Continued on page 72
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~~ ~ / ~~~`\ ~ /~ Consfruc~ion Begins on

O v Stake Sign Rovte 12

By HOMER G. SASEs~~ERY, ResQd~nt Engineer

IN FESxvaxY, 1957, the California
Highway Commission declared the
first freeway for Sign Route 12 in
Solano County between 2.5 miles east
of Suisun and 0.5 mile east of Denver-
ton. The route connects US 40 near
Fairfield with US 99 near Lodi via
Rio Vista.

Approximately five miles east of
Fairfield, Sign Route 12 parallels the
southern boundary of Travis Air
Force Base. During the past few years
the runways of Travis have been ex-
tended ominously close to the existing
high~~ay. The 1957 construction pro-
gram of the U. S. Air Force provides
for extending the present runway
some X58 feet south plus an additional
1,000-foot clear zone plus a normal
approach area. In so doing, the old
highway will be crossed, and a new
route has been located to the south
to replace the existing highway.

New Alignment

At a point approximately 2 %Z miles
east of Suisun, the new alignment
swings southeast from existing Sign
Route 12 to a point one mile south.
At this point the new alignment ex-
tends due east until it crosses the ex-
isting route some 5.6 miles from the
point of beginning. At a point approx-
imately 1,000 feet east of the above
crossing the new alignment swings
southeast to connect with the existing
route approximately one-half mile
east of Denverton. Although right-of-
way has been acquired for ultimate
four-lane divided traveled way,• the
present contract provides for two-lane
construction, with the remaining two
lanes to be completed in the future
~~hen traffic warrants.

Old Rou4e SubsTandard

The traveled way of the existing
route consists of plant-mixed surfac-
ing 19 feet wide with earth shoulders.
The existing bridge across Denverton

Creels is 21 feet wide, thus providing
only one foot of horizontal clearance
either side of the traveled way.
In the Denverton area sharp curves

at the end of long tangents have re-
sulted in many a lost load for truckers
using this route. At one point near
Denverton, it is a common occur-
rence to find a spilled load of lumber
or some other product along the
southern right-of-way line.
The new route being constructed

will have aplant-mixed surfaced trav-
eled way 24 feet wide with eight-foot
paved shoulders on each side. The
bridges to be constructed across
Union Creek and Denverton Creek
will be 40 feet wide, thus providing
the same width as the paved section.
The new alignment has three curves

with radii of 2,000 to 3,000 feet and
delta angles ranging from 45 to 54
degrees. The old route had five curves
with radii of 500 to 1,000 feet and
delta angles of 12 to 63 degrees.

Financing

The extension of the runways at
Travis Air Force Base has made. nec-
essary the reconstruction of this sec-
tion of Route 5 3. The Federal
Government is participating in the
financing of this project to the extent
of replacement costs of the existing
highway, which will amount to ap-
proximately 83.4 percent of the cost
of the new construction. The addi-
tional 16.6 percent required for con-
st.ruction will be provided by state
funds. The cost of the first stage of
construction will amount to approxi-
rnately ~ 1,000,000.

Right-of-Way

Right-of-way for the ne~v align-
ment varies in width from 142 to 171
feet for ultimate four-lane construc-
tion, and in some cases sufficient width
has been provided for future frontage
road construction.

Sufficient right-of-way has been ac-
quired in the area where the new
route leaves the old route to provide
for future interchange facilities to the
Travis Air Force Base.

This.,project is one of the first proj-
ects in District X to utilize the earth-
work and traverse calculations of the
IBM tabulation section in head-
quarters.

IBM calculations are being used by
field crews to determine quantities of
roadway excavation, unsuitable ma-
terial, and ditch and channel excava-
tion.

Traffic

At the present time the old route
serves approximately 2,100 cars per
day. It is anticipated that the average
daily traffic for the new section of
highway will reach approximately
3,740 vehicles per day by 1971. Truck
traffic comprises 15 percent of the
total.

During construction traffic will
have the use of the existing traveled
way with a detour provided around
the runway construction at Travis
Air Force Base. The new alignment
connects with the old route at three
locations. Grading requirements at
these locations are minor; thus a mini-
mum of interference will be enjoyed
by both the traveling public and the
contractor.

Construe~P~on Hi~hlighfs

Bids were received for the con-
struction of the new route on May 8,
1957. Fredrickson Bros. of Emeryville
were the low bidders with a bid of
$1,008,181.50.

The project is 6.7 miles in length
and consists of four-inch plant-mixed
surfacing over six-inch untreated base
over 12-inch imported subgrade ma-
terial. Approximately 216,000 cubic
yards of imported borrow will be re-
quired to construct the planned road-
bed as the route traverses across low
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LEFT—ihe new traveled way will 6e constructed through tidelands areas at the northerly end of Suisun Bay as pictured above. Unsuitable material is being re-
moved by clamshell. RIGHT—Looking westerly from the easterly end of the project. This project will be cons}rutted or new alignment due to extension of the

runways of the Travis Air Force Base, which can be seen in the background.

ground for its entire length. A local
borrow pit approximately two miles
from the center of the project is avail-
able to the contractor.

The contractor is using two 2 %Z -
cubic-yard shovels and 13 14- to 16-
cubic-yard dump trucks in the bor-
row operation at the pit. The material
in the pit is rocky and is excellent for
shovel loading. Taking advantage of
the "off road" hauling conditions, the
contractor's trucks average approxi-
mately 22 % tons per load. The haul-
ing equipment is routed over the
working area to supplement the grid
and sheepsfoot rollers being used to
obtain the necessary compaction. The
equipment in use at this time with an
average haul of three miles will place
approximately 8,300 tons of import
borrow per day. It is anticipated that
a peak production of 10,000 tons per
day will be reached when the con-
tractor completes his plans to balance
his 1lauling capacity with his potential
loading capacity.

Crosses Swamp ldreas

The new alignment crosses three
swamp areas, one of which is 2,000
feet in length. Nlud stripping varying
in depths from two to six feet is being
performed with shovels both of which
are equipped with clamshell attach-
rnents. The contractor, in close co-
operation with the Solano County
iVlosquito Abatement Control was able
to drain the large swamp by manip-
ulating the control gates in the levee

across the lower end. The swamp area
is at an elevation of two feet plus or
minus and is subject to tidal action.
At low tides the gates were opened
to allow the swamp water to escape
and when the tide started back in, the
gates were closed to keep the tide-
water out.

The success of this operation was
evident by the fact that the contrac-
tor's ;equipment was able to walk
along the bottom of the area where
mud stripping had been performed
with only a minimum of interference
from seepage water.

State construction of the new free-
way will provide for constructing the
westbound lanes of an ultimate four-
lane divided highway. Until the addi-
tional two lanes of the future four
lanes are constructed a temporary in-
tersection with the old route serving
Travis Air Force Base will provide a
left turn lane and storage facility
adjacent to the eastbound lane as well
as on and off turning movements to
and from the westbound lane. Provi-
sions are also made for a left turning
movement from the old route to the
eastbound lane of the new highway.

The contractor's operations are
progressing satisfactorily towards a
completion date in February, 1958.
The paving operations should start
around the middle of October and be
finished during the first half of De-
cember.

Glen Fredrickson, partner in Fred-
rickson Bros., and Archie Edmonds,

FRAM B(YOTO Ui~lfVERSI~Y
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

KyoTo University

Kyoto, Japan

l~VIR. KENNETH C. ADAMS, Editor

DEAR SIR: I would like to express
my gratitude for the kind and effi-
cient advice and many kinds of useful
information which your Division of
Highways gave me on my visit to
your office in the fall of 1953.

I thank you very much for your
kindness in sending California High-
zUays and Public Works. I do hope
that your division will be kind enough
to give us continuing aid hereafter,
which, I believe, will be of great help
to our institute and will provide us
with valuable guidance for our study
and research in highway engineering
and traffic engineering. After reading
the magazine, I get my colleague,
Prof. Kometani, to read it and refer
to it in his work.

Yours very truly,

TOJIRO ISHIH9RA

Professor
Civil Eng. Department
Kyoto University

superintendent for Fredrickson Bros.,
are in charge of the work for the con-
tractor.

The work is under the direction of
J. ~. Meyer, District Engineer, E. L.
Tinney, Operations Engineer, K. N.
Hatch, Construction Engineer, and
the author.
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ON WEDIvESDAY~ November 7, 1956, bids were opened for the construction
of a four-lane divided freeway on US
40 between Heather Glen and Colfax,
a net length of about 6.1 miles. The
contract was awarded to the contract-
ing firm of NlcCammon and Wunder-
lich and Wunderlich, Inc., of Palo
Alto with a low bid of $3,602,515.60.
Work on the project started on No-
vember 11, 1956. On completion, this
project will add another link to the
four-laving of the interstate highway
over Donner Pass between San Fran-
cisco and Reno.
The project consists, mainly, of

grading and surfacing 6.1 miles of a
four-lane divided freeway. To pro-
vide property access and leave usable
the county road and Colfax street net-
works nearby, eight miles of frontage
roads, ramps, connections and ap-
proach roads through mountainous
terrain have to be constructed. The
project includes placing 16,250 feet
of corrugated metal pipe of various
sizes up to 54 inches and a total of
1,600± feet of 60-inch reinforced
concrete pipe to carry water in the
Boardman Canal under the freeway at
three separate locations; constructing
seven bridge structures and 2 3 3 feet
of 6 x S-foot reinforced concrete box
storm drain; and providing adequate
lighting facilities at each of the three
interchange systems.

Structural Design

The main-line structural design is
composed of four-inch untreated base,
eight-inch cement-treated base, three-
inch Type A plant-mix surfacing,
and one-half-inch open-graded plant-
mix surfacing.
The earthwork involved features

1,800,000 cubic yards roadway exca-
vation with cuts and fills up to 100
feet in height. The largest fill contains
198,000 cubic yards, and the largest
cut 360,000 cubic yards. Although
these quantities are not exceptionally

Project Between Heather

Glen and Colfax Proceeding

By R. T. PHILLIPS, Resident Engineer

On US 40 about one mile west of Colfax, looking eosferly

large, the contractor's ability to clear
over four miles of steep, wooded ter-
rain and move over 1,500,000 cubic
yards roadway excavation, approx-
imately 80 percent of contract
allotment, in eight months is quite
commendable. On completion of pre-
liminary engineering studies, it was
considered that the cores of the cuts
would contain hard rock formations
of serpentine and slates; however, the
basic material had been weathered to
such depths that caterpillars with hy-
draulic mounted rippers were able to
scarify everything with the exception
of minor isolated rock formations en-
countered at several locations, requir-
ing nominal drilling and shooting.
During this same period, nearly 50
percent of the bridge structure work
has been completed, and approxi-
mately 90 percent of the drainage and
minor structure work completed.

Slides and Seepage

The two most prevalent threats to
an otherwise normal operation have
been slides and subsurface seepage.
The basic rock formation north of
Weimar consists of deeply fractured

and weathered shale laminated with
clay lenses on a north-south strike and
dipping to the east on an approximate
1 %2 :1 slope. The general alignment of
the freeway through this area is about
north-northeast with designed cut
slopes of 1 to 1 or 45 degrees. The
combination of the above conditions
has created a dangerous slide threat on
the west slope within cut sections.
Several minor slides have occurred
during construction: two partially
remedied or stabilized by lowering
the bench grades, another remedied
by flattening the entire slope to 1 %2 :1,
requiring 17,000 cubic yards of extra
roadway excavation. The corrective
measures taken were considered the
most economical solutions considering
the quantities involved, depth of un-
stable material, and depth of cut be-
low original ground.
The second threat n ientioned has

been the persistent troublemaker—
"subsurface water" and surface seep-
age. In the contract allotments were
included 1,2701inear feet of eight-inch
perforated metal pipe and 225 cubic
yards of filter material for draining
the numerous wells and springs within
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the limits of the project and for con-
trol of ground water at various loca-
tions. To date, 5,414 linear feet of
eight-inch perforated metal pipe and
1,650 cubic yards of filter material
have been placed, representing in-
creases of 330 percent and 630 percent
respectively. It is estimated that at
least another 1-,000 linear feet of eight-
inch perforated metal pipe with filter
material will have to be placed, and
the extent of control within some lo-
cations will still be in doubt.

Unsuitable MaTerial Removed

Within a 1,300-foot section south
of Colfax, over 17,000 cubic yards of
unsuitable material was removed and
disposed of and replaced with selected
rocky material from cut sections back
on line. Due to the saturated condition
prevailing in this marshy area, the ma-
terial had to be excavated with a drag-
line and loaded into scrapers until a
section was cleaned and haul road for
trucks constructed.
The inclement rainy weather en-

countered has not been mentioned as
a "threat" because the winter and
spring were unseasonably dry with
intermittent rain permitting the con-
tractor to accomplish far more than
had ever been anticipated. The con-
tractor should be commended for
taking full advantage of this weather
break by moving his equipment early
and working whenever subgrade con-
ditions permitted. If such mild condi-
ditions prevail this fall, it might be
possible that this six miles of freeway

can be opened to traffic by the end of
this year, affording the contractor the
distinction of completing the contract
in one year and the State of the use
of the freeway one whole construc-
tion season ahead of schedule. Of the
300 working days allotted for con-
struction of this propect, only 91 have
been used to date, and the work is
approximately 47 percent complete.

Uninterrupted Traffic

Unlike the necessary traffic delays
as encountered on other projects, un-
interrupted traffic movement is pro-
vided by routing over constructed
frontage roads and detours. At the
Weimar Overhead the structure for
eastbound traffic has to be completed
and eastbound roadway surfaced to
provide a facility for continued traffic
flow, then the existing structure is to
be removed and the future structure
for westbound traffic constructed.
Due to the time element involved,
completion at this location is con-
sidered to be the key to an early
completion of the entire project.
The major structures include three

overcrossings and two double over-
heads, namely: Weimar overcrossing,
u'eimar crossroad overcrossing, the
Route 25/37 grade separation, Wei-
mar overhead over the Southern Pa-
cific westbound track, and the New
England Mills overhead, over the
Southern Pacific eastbound track.
The decks of the two Weimar over-

head structures are to be constructed
as experimental sections to check slab

QUALIFY FOR PROMOTION
Four Division of Highways em-

ployees recently completed training
courses at the Naval Reserve Officers
School, Treasure Island, San Fran-
cisco. They are Louis J. Jennings,
supervising bridge engineer, Bay Toll
Crossings, Department of Public
Works, San Francisco, a commander
in the Naval Reserve, who was en-
rolled in international relations; James
M. McDowell, civil engineer, San
Francisco, a lieutenant, who studied
naval leadership; Robert G. Rogers,
Jr., engineering aide, Pinole, a lieuten-
ant of the NROS Staff instructing
Combat Information Center Course;
and Paul J. Wild, right-of-way agent,
San Francisco, a commander who
specialized in military justice.

cracking in relation to size and spac-
ing of transverse main reinforcing
bars. Other design features and con-
struction methods are to remain iden-
tical for accurate comparison. Al-
though the contractor has made every
effort to expedite the bridge structure
work, due to the steel beam construc-
tion of the two overhead structures
and the Route 25/37 grade separation
structure, the availability and delivery
of structural steel will greatly affect
the project's date of completion.
John New, project manager, and

Pat Stewart, superintendent, represent
the contractor. The work is under the
general supervision of District Engi-
neer Alan S. Hart. The author is resi-
dent engineer.

LEFT—On US 40 about two miles west of Colfax, Looking easterly. Traffic on old highway near center of

picture. RIGHT—On US 40 about three miles west of Colfax, looking westerly.
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PASS OF THE OAKS
Continued from page 7 .. .

To replace a now substandard steel
truss bridge which carries Sign Route
41 traffic over the Salinas River, a re-
inforced concrete box girder bridge is
is being constructed over the Salinas
River on the new alignment. This
bridge consists of seven spans with a
total length of 755 feet supported on
concrete piers on steel piling and con-
crete abutments on spread footings.
The bridge will provide a clear road-
way width of 28 feet.

The Salinas River is locally known as
the "Upside Down River" due to its flow
from south to north and its peculiar habit
of flowing underground most of the year.
The underground flow made construction
of pier footings extremely difficult due to
the dewatering required. In most in-
stances the footing excavation was kept
dry by pumping, but at one pier it was
necessary to drive sheet piling and pour
a tremie concrete seal in order to de-
water, after a well point system failed to
keep up with the underground flow. Low
rainfall this season allowed the contrac-
tor to complete work on piers in the river
bottom and construction of the box
girders is progressing rapidly.

Upon completion of this project,
US 101 will be a four-lane facility
from Santa Maria to Camp Roberts, a
distance of 70 miles. Bridge work on
this contract constitutes approxi-
mately one-half of the contract cost.

The prune contractor is the Madonna
Construction Company of San Luis
Obispo represented by Superintend-
ent R. W. Osborne. 1Vlajor subcon-
tractors are the Raymond Pile Com-
pany, for concrete and steel piling; In-
dependent Iron Works, for structural
steel; and the Valley Electric Com-
pany, for highway lighting. The work
is under the direction of A. M. Nash,
District Engineer, and the author is
resident engineer. John Pettine is the
Bridge Department representative.

~ANiOSO PROJECT
Continued from page 9 .. .

allows the use of only three girders
per span instead of five as at the
overhead. This bridge also features
the open-type abutments but utilizes
a two-column bent because of the
flatter skew angle and narrower road-
way width. Footings are supported
by concrete cast-in-drilled-hole piles.
Construction was started on this
structure in March, shortly after
work started at the overhead. In
July the substructure concrete was
all in place, waiting for structural
steel.

Cattlepass Extension

In order for the connection to be
made at the north end of the reloca-
tion of the northbound lanes, the
present northbound lanes had to be
detoured on to what was the dividing

Reinforced concrete box girder bridge over Salinas River. Reinforced concrete bents of welded steel girder
bridges of Route 2-33 separation iri background.

AlVP~~tIVI~►T10~1 WORTFI WHILE
Continued from page 4 .. .

stance, mineral aggregates are used in
constructing underdrainage installa-
tions, for pervious material backfill-
ing and for other purposes requiring
small quantities in relation to the en-
tire program. Portland cement con-
crete is used for other than pavement
and structures. Steel is used for other
than structure purposes such as cul-
vert pipe, guard railing, bridge and
hand railing, fencing and various other
uses. These are some of the uses of
materials not included in the factor
computations. Steel piling is an item
of steel that has not been included in
the factor determinations. Steel piling
accounts for the largest quantity of
material that has not been recognized
in this study. During the 1955 calen-
dar year, the quantity of steel piling
was approximately 10 percent of
structural steel quantities.
From the foregoing discussion of

the bases for computing quantity and
value factors and the purposes for
which they are intended, it can be
seen that they afford a "yardstick" for
the reasonable forecasting of con-
struction quantities and their repre-
sentative values. Tables for the indi-
vidual years 1954, 1955 and 1956 and
a composite table for the three years
are shown on pages 4 and 35.

strip in the center of the roadway.
The existing cattlepass was in two
sections, one under each roadway. It
was necessary to connect these two
sections before the detour fill could
be placed. The length of this exten-
sion is about 35 feet; span of the rigid
frame concrete cattlepass is about 22
feet. Here was the controlling item of
work for the north approach fill for
the overhead, so here is where the
contractor started work in January,
1957, completing it in February. The
detours were then put in and work
started on the approaches for the two
structures and the structures them-
selves.

Resident engineer is 1VI. F. Silva.
R. E. Harvercamp is Bridge Depart-
ment representative. Superintendent
for Tumblin Company, the contrac-
tor, is C. Ray Tumblin.
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SlBMIVI.~lRY OF 6~U/~6VTITIES-Continues!
California Division of Highways Con4racts

January 1, 1955, to December 31, 1955
632 contracts with total value of $174,518,700 (contract bid items only)

Contract items

Total
quantities

for
year

Dollar value
totals
for
year

Quantities
per

million dollars
of contracts

Dollar value
per

million dollars
of contracts

Percent
of total
contract
value

Roadway excavation___________ _ 82,737,327 cu. yds. $20,391,089 302,200 cu. yds. $117,000 11.7~~~Untreated rock base________ _______________________________ 2,373,916 tons 4,718,008 13,600 tons 27,000 2.7Plant-mixed surfacing______ _______________________________ 3,337,178 tons 17,327,383 19,100 tons 99,000 9.9Asphalt concrete pavement________________________________ 32,b50 tons 144,6b0 SS6 tons 830 0.08Portland cement concrete pavement_________________________ 696,BS3 cu. yds. 9,782,692 4,000 cu. yds. 56,000 5.6Portland cement concrete structures________________________ 626,67b ar. yds. 26,16b,T96 3,020 cu. yds. 144,100 14.4Bar reinforcing steel___ _ 104,694,441 Ibs. 10,030,773 599,900 ]b s. 57,000 5.7Structural steel____________ _______________________________ 33,494,880 lbs. 4,646,677 191,900 ]b s. 27,000 2.7

Cement (contracts only)____ _______________________________ 8,31b,662 bbls. 8,666,169 13,266 bbls. 50,000 5.0Asphalt (conctracts only) _ 223,840 tons 4,456,772 1,282 tons 25,500 2.6

State purchases cement---------------------------------- 2,420 bbls. 11,482 ------------------- -------- ----- ------State purchases asphalt------------------------------- 44,721 tons 1,05Q042 ------- ---------- ----------- --- ------------°

NOTE: Three contracts awarded. Por construction of the nen parallel bridge across Carquinez Strait at Crockett leave been excluded as the concentration oP money and steel quantities inthese contracts are not typical for the normal high~~~aY P~'oject.

January 1, 1954, to December 31, 1954
574 confiracts with total value of $145,364,900 (confiract bid items only)

Contract items

Total
quantities

for
year

Dollar value
totals
for
year

Quantities
per

million dollars
of contracts

Dollar value
per

million dollars
of contracts

Percent
of total
contract
value

Roadway excavation________ ______________________________ 88,056,879 cu, yds. X9,873,668 172,400 cu. yds. $58,000 6.8%aUntreated rock base________ _______________________________ 2,332,831 tons 4,514,633 16,000 tons 31,000 3.1Plant-mixed surfacing______ _______________________________ 4,053,100 tons 18,037,554 27,900 tons 124,000 12.4Asphalt concrete pavement 58,17b tons 330,958 400 tons 2,200 0.2Portland cement concrete pavement_______________ 615,666 cu. yds. 8,434,348 4,230 cu. yds. 58,000 5.8Portland cement concrete structures________________________ 476,434 cu. yds. 22,T20,63b 3,280 cu. yds. 156,300 15.6Bar reinforcing steel_______ _______________________________ 78,502,025 lbs. 7,342,461 840,000 ]bs. 51,000 5.1Structural steel____________ _______________________________ 40,894,470 ]bs. 6,1b5,760 281,300 lbs. 35,000 3.5

Cement (contracts only)____ _______________________________ 2,271,677 bbls. 8,143,04b ib,627 bbls. 56,000 5.6Asphalt (contracts only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 246,072 tons 5,099,667 1,698 tons 35,100 3.5
State purchases cement----------------------------- 8,573 bbls. 31,705 ------------------ -------- ------ ----State purchases asphalt-- ----------------------- 46,888 tons 1,038,226 - ---_ ___ -- ------_ - _ - ----

/sGGRECATES PROCESSED TFiROUGt~! PLARfTS
California Division of Highways Confracss

1954 1955 1956 Total 1954 to 1956,
quantities per quantities per quantities per inclusive,Items
million dollars million dollars million dollars quantities per
of contracts of contracts of contracts million dollars

of contracts

Untreated rock base________ _______________________________ 16,000 tons 13,600 tons 15,400 tons 15,000 tonsPlant-mixed surfacing_______ _______________________________ 26,600 tons 18,200 tons 16,200 tons 19,800 tonsAsphalt concrete pavement_____ _______________.____________ 380 tons 177 tons 9 tons 170 tonsPortland cement concrete pavement_________________________ 7,190 tons 6,800 tons 6,720 tons 6,ST0 tonsPortland cement concrete structures_________________________ 5,b80 tons 5,130 tons 3,980 tons 4,810 tons

Total processed aggregates_____________________________ S5,T60 tons 43,9M tons 42,309 tons 46,550 tons

CEMENT REQUIREMENTS
Cement (treated bases)___ _________________________ _ _ _ _ __ 35,627 bbls. 13,268 bbls. 12,635 bbls. 13,700 bbls.Cement (in PCC-pavement and structures) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10,210 bbls. 10,530 bbl s. 8,448 bbls. 9,300 bbl s.

25,837 bbls. 23,798 bbls. 21,085 bbls. 23,000 bbls.
Total cement requirements_____________________ _ _ _ _ __

ASPHALT REQUIREMENTS
Asphalt (included in bituminous mixes) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 1,820 tons 909 tons SOl tons 1,007 tonsAsphalt(as a contractitem)______________________________ 1,693 tons 1,282 tons 1,460 tons 1,460 tons

3,013 tons 2,191 tons 2,281 tons 2,467 tons
Total asphalt requirements---------------------------

STATE PURCHASES (based on maintenance budget)
Cement______________ _--------------- 373 bbls. 106 bbls. 86 bbls. 185 bbls.Asphalt___ _________________________ _ _ _ _ __ ___ 2,039 tons 1,944 tons 1,912 tons 1,963 tons

NUMBER OF CONTRACTS AWARDED: 1954, 574; 1958, 632; 1956, 625; 1984 to 1966, inclusive, 1,831
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LEfT—Work on the "big cut" to the south of the main bridge
•'~ """ approach is in progress. This picture shows fhe approximate out-

line of the "big cut" as it will look when completed. This cuf
contains over 9,000,000 cubic yards of earth, and the contractor,
Ferry & Crow, has now removed approximafely 5,500,000
cubic yards at the rate of about 25,000 cubic yards per day.

~~-" Work on the Crockett Interchange can also be seen in the fore- '~~
~~`~ ground. Peter Kiewit Sons, Inc., the confractor, has a major por- `+
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RIGHT—General view of fhe work at the Carquinez Bridge.

Approach roadwork on the far side toward Vallejo is nearly

completed. The administration building and 16 toll collection

booths are we(I under way in the area of the toll plaza. This

picture was taken shortly before steel erection started at

Pier 4.
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.~I e Pro'ect~ ~
tion of the welded steel girders erected and is follow-

ing closely with the placing of the reinforced concrete

roadway slab.

•

'I'1 ~:..:
' R{C,HT—C]n_ lune 27, 1957, steel erection on the main
~~ span was started by the American Bridge Division of
; the Unified States Sfeel Corporation of Pier 4. Their
huge crane with a capacity of 100 tons is seen lifting
the first piece of one of fhe main steel supporting
towers into place. This single piece weighs 37 tons.

~°

~ M' ~ d~

RIGFIT—This picture shows another view of the 53-

foot by 102-foot, 6-inch reinforced concrete cais-

son at the center tower being lowered to bed-

rock 132 feet below water. The two hoppers on

top the pier are used to receive and distribute

concrete to the various walls and partitions of fhe

caisson. As weight is added and mud from fhe

bottom removed, the caisson sinks until it comes

to rest on bedrock at the bottom. The surface of

the bedrock is then thoroughly cleaned after

which a solid footing of concrete 25 feet thick is

placed under water forming the foundation for

caisson and the main central tower for the bridge.

LEFT—Foundation work at the center tower is in

progress by Contractors Mason &Hanger, Silas

Mason and F. S. Rolandi, Jr. There are two large

caissons at this point which will support the main

center tower. One of these caissons has been

founded on bedrock 132 feet below water,

while the one seen in background has about 12

more feet to go before it comes to rest on the

bottom. When these piers are sunk and the top

cap with steel grillage for tower legs are placed,

they will then be ready for the start of steel

erection of the center tower.

4
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IT's ~rxn-r time of the year again! Thousands of Californians, and hun-
dreds from outside the State, are plan-
ning to travel over superb state high-
ways to attend the California State
Fair and Exposition, scheduled August
28th-September 8th.

The word is out—the big show will
be even better than in years past. And,
if there were more room than the
present 200-plus acres, it would be
larger, too.
The problem of physical size will

be solved in 1960 or 1961, when the
fair will open its new 1,050-acre site
north of the American River in Sac-
ramento. The recent Legislature au-
thorized expenditure of up to $25,-
000,000 in the next two years for
construction on the gigantic new fair-
grounds.

Meanwhile, this year, one precedent
after another will be broken, as offi-
cials go all out in providing the great-
est amount of fun and education pos-
sible.

Many Attractions

Events and programs designed for
every age group are included in the
galaxy of attractions already on tap
or being negotiated. There will be
star-studded night shows, fireworks, a
full program of racing, horse shows,
outdoor stage attractions, demonstra-
tions in international cookery, a carni-
val, arts in action, and many other
departments.

Livestock departments will be
packed with thousands of blue blooded
swine, sheep, cattle, goats, horses, rab-
bits, poultry, and pigeons.

~'he list of exhibits goes on, almost
endlessly, through departments set
aside for art, industry, wines, home
shows, women, 4-H Clubs, Future
Farmers of America, and others.

Entertainment? There will be scads
of it, ranging from hourly puppet
shows for the small fry to lavish stage
presentations at night featuring some
of the world's most popular stars.

Thousands Will Travel Over

Superb Highways to Big Show

Kiddies will be treated to a special
circus headlined on opening day by
the television star Mickey Braddock,
who is "Corky" on the popular TV
Show "Circus Boy," and Robert Low-
ery, the dashing Tim Champion of
the same show.

Popular Horse Show

The West's oldest continuous horse
show, witnessed by thousands an-
nually, will be held each of the 12
nights, with some events spilling
across the program into afternoon
spots in the race track infield.
There is an outdoor bandstand,

where music from Bach to "rock" will
be presented daily free of charge by
the State Fair orchestra, high school
bands, accordion groups, and others.
There are daily programs on the mall,
such as flag-raising ceremonies, re-
treats, close order drills by military
units, and other events.
The Outdoor Theater has for many

years been noted for a wide variety of
attractions. Duke Ellington and his
orchestra have performed there, to
cite one example of show "types," but
so have children in dance studio re-
vues, clowns, dog acts, etc.

New Race Track

Precedent was broken last year
when the show was stretched from 11
to 12 days. As was the case in 1956,
the big exposition will open on a
Wednesday with a full slate of activ-
ities dedicated to kiddies. There will
be clowns, special rates for carnival
rides, free front gate admission for
those under 12 (as always), scores of
prizes, a parade, and many other high-
lights.

Racing will return, better than ever,
with precedent shattered right and
left. Purses have been boosted by $600
to $195,000, with increases for both
quarter horses and harness events.
A straightaway track extension will

put an end to the time-honored "Sac-
ramento Course," a distance 220 feet
short of six furlongs. The additional

220 feet will give a standard distance,
offering better comparisons with other
tracks for times, records, and other
statistical information.
The $20,000 added Governor's

Handicap, traditionally run on the
second Thursday of the fair, has been
shifted to the second Saturday.

Metal Inside Rail

Gallopers will thunder around a
new metal inside rail, calculated to
produce more speed through less fear
of accidents. A wooden rail, in use for
many years, is being removed and the
metal type substituted.

Also important: There will be daily
doubles for the first time in the fair's
history. In this popular variation of
parimutuels, bettors must select the
winners of the first two running races
to cash a ticket. The improbability of
selecting two front runners in a row,
snaking for high odds and producing
more than a small share of excite-
ment.

Arrangement of Departments

Precedent will also be established
in arrangement of departments.
The ~~oman's Building, used for

home economics for many years, is
being converted into the Telephone
Building and will boast displays show-
ing the inner workings of that me-
dium of public communications.
Home economics will be trans-

ferred to what formerly was the
Home Show Building, now the
Woman's Building, where arts of the
home and family living wi!1 be shown
in many ways. A highlight will be
the sensational new electronic miracle
kitchen.

All of the international exhibits
formerly displayed in the Counties
Building will be transferred to the
Woman's Building, and there will be
international cookery demonstrations
as an important adjunct.

Also located there will be Consumer
Reaction and Consumer Survey Coun-
cils. In the first, fairgoers will sample

...continued on Page 72
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LETTE62 OP i4PPRECIATIONYOU ARE WELCOMEVALUABLE PUBLIC RELATIONS

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION CENTER THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION PETER KIEWIT SONS' CO.

Wilshire and Sawtelle Boulevards OF SOUTH AFRICA CONTRACTORS

Los Angeles 25, California A.A. House, De Villiers Street, Johannesburg Arcadia, California

MR. GEORGE T. 1~CCOY l~RS. HF,LEN HALSTED~ Assistant Mx. G. T. McCoy, StIXt2 Highz.uay
State Highway Engineer Editor. Engineer.

DEax 1~Ix. McCoy: Reference is

made to the recent completion of that

portion of the San Diego Freeway

and appurtenant construction within

the boundaries of the U. S. Veterans

Administration Center at Los Angeles.

The foregoing construction work

was difficult and the problem of inter-

ference with Veterans Administration

Center Hospital and Home activities

vas ever present, and some apprehen-

sion was felt prior to the beginning

of construction concerning the wel-
fare of our approximately 7,000 pa-
tients and home members.

Mr. George E. Dickey was the
State Division of Highways Resident
Engineer, and it is felt it was largely
through his management the project
was completed with dispatch and ef-
ficiency. At no time during the period
of construction were our operations
severely hampered or interrupted.

We also desire to express our ap-
preciation to Mr. E. T. Telford, Mr.
Ralph Chase, Mr. E. F. King, Mr.
Jack Hudson and the entire staff of
District VII with whom we came in
contact; their co-operation and solici-
tous concern with our problems re-
sulted in completing the project with
a minimum of interruption to the
functioning of the Los Angeles Vet-
erans administration Center.

Very truly yours,

R. A. BxixGxan~, Manager

DFnx Mxs. HaLSTEV: Thank you far
your letter of 20th May and the two
copies of California Highways and
Public Works included therein. This
publication will be very useful to us
and we look forward to receiving fu-
ture copies.

Having seen in these magazines
something of what the State of Cali-

fornia is doing in the field of road
construction it is not surprising that
its achievements are spoken of across
the world, and that the Americans are
described as the greatest road-builders
since the Romans!

We are grateful to you for your in-
terest in our problems and for your
practical assistance in our endeavours
to implement Johannesburg's express-
way scheme.

Yours sincerely,

L. B. GERBER

Public Relations Officer.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION

RICHFIELD OIL CORPORATION
Richfield Building, Los Angeles 17

Editor, California Highways and
Public Works

DEnx Srx: I have received my first
copy of your excellent publication
and have enjoyed it very much. The
information contained therein is fac-
tual, informative and interesting. I
am looking forward to subsequent is-
sues and wish to take this occasion to

DEaR 1VIR. ~~cCoY: Too often most

people, including myself, have an
opportunity to see something that im-

presses them with being a good idea

and simply pass it up as something
nicely done. Not too often, however,
are those responsible for some of these
good ideas complimented for their
thought and effort that go into them.
For these reasons, I personally feel
that you, and whoever else in your
organization is responsible, should be
highly complimented for the little
pamphlet printed by your department
which so ably describes the prevailing
situation in regard to delays to the
traveling public on US 40.

As a contractor, we place a great
value upon our relationship with the
traveling public, and even though we
have no responsibility in the recon-
struction of Highway 40 we firmly

believe that giving pamphlets of this
kind to the motorists that are being
delayed can result in nothing but re-
spect for both the Highway Depart-
ment and the contractor involved.

Sincerely yours,

PETER KIEWIT SONS' CO.

THOS. H. PAUL

thank you for your courtesy in for-
warding this magazine to us.

Very truly yours, .

RICHFIELD OIL CORP.

By H. A. MurrN
H. A. Munn, Manager
i1(Iotor Truck Sales

40 California Highways.



• New Device for Motor Graderc o n o m i c a Saves Engineering Time

By BERNDT NELSON, Assistant Construction Engineer

IN orr~ respect roadbuilding can be
compared to a golf game. Down the
fairways of the golf course, and be-
fore finish grade is reached on the
road, the accent is on power and
yardage. As the golfer approaches the
green and the roadbuilder gets closer
to finish grade the accent must change
or include a degree of exactness not
required on the fairway or the place-
ment of materials far removed from
finish grade.

As the golf player must be able to
"putt out" in a minimum number of
strokes for a good score, so must the
roadbuilder be able to efficiently
"finish off" the layers of roadbuilding
material to proper grade and cross
section.

One type of equipment used to
perform the "finish" operation on
graded surfaces of earth, untreated
and cement-treated base layers and
bituminous-treated base and surface
layers is the motor grader

Skilled Operators Needed

Truly skilled operators of this type
of equipment are in great demand, for
upon them is the responsibility of
quickly and correctly finishing off
the materials which are being sup-
plied to them in ever increasing quan-
tities. Reworking in case of error is
not always the answer for often the
materials being placed are such that
the time element is a large factor, as
in the case of most bituminous mixes
that can only be placed at controlled
temperatures and certain cement-
treated bases that must be placed,
compacted and a curing seal applied
within a prescribed elapsed time.

A device called the Preco auto-
matic blade control has been devel-
oped and is now being commercially
produced for attachment to a motor
grader to aid in its operation in
quickly and accurately grading a sur-
face to its required slope.

The following is quoted from a re-
port made by Paul Kirst, Resident
Engineer of a project on which the
device was first used:
"The need for a device enabling an

equipment operator to accurately and
economically produce a graded sur-
face of specified cross slope has long
been recognized by both contractor
and engineer engaged in street, high-
way, airport, subdivision work, etc."
A motor patrol equipped with the

device is shown in Figures I and 77.

The added equipment is incon-
spicuous, so arrows are placed to
indicate members making up the de-
vice. Members 1 and 2 house units of
the linkage system which transmits
the attitude of the blade to member 3,
which the manufacturer calls the
"brain," in which data is translated
into electrical signals to the control
box, member 4, from which the auto-
matic operations of the motor grader
blade lift levers are actuated.

FIGURE 1 FIGURE II
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Job of Soaking

Ordinarily in the finishing of any
particular layer of roadbed, stakes are
set, generally one row on each side of
the roadbed and on a selected offset
line or grade line or both to provide
the equipment operators a guide from
which to work. Standard practice is
that breaks or changes in grade are
staked and a straight line grade is as-
sumed between staked points.
Where the breaks in the Coss section

vary from the job typical cross section
or are in transition areas from one to
"another typical section, reference to
those points are made on the witness
or guard stakes set adjacent to the
grade stakes.
Up to this point staking as described

is generally performed by state forces,
the staking for the intermediate points
across the roadbed is left to the con-
tractor.

Improved Methods Needed

The amount of work involved here
in setting and resetting stakes, per-
forming work over and over again,
"wearing the material" out as is often
expressed, and lost time of equipment
framed the need for improved
methods.
The contractor's method of obtain-

ing the specified cross slopes has gen-
erally been that of setting additional
stakes across the roadbed to work to.
Under this system the area between
the stakes is graded to the plane indi-
cated by the stakes and the accuracy
of the completed product varies with
the skill of the individual operator,
the accuracy of the stake. setting, and
the inconsistencies that are bound to
occur because of grade stakes being
rolled down, covered up, knocked
out, or otherwise displaced. One large
disadvantage of stakes in the imine-
diate area to be worked on is that
equipment movement is hampered and
in addition, although stakes are set to
guide the operator, the area between
stakes is still left to guesswork.

Guesswork Eliminated

With the automatic blade control
device the "guesswork" in cross slope
can largely be eliminated and without
the aid of stakes within the working
area.

In short, the device is a control sys-
tem for automatically adjusting the
elevation of one end of a mold board
or blade of a motor grader to maintain
a desired and dialed cross slope. The
opposite end is under the manual con-
trol of the operator in the usual man-
ner, being raised or lowered to con-
form to longitudinal slope or grade
required. Automatic adjustments oc-
cur whether change becomes neces-
sary by uneven terrain being traveled
over, change in the position of that
end of the blade controlled by the
operator, or by a change in the dial
setting.

Subs4antial Saving

On the first projects on which the
device was used, it became apparent
that not only was the need of setting
intermediate stakes across the section
eliminated, other savings were possi-
ble. The following is another quote
from the report on the project where
the device was first used:

"A substantial saving in staking
costs, to both contractor and contract-
ing agency, may be realized by use of
the automatic blade. The device is
capable of carrying required cross
slope from one side of the roadbed to
the other, including various interme-
diate slope changes, such as shoulder
"breaks" and center crown. This

allows one row of stakes, set to proper
line and grade, to adequately serve
for both the construction of the sec-
tion and subsequent checking by the
contracting agency."

Although designed for automatic
control of cross slope—a tremendous
step—a natural followup question was:
"In what way can the work be done
so that there is more control of longi-
tudinal slope or grade, as that end of
the blade, under the control of the
operator is still subject to individual
operator skill?"

Commen4s by Residen4 Engineer

On a subsequent project where a
motor patrol equipped with the de-
vice was used this was taken into con-
sideration and a staking procedure
used which provided the operator a
continuous visible grade line to fol-
low. The following are excerpts from
a report made by M. E. Darrough,
Resident Engineer on the project:

"In the attempt to realize the ad-
vantages in the use of this machine,
certain heretofore common construc-
tion practices had to be altered. The
first alteration was that of changing
the subgrade staking procedure. Un-
der normal conditions, two rows of
offset subgrade stakes would have
been set by the State. These would

FIGURE I11
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have been supplemented by two or
three rows of blue tops set by the
contractor at each subgrade elevation.
In lieu of this, however, only a single
line of offset grade stakes was set.
These stakes were placed at the sub-
grade elevation for, and at 0.5 foot
offset from, the edge of the two-foot
median border. A two-foot metal
stake was then placed adjacent to the
grade stake and driven to a top eleva-
tion of one foat above the grade
stake. A string line was then stretched
between and at the top of these metal
stakes, forming a continuous longi-
tudinal grade line to be followed by
a pointer affixed to the toe of the
grader blade. At this point, it should
be noted that the grade stake or the
string line could have been set at any
elevation and the pointer adjusted so
that the blade's cutting edge would
operate on any desired plane. ~ '* ~*
"With the string line in place and

the aforementioned pointer adjusted
so that the blade's cutting edge oper-
ated on the desired plane, the sub-
grade finishing operation was com-
menced."

Figure 111 shows how the latter
procedure appears in operation.
The following is quoted from the

previously mentioned reports regard-
ing savings in engineering manpower.
"Obvious savings do occur, as pre-

viously noted, in staking costs. The
contractor's primary saving in these
costs is obtained by reduction of
`grade checker' and `guinea chaser'
time, as well as reduced equipment
and operator time necessary to pro-
duce required results.

"The contractor on this project has
estimated that this unit eliminated
approximately 80 percent of his finish
staking, reduced the finishing time by
30 percent.

"The State saved 50 percent of the
normal cost of setting subgrade
stakes.

"The State can expect to realize
quality benefits not so dependent
upon operator skill; and further mon-
tary savings passed on through the
bidding as reflected by reduced con-
tractor costs."

ors Initial Double-deck Freeway

In Oak9c~nd Is Opened

CALIFORNIA'S FIRST CO11t1I1l1011S CIOU-

ble-deck freeway structure, the Cy-
press Street Viaduct in Oakland, was
officially opened to tra$'ic on June
11th with appropriate ceremonies
sponsored by the Alameda County
Highway Advisory Committee.
The project 'provides four lanes in

each direction along Cypress Street
in the industrial area above city street
traffic.
This unit of the Eastshore Freeway

extends south from the distribution
structure for a distance of 1.3 miles
with ramp connections to city streets.
The upper deck carries southbound
traffic, and the lower deck north-
bound traffic, both on 52-foot road-
ways divided into four lanes. It was
constructed in two contracts at an
approximate cost of $8,500,000, per-
formed by Grove, Sheperd, Wilson &
Kruge of California, Inc. It will re-
lieve the local city streets of through

traffic and enable traffic to proceed
from the Bay Bridge through the in-
dustrial area without interference. It
also provides for the considerable local
traffic service along this route. During
the construction all traffic used the
parallel surface roadways which were
constructed on either side to clear the
viaduct area. These roadways will re-
main apart of the surface street net-
~vorlc in this area.

Las~P Lin9c &lroder Cons?ruction

A short distance southerly there is
now under construction the last link
of the Eastshore Freeway in Qakland
between 0.25 mile east of Fallon
Street to 0.22 mile west of 1~~Iarket
Street, a length of 1.55 miles of free-
way for which the Highway Com-
mission has allocated $6,750,000. John-
son, Drake &Piper, Inc., of Oakland
are the contractors on the project,
and it is expected that this will be

Sharron Gleason, Miss Oakland, center, is surrounded by admirers as she poses for ribbon cutting. Left to
right: C. A. Maghetti, Secretary Highway Commission; State Highway Engineer George T. McCoy; F. W.
Panhorst, Assisfant State Highway Engineer; Robert L. Bishop, Highway Commissioner; Director of Public
Works Frank B. Durkee; Mayor Clifford Rishell of Oakland; B. W. Booker, Assistant State Highway Engi-

neer, and William Travis, District Construction Engineer.
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UPPER—Crowd at Cypress Street Viaduct dedication and caravan of officials and guests using new facility

completed by early summer of 1959.
When completed, there will be a free-
way in operation the entire distance
from Ford Road, south of San Jose,
through Oakland to Sacramento, with
the exception of a short portion be-
tween El Cerrito Overhead in Albany
to Richmond. (Carquinez Bridge and
approaches are slated for completion
the latter part of 1958.)

Dedicatory ceremonies- were held
on the upper deck of the freeway

where a crowd of 200 citizens,
mayors, city managers and civic
group representatives of Alameda
County together with state officials
cheered Mayor Clifford Rishell of
Oakland and Alameda County Super-
visor Chester E. Stanley as they cut
twin ribbons while pretty Sharron
Gleason, Miss Oakland, and her maid,
Sally Galbreath, beamed approval.
Following the ribbon cutting an

auto caravan carried guests to the

Athens Athletic Club in Oakland for
a luncheon. Among those present, in
addition to iVlayor Rishell and Stan-
ley, were: Frank B. Durkee, State
Director of Public Works; State
Highway Commissioner R. L. Bishop
of Santa Rosa; George, T. McCoy,
State Highway Engineer; F. W. Pan-
horst, Assistant State Highway- Engi-
neer; Boyd E. Sylvester, bridge engi-
neer, Bureau of Public Roads; B. W.

...Continued on page 57
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do ie o re~vva s
By R. B. LUCICENBACH, Assistant District Engineer, and

C. SMITH and AL ESTEP, Resident Engineers

ON MAxcx 18, 1957, asix-lane full
freeway between Wabash Boulevard
and 56th in San Diego was opened to
traffic. 'This was the fourth contract
completed within a year, opening 9.6
miles of full freeway between Wabash
Boulevard in San Diego and US 80
east of La A~esa, State Sign Routes 94
and 67.
These contracts were as follows:

on the easterly end which will com-
plete afull freeway between the fu-
ture US 101 at 18th Street in San
Diego and Chase Avenue in El Cajon.
The section between College Ave-

nue and Campo Road was officially
dedicated with a luncheon and ribbon-
cutting ceremony on February 14,
1957, by the Lemon Grove Chamber
of Commerce. The section of Route

Description Contract
cost

Right-of-way Contractor Resident engineer

Wabash Blvd., 2.4 miles______ $2,168,000 ____________ Guy F. Atkinson Al Estep
66th St., 2.8 miles_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1,668,000 $4,600,000 Guy F. Atkinson_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C. E. Walcott
College, 2.6 miles___________ $2,998,000 ____________ Guy F. Atkinson________ Don Smith
Campo Rd., 1.9 miles _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1,492,000 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E. C. Young, Service W. T. Rhodes

Const. Co.. & Young
& Arrieta

Bridge Department resident engi~
neers were R. L. Hathaway, Wayne
Cryderman and Jack Burns.
The City of La Mesa at the easterly

end is contiguous to San Diego and
together with Mount Helix is one of
San Diego County's finest residential
areas. The city was a trading post
known as La Mesa Springs in 1870.
It was incorporated in 1912 with a
population of 700. Mount Helix is the
location of San Diego's largest out-
door amphitheater, where Easter
services have been held each year
since 1918. Many famous musicians
called La Mesa or Mount Helix their
home, including Madame Schumann-
Heink, Carrie Jacobs Bond and
Charles Wakefield Cadman.

Fuil Freeway

The 1957-58 highway budget in-
cludes $4,065,000 for construction of
1.8 miles on the westerly end between
Wabash Boulevard and 18th Street
where it will connect to the future
US 101. There is currently under con-
struction a 2.0-mile section of US 80

67 between Campo Road and US 8Q
was dedicated on March 12, 1957,
with a program sponsored by the La
Mesa Chamber of Commerce.
The section of Route 94 from Wa-

bash to Campo Road is graded for
eight lanes with initial construction of
six lanes. The structures are built to
clear two mare lanes in the median.
The section of Route 67 between
Campo Road and US 80 is constructed
of four lanes with grading for ulti-
mate six lanes. This is actually a cross
connection between US 80 and Sign
Route 94. Therefore six-lane design
will handle estimated future traffic.

All main line paving is eight-inch
Portland cement concrete over four-
inch cement-treated subgrade and sub-
base treatment as individual location
required. The ramps are of asphaltic
plant-mix. °The entire route is of full
freeway design with crossings only
at structures.

Modified Epoxy Resins

Two construction items of special
interest are the use of modified epoxy

Four Contracts Are

Completed in Year

resins to repair breakouts adjacent to

weakened-plane joints resulting from

random cracking, and the use of metal

strips for weakened-plane joints.

These are described in articles by the

resident engineers.

The improvement of Route 94 (A)

has been under study for many years.
Project reports were prepared July 8,

1949, June 15, 1951, and November 8,
1951, all providing for a four-lane
conventional road or at best some ac-
cess control.

A detailed traffic analysis including

post card and origin and destination

survey in 1952 showed a full freeway

of eight lanes was needed. A traffic
report was completed in March, 1953,
recommending the route as now con-

structed. The progress on this route

is nearly a record. The report was re-
viewed and recommendation was

made to the California Highway Com-
mission enabling it on May 20, 1953,
to advise the county board of super-
visors and the city councils of La
~Ulesa and San Diego of its intention

to adopt the route. The Highway
Commission adopted the portion
through Lemon Grove on June 17,

1953, with the complete cooperation

of the local people and the county

board of supervisors. Bids on the first
project were advertised in December,

1954, or 18 months after the route
adoption. During this time, freeway
agreements were signed, rights-of-

way purchased and cleared, plans
completed and funds budgeted. In
May of 1957, after less than four

years' elapsed time, the entire 9.6 miles

is open for traffic. The completed

projects include the most modern of
signing and safety lig~hring now char-
acteristic of California's freeways.
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LFFT—View northeasterly at junction of Sign Routes 94 and 67. Structure in center is the Route 67-94 separation. Sign Route 
94 continues to right of picture.

Panorama Drive Undercrossing shows in center, with the Mariposa Street Overcrossing following. RIGHT—View northeasterly of Sign Route 67. 
Structure in fore-

ground is the Mariposa Street Overcrossing. Lemon Avenue Undercrossing and Grossmont Boulevard Undercrossing follow, with future 
connection to US 80 of

Grossmont Summit visible in far background.

By AL ESTEP, Resident Engineer

~N EXPERIMENTAL 1riSCa113t1011 OF

metal strip weakened-plane joints was
made on the contract between Wabash
Boulevard and 56th Street. This con-
tract included 10,000 linear feet of

PACIFIC

MISSION
:BEACH,

OCEAN E

P01
LC

six-lane and 1,100 linear feet of eight-
lane Portland cement concrete pave-
ment. Some 1,072 metal strips were
installed for weakened-plane joints.
They were placed an average of 43
feet apart at the average rate of 77
per day. The strips were t~vo inches

deep and initially 11 feet 11 inches
long, later reduced to 11 feet 10
inches to clear flanges of the finishing
machine. Fourteen-, 16- and 18-gauge
hot-rolled black iron was used. The
finished product does not indicate any
difference between gauges used; how-
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ever, the. 16-gauge seemed satisfac-
tory for this project. The 14-gauge
appeared unnecessarily heavy and the
18-gauge too flexible in that it vas
easily deformed and difficult to adjust
to grade.
Weather permitted sawing of con-

trol joints in the initial lanes 30 hours
after pouring. Only nine random
cracl~s are evident in the initial lanes,
seven of these being in one day's
pour. Trouble was encountered in a
companion lane when a morning pour
of 650 linear feet was not ready to
cut by the following morning. Ran-
dom cracking had developed op-
posite 15 of the 20 working joints in
the initial lane. Therefore the experi-
mental metal strips were used in sub-
sequent pours in companion lanes.

Consfrucfion Details

Each morning working joints on the
adjacent pavement within the limits of
the proposed pour were marked. This
was done because later in the day the
random cracks or working formed
joints would become invisible. Paint
marks were placed at the center and
edge of the adjacent slab. The metal
strips ~~ere placed at the marked lo-
cations and installed as soon as the
tamper made its last pass. A special
tool designed by Resident Engineer
Don Smith was used. Finishing opera-
tions immediately followed the instal-
lations which were made by two men
using a wooden bridge and the special
tool. The strips were inserted in the
tool and forced into place one-fourth
inch below grade. Two pieces of one- Preparing spalled area for repairs

View northeasterly of State Sign Route 94 during construction. Bridgs in foreground is the College Avenue Undercrossing. Following is the Massachusetts Avenue
Undercrossing. Old State Sign Route 94 through L=mon Grove parallels new construction on right.
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eighth-inch strap iron were used to
hold the ends of the strip while the
tool was withdrawn. The finishing
machine occasionally hit the strips at
this depth, so they were set to three-
fourths inch, then adjusted to grade
after three or four passes by the float.
It required two men to adjust the
strips to proper position in respect to
finished surface if a center sag was to
be avoided. Pliers were used to work
them.
Temperatures were from 49 degrees

Fahrenheit at night to 76 degrees Fahr-
enheit daytirrte average. Pouring was
completed by 4 p.m., finishing 10 to
11 p.m. Remaining joints including
those where strips were removed by
the finisher were sawed 48 to 72 hours
after pouring. The finished product
indicates the strips should be one-
fourth inch or less below grade for
best results.

By D. C. SMITH, Resident Engineer

Orr TxE contract between College Avenue and Campo Road random
craclzs developed in companion lane
before the weakened-plane joints
could be sawed. This resulted in pave-
ment spalling between the cracks and
the cut joints.

Experimental repairs were made
using a modified epoxy resin adhesive.
Herbert A. Rooney and E. D. Botts
from the Sacramento Materials and
Research Laboratory supervised the
mixing and placing of the adhesives.
In excess of 100 separate repairs were
made and to date no failures are evi-
dent,
Where small spans were repaired,

the material was removed and the
space refilled with a grout of an
epoxy adhesive and dry sand. The
working joint was retained by appli-
cation of oil to one face.

1~t larger breaks, the concrete was
removed to sound material (usually
faur to five inches). The entire sur-
face was coated with adhesive and
immediately filled with regular con-
crete. The working joint was re-
formed by stress.

Where random eracks were three
feet or less from the cut and no
spalling evident, two methods were
used.

UPPER—Placing epoxy adhesive mixture to repair break. LOWER—Repaer completed.

(1) The original saw cut was filled
with an epoxy adhesive to eliminate
the joint.

(2) A parallel cut was made one

inch from the original, the material

removed and replaced with a grout of

dry sand anc~ an epoxy resin adhesive.

Chipping was expensive and the paral-

lel cut method was the more eco-

ri0IT11CSI. ...Continued on page 56
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Below First Quarter of 1957 But Shows
o ~ ~ /~;~ Increase Over First Quarter Alternate

~~ Computation During Second Quarter of 1957

By RICHARD H. WILSON, Assistant State Highway Engineer,
H. C. McCARTY, Office Engineer, and

LLOYD B. REYNOLDS, Assistant Office Engineer

TxE cnLiFORVin Highway Construc-
tion Cost Index for the second quarter
of 1957 shows a moderate decline
from the first quarter of 1957. The in-
dex now stands at 266.9 (1940-100),
which is 10.8 index points, or 3.9 per-
cent, below the first quarter. How-
ever, in the first quarter of 1957 two
unusual projects exerted an unbalanc-
ing weight upon the index in its up-
ward course causing the index to take
a large unnatural jump from 252.1 in
the fourth quarter of 1956 to 277.7
for the first quarter of 1957, an in-
crease of 10.1 percent. While this
large jump reflected the actual figures
when the two unusual projects were
included, it was felt that the index
was overly influenced and was out of
line with the cost trend and should
show a decrease in the second quar-
ter. Our predictions proved true as
the second quarter index shows a de-
crease to 266.9, or 3.9 percent below
the first quarter figures.
The present standing, however, is

5.8 percent over the fourth quarter
of 1956 and 6.9 percent over the
alternate index for the first quarter of
1957. Disregarding the sharp rise in
the second quarter of 1956 in antici-
pation of uncertainties of the outcome
of the labor strike in the steel indus-
try and the first quarter of 1957
which included two unusual projects,
the California Cost Index has shown
a steady rise during the last 2 %z years.

Projects placed under contract dur-
ing this quarter are situated in all
parts of the Sate. These projects
being so widely distributed and simi-
lar in most respects, the cost data
obtained is well averaged. Adverse
conditions prevailing in one area have
been correspondingly offset by favor-
able conditions in another.

Increases in highway construction
costs were to be expected during the
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FISCAL YEARS
(JULY I TO JUNE 30 )

second quarter. Wage adjustments
were made in the construction field
in this period as required by the long
term labor agreement made last year.
Increases in bid prices for steel items
during the first and second quarters

over the second half of 1956 were no
doubt based upon the prospective rise
in steel costs at midyear to result
from the annual wage adjustment pro-
vision included in the contract at the
termination of the strike in the steel
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industry a year ago. It had been an-
ticipated in many quarters that steel
prices would possibly be adjusted
upward between $8 and $12 per ton.
The announced $6 per ton increase
being in a lesser amount will no doubt
result in some lowering of future bid
prices on steel items involved on
highway construction.

The highway construction industry
in California appears to be in an ex-
tremely healthy condition since it has
been able to absorb the continually
expanding programs of the Division
of Highways. The Legislature in
1953, through increases in motor ve-
hicle and fuel, taxes, made available
considerably more revenue for high-
way construction. On July 1, 1953,
the Division of Highways had 307
contracts in progress valued at $166,-

963,200, and on July 1, 1957, the

number of contracts under way in-

creased to 363 while the contract

value rose to $409,464,700. It ~~ill be

noted that, while the number of con-

tracts has not materially increased in

this four-year period, the value has

appreciably risen. This is accounted

for not only by increases in cost per

project but, with the availability of

larger fedral fund allotments, by the

sizes of a good many jobs having been

considerably increased.

With but few exceptions the aver-

age number of bidders per contract

has remained high, which shows that
competition and capacity for more
work prevail in the highway contract-
ing field. The average number of bid-
ders per project during the second
quarter of 1957 was 5.5, which is 1.5
below the previous quarter, but still

in the realm of good competition.

Tabulations are included in this re-
lease which show the average number
of bidders per project according to
value brackets. One tabulation covers
the Fiscal Year July 1, 1956, to June
30, 1957, and the other for the six-
month period, January 1, 1957, to
June 30, 1957.

From the remarkable progress be-
ing made on many state highway con-
tracts, it is evident that newly devel-.
oped techniques and labor saving
equipment are being utilized toward
greater production on state highway
construction projects. These features

NUMBER AND SIZE OF PROJEC75, TOTAL BID VALUES AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF BIDDERS

(January 1, 1957, to June 30, 1957)

Project volurie

--

Up to
850,0210

X50,000
to

$100,000

$100,000
to

$250,000

-

$260,000
to

$b00,000

$500,000
to

$1,000,000

Over
$1,000,000

A]]
projects

Road Projects

i

No. of projects______130275318146248
Total value*________$2,062,463$1,829,293X8,755,546$6,578,523$9,536,335$9,214,503$38,276,663
Avg. No. bidders____5.4~~ 4.96.5~. S.67.66.05.9

Structure Projects
No. of projects______262953550
Total value________$33~,5Q5~ $144,183$1,596,392$2,094,234$2,374,204$18,881,372$25,424,170
Avg. No. bidders____5.56.010.18.07.08.46.8

Combination Projects
No. of projects------------------------------------32528
Total value*--------------------------------------------------$2,759,730$82,861,871$55,621,601
Avg. No. bidders-------------------------------------------4.36.96.6

Summary
No. of projects______16S2962232036326
Total value*________$2,396,048$1,973,676$l0,Sb1,938$8,672,757$14,970,269$110,957,746$149,322,434
Avg. No. bidders____5.45.07.0S.b7.06.76.1

* Bid items only.

To4al Average Bidders by Nionrhs

Avg. for
Jan.Feb.Mar.Apr.MayJunesia months

1957__________7.17.36.78,85.56.96.1

1956__________b.95.15.14.14.73.3i 4.3

IdUMEtER AiVD SIZE OF Pl80JECT5, TdTAL BID VALUES AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF BIDDERS

(Julq 1, 7956, To June 30, 1957)

Project volume
Up to

850,000

~b0,000
to

$ioo,000

$100,000
to

ssso,000

$260,000
to

$soo,000

$600,000
to

ss,000,000
Over

$1,000,000
All

projects

Road Projects
No. of projects______3376887372611b66

Total value*~b,244,367$4,737,975$14,2Y6,164$13,140,728$18,670,146$18,739,184$74,808,b04

Avg. No. bidders____4.34.36.36.T6.66.86.9

Structure Projects
No. of projects______48423T4995

Total value*________$781,842$285,283$3,985,362$2,561,157$2,877,091$30,034,287$40,826,022

Avg. No. bidders____6.04.37.36.4G.56.85.8

Combination Projects
No. of projects-------------------------------------------5495~F

Total value*--------------------------------------------------x4,300,964$159,639,740$163,740,704

Avg. No. bidders--------------------------------------------3.86.26.0

Summary
No. of projects______888T2110443569715

Total value*________$6,oas,aos$5,023,258$18,261,626$16,001,88b$26,648,201$208,413,1b1$279,374,230

Avg. No. bidders____4.44.36.b6.76.16,86.1

~° Bid items only.

Total Average Bidders by Months

Avg.
JulyAug.Sept.Oct.Nov.Dec.Jsn.Feb.Mar.Apr.MayJuneyear

1956-57__________3.83.73.T4.26.36.17.17.36.T6.b6.65.96.1

1955-5G4.94.24.46.46.Sb.4b.96.16.14.14.73.34.7
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THE CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY CONSiRUCT10N
COST INDEX
1940 = 100 Cost

Year Index

1940-------------------------------------- 100.0
1941 125.0
1942 157.5
1943 156.4
1944 --------------------------------------- 177.8
1945 --'---------------------------- 179.5
1946--- --------------------------------- 179.7
1947---- -------------------------- 203.3
1948- ---------------------- 216.6
1949------------------------ 190.7
1950 --------------

------
------ 181.2

(lst quarter 7950-760.6)
1951 -------------------------- 225.0

(4th quarter 1951-245.4)
1952 -------------------- _-- 225.9
1953------------------------ 215.2
1954_ __________ 193.5

(2d quarter 1954-189.0)

1955 (1st quarter)____________ 189.3
1955 (2d quarter)___ 212.4
1955 (3d quarter)----__------_-.__------ 208.6
1955 (4th quarter)__________ 212.6
1956 (1st quarte.r)____________ 219.5
1956 (2d quarter)___________ 255.9
1956 (3d quarter)____ 249.1
1956 (4th quarter)._____________________ 252.1
1957 (1st quarter)---------__-_---------- 277.7
1957 (2d quarter)________ _ _ 266.9

are no doubt being employed by con-
tractors to partially offset increasing
labor and materials costs.
The tabulation on the follo`~ing

page shows the average unit prices
forming the basis for computing the
cost index since 1940.
Of the seven construction items

upon which this index is based, four
were lover than in the previous quar-
ter, two were identical and one
showed an increase. Roadway exca-
vation and untreated rock base were
the same in both quarters, standing
at $0.63 and $2.10 respectively. As-
phaltic and bituminous mixes increased
from $5.94 to $6.18. The four items
showing a decrease are portland
cement concrete pavement, which
dropped from $17.28 to $15.59; Class
"A" concrete structures, from $61.14
to $58.61; bar reinforcing steel, from
$0.129 to $0.119; and structural steel,
from $0.235 to $0.204-no doubt re-
flecting the inclusion of the two large
unusual projects previously referred

to.

Construction costs for this period
compared with the adjusted computa-

CALIFORNIA DIVISION OF HIGNWAYS AVERAGE CONTRACT PRICES

Road-
way

excava-
lion,
per

cu. yd.

Ua-
treated
rock
base,
per
ton

Plaat-
mired
surfac-
ing,
per
toa

Asphalt
concrete
pave-
went,
per
ton

Asphaltic
and

bitumi-
aous
miser,
per ton

pCC
Pave-
ment,
Per

cu. yd.

PCC
strut-
tares
'per

cu. yd.

Bar
reia-

forcing
steel,

pbT

Struc-
rural
steel,
pez
lb.

1940____________ $0.22 $1.84 $2.19 $2.97 $7.68 $18.33 $0.040 $0.083
1941____________ 0.26 2.31 2.84 8.18 7.54 23.31 0.063 0.107
1942____________ 0.35 2.81 4.02 4.16 __ 9.62 29.48 0.073 0.103
1943____________ 0.42 2.26 3.71 4.76 __ 11.48 31.76 0.069 0.080
1944____________ 0.50 2.46 4.10 4.50 10.46 31.99 0.064 0.132
1945____________ 0.51 2.42 4.20 4.88 __ 10.90 37.20 0.059 0.102
1946____________ 0.41 2.46 4.00 4.68 9.48 3T.38 0.060 0.099
1947____________ 0.46 2.42 4.32 5.38 12.&S 48.44 0.080 0.138
1948____________ 0.55 2.43 4.30 5.58 13.04 49.86 0.092 0.126
1949____________ 0.49 2.6? 4.67 4.64 __ 12.25 48.67 0.096 0.117
1950____________ 0.40 2.25 4.26 3.75

I 
__ 11.11 43.46 0.079 0.094

1951____________ 0.49 2.62 4.34 5.00 __ 12.21 47.22 0.102 0.169
1952____________ 0.56 2.99 5.00 4.38 __ 13.42 48.08 0.098 0.150
1953____________ 0.51 X2.14 5.31 4.58 _ 12.74 60.59 0.093 0.133
1954____________ 0.46 2.13 4.50 4.Sfi 14.41 48.42 0.094 0.124
1966____________ 0.39 2.22 4.93 __ 13.35 48.72 0.096 0.142
1st quarter 1966 0.40 2.08 5.40 6.50 14.Ob b2.61 O.10b 0.166
2d quarter 1966__ 0.51 2.06 6.27 __ _ 14.64 b7.13 0.113 0.219
3d quarter 1966__ 0.52 2.27 6.12 _ 15.57 56.32 0.121 0.178
4th quarter 1966_ 0.52 2.21 2 2 ~$b.93 14.95 69.63 0.112 0.197
1st quarter 1957 0.63 2.10 __ __ 5.94 17.28 61.14 0.129 0.235
2d quazter 1967__ 0.63 5.10 __ __ 6.18 15.59 b8.61 0.119 0.804

i The item of crusher run base was used before 1953.
z Asphalt3e concrete pavement combined with plant-m9x suefacin; in [ourtli quarter. 1956, and will be identified as asphaltic

and bituminous mixes in tine future.

lions for the previous quarter in
which two projects were not included.
Roadway excavation was higher, ad-
vancing from $0.43 to $0.63, and as-
phaltic and bituminous mixes moved
upward from $5.89 to $6.18. The re-
maining five items are lower than the
previous quarter: untreated rock base,
from $2.21 to $2.10; portland cement
concrete pavement, from $15.79 to
$15.59; Class "A" concrete structures,
from $59.96 to $58.61; bar reinforcing
steel, from $0.127 to $0.119; and
structural steel, from $0.208 to $0.204.
The California Construction Cost

Index, the Engineering News-Record
Construction Cost Index and the
United States Bureau of Public Roads
Composite Mile Index, all reduced to
the base 1940 - 100, are shown on
the accompanying graph. The latter
two indexes are based on nationwide
construction costs.
The Engineering News -Record

Cost Index again shows a rise at a
slightly higher rate of increase than
in the first quarter of 1957. It is up
3.2 index points, or 0.85 percent, from
the previous quarter.
The Bureau of Public Roads Com-

posite Mile Index for the first quarter
of 1957, which is the latest available,
was up 3.2 index points, or 1.4 per-
cent, over the fourth quarter of 1956.
The marked increase in this quarter

a FiRSr
Continued from page 44 .. .

Booker, Assistant Highway Engineer,
District 4, California Highway Com-
mission; Hampton H. Roberts, Vice
President, and I~. P. Morris, Project
Manager, of the contractors, Grove,
Shepherd, Wilson and Kruge of Cali-
fornia, Inc.; Chairman Leland W.
Sweeney and Supervisors Francis
Dunn, Emanuel P. Razeto and Kent
O. Pursel; City Councilmen Peter M.
Tripp, Frank J. Youell, Howard E.
Riles, Ernest A. Rossi, Fred Maggiora,
Glenn E. Hoover and Lester M. Grant;
Dudley W. Frost, Chairman of the
Oakland Chamber's Highway and
Freeway Committee; Nat Levy, Presi-
dent, Oakland Board of Port Com-
missioners; Norris Nash, President,
and William A. Sparling, General
Manager, Oakland Chamber of Com-
mercer Joseph R. Knowland, Pub-
lisher of the Oakland Tribune; Wayne
E. Thompson, City Manager of Oak-
land; John A. Morin, City Engineer;
and the following mayors: William
M. McCall, Alameda; George Haruff,
Emeryville; John J. Purchio, Hay-
ward; R. S. Milligan, Piedmont, and
Thomas O. Knick, San Leandro.

over the previous period is parallel
with the California Index for the first
quarter.
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~y JAMBS R. SMITH, Headquar#ers Right-of-Way Agent

IF TxE word "sprawling" is descrip-
tive of today's metropolitan develop-
ment, it is certainly not characteristic
of the ribbon commercial develop-
ment packed along the major arterial
roadways entering and leaving our
Nation's metropolitan areas. Here all
too often "concentration" is the
theme, and case examples of the slug-
gish traffic disorder that eventually
goes hand in hand with this mass type
of highway merchandising are many.
Here is the arena in which the through
traveler, the local shopper, and the
marketing transient slug it out 24
hours a day, emerging only half satis-
fied and generally the worse for wear
and tear.

The Division of Highways did not
have to reach far from its headquarters
in Sacramento to find an excellent
example of just such an arterial battle-
ground, now all the more enlightening
as a case study because on June 15,
1954, a completed freeway bypass
came into the scene to work its eco-
nomic effects.

The front-door example was West

Sacramento, and it developed in an

atmosphere that promoted the con-
centration of roadside merchandising

with enthusiasm. It had a major high-

way, US Highway 40 and 99, down

its middle, and it lay within the

shadow of a major destination point,

the capital city of the State of Califor-

nia. It literally developed a string of

roadside merchandisers a mile long

and they were strung on both sides of

the old highway like beads on a

thread. In this case, however, the

beads were motels, service stations,

cafes, bars, and a multitude of other

related and unrelated businesses. If

they had anything in common it was

perhaps the traffic, together with an
almost universal belief on the part of
the merchandisers that without this
traffic, they were nothing. With the

completion of the freeway bypass,
14,150 cars a day from this traffic
stream were diverted from the exist-
ing highway.

Timely Case Study

The study of the effect of traffic
diversion on this merchandising string
was undertaken by the Land Eco-
nomics Study Section of the Division
of Highways for a very significant
reason. These roadside merchants
were typical of an economic group
that can be found in varying degrees
of size and quality almost anywhere
along our Country's highways, and
their problems are not peculiar but
are universal. And, with increasing
frequency, this group is going to be
faced with the same traffic diversion;
for, with the vastly expanded federal
aid highway program just now un-
folding across the Nation, the freeway
bypass will be the predominate an-
swer to the traffic battle already de-
scribed. When this happens, as it did
in our study area of West Sacramento,
many weighty decisions must be
made. Unfortunately, a goodly per-
centage of these decisions will be
based upon beliefs and assumptions
which are totally inaccurate. It is only
through publication of the results of
studies such as this that merchants will
be able to factually assess their own
traffic sensitivity when the controlled
access facility comes to their area. It
is only with such a factual back-
ground that the prudent merchant
should proceed in planning and con-
structing the roadside developments
of today and tomorrow.

West Sacramento

unincorporated West Sacramento

is located entirely in Yolo County and

lies westerly across the Sacramento

River from California's capital city.

The county line threads this river, and

our study area is actually only minutes
away from the heart of Sacramento
and its metropolitan environs—an ideal
stopping place and headquarters for
the commercial traveler and the visit-
ing tourist. Bounded generally by the
river on the east and north, and the
Yolo floodwater bypass on the west,
the area can be likened to an island
through which major US Highway 40
and 99W runs in an east-west direc-
tion.

Prefreeway West Sacramento had
all its economic big guns along West
Capitol Avenue (old Highway 40
and 99W), and they were heavily
loaded for service to the traveling
public. Here was the "West Capital
Mile" and its multimillion-dollar motel
strip—here were the other traffic-cater-
ing merchants, the cafes, service sta-
tions, bars and garages, dominating
the economic scene in size, number,
and dollax investment. These were
the roadside merchandisers our study
examined, starting with the beginning
of freeway construction in late 1951.

Freeway Project

The West Sacramento bypass is a
full, four-lane divided freeway ap-
proximately four miles long. Its loca-
tion with respect to the community
and the old highway is clearly shown
on the accompanying map sketch. Its

interchanges and entering and leaving

points are also clearly- shown: After

it opened to traffic on June 15, 1954,

an average of 14,150 cars a day used

it during the remainder of the year.

The Problem

What, then, happened to the mil-

lions of dollars invested in the old

highway's commercial plant when this

14,150-car traf~iic jam pulled out? Did

the superseded highway decline in

desirability as a sound investment lo-

cation? Did West Capitol Avenue
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merchants suffer an irreparable loss in
business? And did new investment
rush to the freeway fence and the
freeway's on and off ramps? These
were the timely questions this study
sought to explore through the use of
factual gross business data, land values,
and related economic yardsticks.

Investment

The accompanying before and after
aerial photographs offer striking evi-
cience of the degree to which develop-
ment has taken place along the super-
seded highway. That business inves-
tors have continued to look at West
Capitol Avenue with optimism clearly
appears from a visual appraisal. That
this visual appraisal can be factually
established is evident from abundant
data.

In late 1951, ~zuhen freeway con-
struction zvas well enough along to
give an unmistakable clue to the
ynajor tYafJic diversion soon to occur,
there ~weve 25 motels Zocated along
the old highway; today there are 40.
To an existing motel strip already
well into the multimillion-dollar class,
these new additions created an addi-
tional investment in the vicinity of
$3,000,000. In terms of facilities of-
fered to the traveling public, this

expansion in motel units placed half
again as many rooms into the market
as existed previously. Today over
1,100 guests can spend a night or a
lifetime in West Sacramento's motel
row. It is noteworthy this expansion
was unfolding within a group gen-
erally held to be extremely traffic
sensitive, and was taking place when
there could be no doubt as to the
pending traffic shift. Indeed, even i f
our co~zparison is restricted to the
period after completion a~zd formal
opening o f the freeway, zue find Y1
new motels, incYeasing the available
rental units by 35 percent, being con-
structed along the superseded high-
way. That this dominant and traffic-
sensitive merchandising group has
clearly answered the first of our prob-
lem-questions through its own tre-
mendous expansion, is unmistakably
evident.
There is further evidence, however,

of continued investment in the road-
side merchandising facilities along the
old highway which should be noted
as well. While perhaps not as striking
as that within the motel group, it is,
nonetheless, significant. Two ~ajor-
brand service stations have joined the
West Capitol Avenue group since the
opening of the bypass. Construction
has commenced on qn additional site

for i7nznediate development o f one
more major station to be located
along the old highway. While it may
logically be said. that these new out-
lets will be merchandising in large
part to a growing local market de-
veloping within the area, it is like-
wise as logical they will be seeking a
share of the business generated by the
surrounding motels.
The cafe and bar group has also

added new outlets to its existing meY-
chandisers, and eight such establish-
ments have made a postfree~way debut
along West Capitol Avenue. While, as
with service stations, an expanding
local trade makes the reasons for
growth in this group less clear cut, it
is nevertheless significant by reason
of the fact that cafes and bars also
are considered by highway merchan-
disers to be highly vulnerable to traf-
fic diversion.

What, then, is the investment pic-
ture along the former highz,vay? It
may be ably summed up as follows:
The roadside merchandising expan-
sion described above, together with
the growth o f other almost purely
local business, has utilized almost all
o f the available bare land along
"downtown" West Capitol Avenue,
the old highway; vacant lots are be-
conzing ararity.

Diagram shows new freeway and superseded highway through West Sacramento. The circles indicate motels along the old highway, with shaded circles indimf-ing motels erected after 1951 when freeway construcFion was unmistakably apparent on tha ground.
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LEFT—Aerial photograph taken before completion of fhe freeway facility. The superseded highway, West Capitol Avenue, lies northerly and to the right, of the
freeway. Wafer shown near the fop of the photograph at the westerly terminus of the freeway is the temporary diversion of high water from the Sacramento
River over the Yolo Bypass. RIGHT—Aerial photograph of the West Sacramento area after completion of freeway construction showing new commercial develop-
ment along the superseded highway which is right of and roughly parallel to the freeway facility. At the time of year this photograph was taken, no floodwaters

were being diverted onto the Yolo Bypass.

Land Values

Property sales along the superseded
highway were examined and analyzed
to determine if traffic diversion had
introduced any variations into the
overall land value trend over the pre-
freeway and postfreeway years. Since
only vacant parcels were used for
comparison to avoid arbitrary im-
provement breakdowns, the available
data. were limited, largely because of

the expansion in the motel and other
business groups. Resales of the same
vacant parcels were almost nonexist-
ent since, once bought, the properties
were subsequently improved almost
without exception. There were a suf-
ficient number of sales of similar
adjoining properties, however, to
establish a uniform upward trend con-
tinuing with little, if any, fluctuation
throughout the entire period. While

the limited number of sales is not as
conclusive as desired, it is still signifi-
cant that no downward, or even fluc-
tuating, trend in land values existed.

Retail Business

How well are West Sacramento's
businessmen doing along the former
highway? This question was answered
by an analysis of the total business
volume transacted by West Capitol

Photographs showing two motels constructed since comple}ion of the freeway bypass. They are considered representative of the type and quality of new motel

investment along the old highway in the postfreeway period.

~~
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Avenue's roadside merchants in the
two-year "before" and t~vo-year
"after" freeway periods. Since pri-
mary emphasis was being placed upon
traffic sensitive merchandisers rather
than upon the local or community
businesses, our analysis `vas broken
down into t~vo segments: the service
station group and the cafe and bar
group. These are the retail outlets
which have largely held to the theory
that "traffic removal is generally the
kiss of death." In our study area, traf-
fic had been diverted and the effect
this diversion had upon these two re-
tail groups was measured by gross
sales figures as reported to the State
Board of Equalization for sales tax
purposes. (It should be pointed out
that the motel group do not so report
and thus are not included in any of
the follo`ving comparisons. Motels
having cafe, dining room, and cocic-
tail lounge operations—there are two
in our study area—are included, how-
ever, to the extent of such business
only. )
In examining all the groups, two

yardsticks were necessarily used to
determine if West Sacramento had
fared as well as other areas which had
undergone the same highway change.
Sacramento Countv business volumes
during the comparison period were
employed as well as those of Yolo
County in which West Sacramento is
located. This was done to avoid anv
bias in our comparisons which might

SERVICE
STATIONS

+16.56

~s - RETAIL BUSINESS
- ~14~~ COMPARISON

14 - Based orttotal sales volumes
- of roadside merchandising groups

12 -
_

during two years before and two
years after Freeway opening. June 15,1954.~

~`io -
0t
~ g

-
_ T.59

CAFES ~ WEST SACRAMENTO
~ 6 - ANA ~ YOLO COUNTY

_ BARS 8 SACRAMENTO COUNTY
4 - +3.60 +3.78

- 1.33

0

Graph showing percentage increase in retail sales volume of }raffic-sensitive business groups in West Sacra-
mento as compared with same groups in Yolo and Sacramento Counties during a similar period of time.

be injected because of dissimilarity in
the economic structures and patterns
of our test community and its parent
county. The importance of agricul-
ture to the remainder of Yolo
County's economy is considerably
greater than to West Sacramento and
this one factor alone could signifi-
cantly affect our comparison. On the
other hand, the similarities between
our study area and the City of Sac-
ramento, which sets the tone for Sac-
ramento County business, are many.
The percentage summaries, usinD
both yardsticks, look like this:
Within these segments which would

be most likely to be significantly af-
fected by a highway relocation, the

Graph showing percentage increase in gallons of gasoline sold by service stations along }he old highway
in West Sacramento compared with statewide gallonage increases over a similar period of time.

c
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12 _ + 11,93 Based on total gasoline gallonage sold
during two years before and two ears

~~ after Freeway opening June 15,~954.~
14 -
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~ STATE OF GALI FORN IA

cafe and Uar group registered an over-
all increase of 3.60 percent compared
to a slight increase of 1.3 3 percent
for this type of business for Yolo
County as a whole and a 3.58 percent
rise for Sacramento County's cafe and
bar operators. In other words, West
Sacramento cafe and bar owners, after
traffic had been diverted, had al-
most three times the business gain
their counterparts throughout Yolo
County enjoyed in the same period.
Thev also did slightly better than the
same businesses in Sacramento County,
a striking measure in itself, since Sac-
ramento County, because of its greater
population and diversity, could be
considered a truly conservative yard-
stick.

In our other traffic-sensitive group,
West Sacramento's service stations did
14.59 percent more business in the
two years after freeway construction
than they did in the same period be-
fore. Yolo County service stations
were doing only 7.59 percent better
over the same periods while Sacra-
inento County stations showed an
"after" business increase of 16.56 per-
cent. Here again, our study area mer-
chants were doing better after traffic
removal than before and compare
more than favorably with the two un-
affected yardsticks employed. Actu-
ally, this group was doing even better
than the retail comparisons indicate,
and a further examination of gallon-
age sales, which are not included in
sales tax totals, reveals the following:
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In the two years after the f yee~wcry
through West Sacramento opened, the
total nu7nbeY o f gallons o f g~ssoline un
sold by stations along the old highway
incyeasecl 11.93 percent over the gal-
lonage sold curing the previous two
years before tya ffic diversion. Over
this same period the state trend in
gasoline gallonage was shozvin~ only
an 8.87 pevicent ancvease. Also during
this same "after" period, three new
outlets were constructed between the
old and new highways. These new
outlets, all in very successful opera-
tion, are not included in our compari-
son of strictly highway merchandisers.
It is evident they are claiming a sub-
stantial share of total available busi-
ness. The increase in retail and
gallonage sales of the highway service
station group studied, despite this in-
creased competition, becomes, then,
eves more significant.

Growth Pattern

The last questions posed—has expan-
sion taken place only at the freeway
fence?—have new competitors moved
into locations adjacent to the freeway
and its on-and-off ramps to the detri-
ment of the old highway's merchants?
—were answerable almost as a mere
matter of observation. That answer
was definitely no. All new motel con-
struction has not only been along the
old highway but it has been more of
a continuation and concentration of
the existing motel row, on land con-
sidered good motel ground before the
freeway facility as well as after. Of
the five new service stations con-
structed since opening of the freeway,
two are on the old highway and two
more, while closer to the freeway, are
more accurately located in and adja-
cent to a newly developed local shop-
ping area. The last, a modern truck
station and garage, is the only true
"interchange type." The new station
already mentioned as soon to be in
operation, will utilize a location on
the old highway. No new cafes and
bars have sought out freeway loca-
tions.

Conclusion

A final analysis of the effect that
diversion of traffic from a conven-
tional arterial to a modern controlled

access highway facility has had upon
the substantial concentration of road-
side merchandising establishments
found in West Sacramento leads to
these conclusions:

1. Those. retail outlets whose gross
business generally is held to be wholly
geared to the flow of traffic past their
door—the cafes, and bars, and service
stations—have registered considerable
gains in business volume since traffic di-
version to the• new freeway facility. These
gains have exceeded those of similar, un-
affected groups within their own county,
and compare more than satisfactorily
with those of more intensively developed
Sacramento County.

2. New development within the high-
way merchandising group has been sub-
stantially confined to the old highway.
Rather than a decline in property values
and a drop in new expansion, "super-
seded" West Capitol Ave. has achieved
almost 100 percent development, and
land values have been uniformly upward.

3. There is no evidence that roadside
investment desirability has shifted to the
new freeway and its on and ofF ramps,
and no ruinously competitive develop-
ments have arisen in these locations in
the three years since traffic "left" West
Capitol Ave. Indeed, it has been demon-
strated emphatically in the motel group
that the choice of location for new facili-
ties has been wholly in favor of the
superseded highway.

This study conclusively shows that
the highway merchant need not ex-
pect business decline and capital de-
preciation as a universal aftermath of
traffic diversion. His traffic sensitivity,
as all the other economic forces which
regulate the profits from his roadside
business, can be factually assessed and
evaluated. West Sacramento's high-
way entrepeneurs have made their
evaluation and as a group are showing
a progressive face to the postfreeway
world.

TRAVEL
There are more than 61 million reg-

istered motor vehicles in the Nation
today, traveling about 590 billion
miles a year.

There are 130,000 school busses in
use in the United States, carrying
nearly 8,000,000 pupils along 1,000,000
miles of school bus routes.

,fin ~moriam
SAMUEL B. SAUNDERS

Samuel B. Saunders, Accounting
Officer with the Division of High-
ways, died on June 14th in his
home of a heart ailment.
He had reeently been appointed

to the position vacated by Henry
Mahoney, who retired in March cis
chief of the Headquarters Aecount-
ing Office.

Saunders' state service began in
1935 when he went to work for the
Compensation Insurance Fund in
San Francisco. He later transferred
to the Board of Equalization and in
1936 joined the Division of High-
ways where he was continuously
employed except for two years
when he served as the first account-
ing officer for the newly organized
Division of San Francisco Bay Toll
Crossings in 1948 and 1949.

In 1956 Saunders spent six weeks
in Central America as a consultant
on accounting and financial pro-
cedures to the Government of Hon-
duras in the organization of a high-
way construction department.
A native Californian, Saunders

was born in Solano County. He at-
tended grade and high schools in
Sacramento, graduating from Sac-
ramento Junior College in 1933.
He was active in the Boy Scouts.
Saunders is survived by his

widow, Martha, a daughter, Linda,
and a son, Robert.

SAN DIEGO FREEWAY
Continued from page 48 .. .

A test to determine the strength of
epoxy resin was made on a concrete
beam. The broken faces of the beam
were separated one-half inch, the
space then filled with epoxy resin. No
pressure was used to force the faces
together. After eight days the beam
broke at 600 pounds per square inch
but at a new break indicating the
resin was much stronger than the
original concrete beam.

CROSS-COUNTRY

The first transcontinental automo-
bile trip in the United States was made
in 1903, reports the California State
Automobile Association.
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O ~ ~ ' I r~ Open-wafer Highway Project

U ~ Is Dedicated to Traffic

By WILLIAM TRAVIS, District Construction Engineer

oNE of the boldest highway engi-
neering designs ever undertaken be-
came areality on Thursday, July 11,
1957, when the northbound lanes of
the "open-water" project between
Candlestick Point in San Francisco
and Sierra Point in San Mateo County
were opened to traffic. This four-mile
section of freeway is located across an
arm of San Francisco Bay and pro-
vides adirect straight-line connection
between San Francisco and San
Mateo Counties, superseding the e~st-
ing heavily congested undivided high-
way through industrial areas of Bris-
bane and Visitacion Valley. The new
section connects with completed por-
tions of the Bayshore Freeway at
either end, thus providing a continu-
ous full freeway between San Carlos
in the heart of the Peninsula and San
Francisco's financial district.

The occasion was marked by rib-
bon-cutting ceremonies at the site and
a luncheon-reception jointly sponsored
by the San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce and the San Mateo County
Development Association. Speakers in-
cluded Director of Public Works
Frank B. Durkee, State Highway En-
gineer G. T. McCoy, Mayor George
Christopher of San Francisco, Edward
P. McDonald, Chairman, San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors, and B.
W. Booker, Assistant State Highway
Engineer.

Provision for Eight Lanes

The new facility consists of a six-
lane divided freeway with provision
for ultimate development to eight
lanes. Construction of the project has
been continuous since January, 1952,
under seven separate highway con-
tracts. Five and a half million cubic

yards of embankment were placed in
a two-mile fill section over the "open
water." The total cost of the contract
construction work was $8,000,000.

Engineers were faced with a prob-
lem of staggering proportions in plan-
ning the new freeway facility. The
San Francisco Peninsula, only- a few
miles in width, is dominated by the
San Bruno Mountains and heavy resi-
dential and industrial development al-
ready covered all but the most moun-
tainous areas. Substandard alignment,
steep grades and constricted right-of-
way precluded further development
along the existing highway. The
proper freeway location was obvious
—the direct route across a portion of
San Francisco Bay. This routing was
adopted and declared a freeway by
the Highway Commission in July of
1941.

LEFT—This view, taken in 1955, shows the existing highway and the railroad tunnel at Sierra Point prior fo freeway construction. RIGHT—A recent picture at
Sierra Point. The point f}self has disappeared. The raelroad funnel has been eliminated, and the freeway is nearing completion.
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A ribbon woven of 5,000 orchids flown from Hawaii by Pan American World Airways was severed by Mayor George Christopher of San Francisco and Chairman

Edward P. McDonald of the San /vtafeo County Board of Supervisors to signalize opening of the overwater section of the Bayshore Freeway. Left to right: Roberta

Ward, Miss South San Francisco; State Senator Robert J. McCarthy; Mayor George Christopher (holding scissors); Edward McDonald, B. W. Booker, Assistant

State Highway Engineer; Frank B. Durkee, $fate Director of Public Works; Highway Commissioner H. Stephen Chase; George T. McCoy, Sfafe Highway Engineer;
and Christine Falkenberg, Miss $an Francisco.

Problems of Construction

The adopted route across the water
was underlaid with 90 feet of soft bay
mud. Many engineers felt that it
would nat he possible to construct a
highway in this location. The engi-
neering resources of the various de-
partments of the Division of High-
ways were then combined in malting
studies to determine a feasible and
economical method of highway con-
struction under these conditions. The
Bridge Department investigated the
costs and problems involved in cause-
way construction. The theoretical
factors affecting the stability of em-

banlcments constructed over poor
foundations were studied by the Ma-
terials and Research Department.
District IV carefully reviewed its ex-
perience gained through embankment
construction over the tidal marshes of
San I'rancisco Bay during the past 30
years.

These studies definitely established
that the only economically feasible
construction would be to "float" a fill
on the mud by end dump methods,
utilizing material available from heavy
cuts at either end of the project and
importing additional material from
nearby borrow sites.

Considerable doubt remained in the
minds of the engineers, however, as to
whether an embanlzment of suffi-
cient stability could be produced by
this method. The first construction
contract was therefore experimental in
nature to determine the behavior of
the embankment and the general sup-
porting power of the underlying bay
inud. Started in January of 1952, this
contract consisted of 400,000 cubic.
yards of embankment material which
was placed in the northerly 1,400 feet
of the proposed fill. Information de-
veloped from this experiment was then

... Continued on page 72
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OPERATIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF MATERIALS AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
PART 11—PAVEMENT SECTION

By ERNEST ZUBE
Supervising Materials and Research Engineer

In the preceding issue of California
Highways and Public Works, F. N.
Hveem, Materials and Research En-
gineer, presented a general review of
the scope of laboratory activities, set-
ting forth some of the problems and
responsibilities delegated to materials
engineers, and also the progression of
growth and development of the lab-
oratory from its early day inception to
the large and- nationally recognized
organization which now comprises
the Materials and Research Depart-
ment of the California Division of
Highways.
This article will he devoted to the

activities and operation of the Pave-
ment Section ~~hich constitutes one
of the five major subdivisions of the
1~Iaterials and Research Department.

ASPHALT GROUP
Testing, Refinery Inspection,

Research

John Sko~
AS SO C. QIEMI CAL TESTING EN GR.

ROUTINE TESTING,
INSPECTION,
BRANCH LABS.

Bakersfield
Los Mge les
Santa Maria

SPECIAL
INVESTIGATIONS,

RESEARCH

Pavement Section

The Pavement Section is concerned
with all materials used in the pave-
ment structure with the exception of
portland cement concrete. While most
of the testing of the soils, subbase,
base and bituminous pavements is
now carried on in the district labora-
tories, the responsibilities of uniform
test methods and maintaining accur-
acy of testing equipment are under
the control of the Pavement Section.
Those of us ~vho have been around

for some years can observe rather a
startling contrast between the old
"Oil Mix" Department of the early
1930's which dealt only with one type
of light road surfacing and the pres-
ent day Pavement Section which deals

with all components of the pavement
structure including the soils which
support the pavement.
The functions of the Pavement Sec-

tion, see Figure 1, are divided into
four primary groups or subsections;
namely, Bituminous Mixes, Asphalts,
Soils Group and Special Field Studies.
As all of the subsections are concerned
with the various phases of the pave-
ment structure, either in the form of
testing or research, their functions are
not sharply defined and some over-
lapping inevitably exists. A fifth group
consists of the clerical personnel. This
latter group, although comparatively
small, performs very necessary and ex-
acting functions, such as the typing of
test reports, maintaining records, as-
sembling reports, which are sometimes

PAVEMENT SECTION
ERNEST ZUBE

SUPERVISING Mq TERI ALS ANO RESEARCH ENGINEER

SOILS GROUP SPECIAL FIELD STUDIES,
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Field Invest ige[ions

,lferle Nelson
HI GHWAV ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE

SPECIAL PAVING MIXTURE
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The Pavement Section tests all materials used in the top three feet of the roadbed. This work includes the testing of all paving materials except concrete,.and all base, subbase and basement soil materials.

(t gives advice and makes recommendations to the Design, Construction, Maintenance and Bridge Departments and other outside agencies.

This Section reviews and approves specifications for materials used in the structural design of the highway.

It calibrates testing equipment and coordinates and maintains uniform test standards between the District and STATE of CALIFORNIAHeadquarters' Laboratories. It reviews field construction testing pl'dCtICE. DEPARTMENT OF Pue~ic wortKs
DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

It plans and supervises full scale experimental field projects covering the use of new products. 
MATERIALS & RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

PAVEMENT SECTION
It conducts special research projects. ORGANIZATION CHART

July I, 1957
" Principal Assistant
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LEFT—Apparatus for moisture determination of bituminous mixtures. CENTER—Mechanical kneading compactor designed in fhe Materials and Research Depart-
ment for compacting test specimens of surface and base to densities comparable to those obtained during construction. RIGHT—Exlracfion apparatus to determine

whether bituminous paving mixtures have the correct amount of asphalt.

rather comprehensive, on the various
field investigations or experimental
installations. The reports are primar-
ily distributed to our own Division
of Highways, but, in some cases, to
technical organizations throughout the
Nation.

Routine tests

For many years, the Pavement Sec-
tion performed practically all of the
routine tests on asphalts and bitumi-
nous mixtures for the entire Division
of Highways, however, as the work
increased it became impracticable to
dive prompt and adequate service to
the remote districts. A few years ago
a decision was reached to establish
laboratories in each of the 11 highway
districts for the purpose of perform-
ing as many of the routine physical
tests as possible thereby relieving
Headquarters of a major portion of
this work and at the same time plac-
ing the testing facilities in closer prox-
imity to the construction activities.

The district laboratories were sup-
plied with testing equipment and ma-
chines, most of which had been de-
vised and perfected in the Pavement
Section. District personnel were
brought into Headquarters Labora-
tory for a course of training and in-
structions in performing the tests and
operating the testing machines. In ad-
dition to the training course, detailed
descriptions covering all of the tests
were compiled in a Laboratory Man-
ual which has been distributed to all
districts.

Reference Laboratory

In a continuous effort to maintain
standard procedures and uniform
practice we now act as the reference
laboratory and periodically the dis-
tricts submit a certain number of sam-
ples for check tests. In addition to
periodical interchange of samples for
check testing, experienced and trained
personnel from Headquarters Labora-
tory make schedule trips to each dis-

trict and with special equipment check
and calibrate the testing equipment
and also discuss details of test methods
and interpretation of test results with
district personnel.

The shifting of a major portion of
the routine testing load to the dis-
tricts has made it possible for Head-
quarters Laboratory to devote more
time to needed research and special
investigations. The development or
improvement of any test procedure or
any investigational technique often
entails the performance of many rou-
tine tests. Therefore, equipment and
personnel for routine testing must al-
ways be available as a part of research
and investigation activities.

The Pavement Section works in
close co-operation with the counties
and cities whenever requested to do
so. Some of the counties now main.-
tain well-equipped testing laboratories
whereas others are in the process of
establishing such facilities. When

LEFT—Making centrifuge kerosene equivalent determinations in order to ascertain how much asphalt should be added fo a paving mixture. CENTER—Mechanical

mixer for mixing bituminous test specimens. RIGHT—Performing tests on bituminous products, penetration test for paving asphalts and shock test for pipecoating

asphalts.
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LEFT—Viscosimeter for determining grade of licuid asphalt. CENTER—Inserting test specimens in sfabilometer prior to testing, RIGHT—Compression test for detar-
mining strength of cement-treated base fesf specimens.

called upon, we supply inforrnati~n
regarding testing equipment and help
with the training of their personnel
so they may become proficient and
self-sufficient in handling the testing
apparatus and analyzing test results.
We also oil occasion checl~ their test-
ing equipment and testing procedures.
Work is also done for other state
agencies and the Federal Government
when requested.

The following is a detailed outline
of the work and activities of the sub-
groups forming the Pavement Section.

Bituminous Mex Group

The Bituminous Mix Group or sub-
section is under the direction of Merle
Nelson, Highway Engineering Asso-
cate. This group is engaged in nu-
merous activities under the following
categories: design of bituminous pav-
ing mixtures, physical testing of po-
tential sources of materials proposed
for use in bituminous pavements and
control testing for compliance with
specifications an materials actually en-
tering into the world. They are also
engaged in research work involving
both laboratory and field studies, spe-
cial investigations relative to actual
behavior of bituminous pavements and
conducting co-operative check tese
series. with the 11 district laboratories
and with certain national organiza-
tions.

As an insight into the routine phys-
cal testing of bituminous paving mix-
tures, whether performed at Head-
quarters Laboratory or in the district
laboratories, the following will pre-
sent ageneral view of some of the
things which must be taken into ac-

count in this phase of highway con-
struction.

Prior to awarding a contract for
cUnstructing a section of highway the
State makes sure that suitable mate-
rials are available. The investigation
of materials sources is referred to as

Small pressure fiests to determine how much weight
of base and pavement will be required to prevent

soil from expanding

preliminary testing and involves the
application of all of the basic routine
physical tests such as sieve analysis,
centrifuge kerosene equivalent, stabi-
lometer test, swell test, film stripping
test, moisture vapor susceptibility,
cohesiometer, etc., and oftentimes
may involve some special tests in order
to definitely determine the suitability
of the proposed material for use in a
bituminous. pavement. When special

tests are required they are performed
in Headquarters Laboratory.
The properties which must be de-

termined from tests prior to approval
of materials for use in bituminous
pavements are several in number.
First, the aggregates must be of
proper gradation which means that a
certain specified amount of each par-
ticle size must be present in the total
mixture. The gradation is determined
by sieve analysis and consists of shak-
ing the aggregates through a set of
sieves having various specified size
openings ranging from say one-inch
down through successively smaller
openings to the minimum size which
is normally a No. 200 sieve with 40,-
000 openings to the square inch.

After the aggregates have been
processed and proportioned to con-
form to specification requirements,
the next step is to determine the
proper amount of asphalt to be added
in order to cement the particles to-
gether. This determination is made
by one of the basic tests called the
"centrifug•e kerosene equivalent test."

Damage to Paeveosaent

If insufficient asphalt is used, a pave-
ment will deteriorate quite rapidly
from several causes such as water ac-
tion, the abrasive action of fast-mov-
ing vehicles and more rapid oxidation
of the asphalt film. As a result of these
actions the pavement in a relatively
short time will exhibit a rough r_ex-
tured, cracked and pot-holed surface
requiring expensive maintenance or re-
construction.

On the other hand, if an excessive
amount of asphalt is added, the pave-
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ment will become unstable and tend
to shove, groove or ripple under the
action of heavy vehicle loads and the
excess asphalt will oftentimes flush to
the surface of the pavement present-
ing askid hazard. Here again, expen-
sive maintenance or reconstruction
operations are the only recourse.
There. is no dependable way to deter-
mine the precise amount of asphalt
required except by proper laboratory
methods.

After the grading of the aggregates
and asphalt content of the mixture are
established, additional tests are per-
formed. Test specimens are prepared
by compacting the mixture of asphalt
and aggregate using a special knead-
ing compactor, designed in this sec-
tion, which will duplicate the com-
paction obtained on the finished
pavement under the construction
equipment and anticipated traffic. The
compacted mixture is then tested for
its ability to resist deformation when
subjected to heavy traffic loads. This
test, originally designed in the Pave-
ment Section, is made in the Hveem
Stabilometer which has been adopted
by many other states and foreign
countries.

Records of Tes} Results

Some additional tests are performed
which evaluate the ability of the mix-
ture to resist the deteriorating effects
of water and finally a test report is
prepared which records all of the test
results, the laboratory analysis and
recommendations.
The next category, control testing,

is pretty much what the name implies.
During the actual construction of the
pavement, daily samples are obtained
by the engineer in charge and sub-
mitted to the district or Headquarters
Laboratory where certain basic rou-
tine tests are performed. This main-
tains aconstant check on the work of
the contractor, the quality of the ma-
terials and the proportions of the
ingredients.. These results are then
reported to the engineer in charge of
the job.

Bituminous pavements provide by
far the greatest mileage of surfacing
an California highways and investi-
gations pertaining to methods of im-
proving them constitute a never-
ending program of observing and
checking actual service behavior.

UPPER—Test specimens cut from pavements by coring or sawing. CENTER—Experimental installation of wire
mesh to determine whether it will be effective in preventing cracks in asphaltic resurfacing. BO7TOM—

Experimental installation of asphalt-latex seal coat to protect wooden bridge deck.
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LEFT—Experimenting wifh bituminous binder containing rubber latex for seal coat work. CENTER—Measuring skid resistance of pavement surface. RIGHT—Placing

of Zaca to Wigmore experimental asphalt test sections }o determine quality of asphalt necessary for durability.

Studies and investigations are made
of certain pavements not performing
up to expectations as well as those
giving excellent performance and
every effort is made to establish
proper correlation between test re-
sults and pavement performance.

Asphalt Group

The Asphalt Group is concerned
with the inspection, testing and re-
search on the various asphaltic binders
including paving asphalts, liquid as-
phalts and asphaltic emulsions. This
group is under the supervision of John
Skog, Associate Chemical Testing
Engineer.
Paving asphalts are used in the so-

called "hot mix" process or asphaltic
concrete and are mixed with sand and
coarse aggregates that have been
heated to about 300 degrees F.,
whereas liquid asphalts and asphalt
emulsion are used primarily in sur-
face applications where the aggre-
gates are not heated and can be
handled at ordinary atmospheric tem-
perture. These various types of mate-
rials are further divided into grades
to meet the different conditions en-
countered in construction. For that
purpose our Standard Specifications
cover same 25 grades of bituminous
products.

One of the primary jobs of the As-
phalt Group is to perform the neces-
sary inspection and testing required
to determine compliance with speci-
fications of approximately 300,000
tons of asphaltic products per year
which enter into the construction and
maintenance work of the Division of
Highways. The production of these
materials is centered in four areas in
the State, and involves some 20 dif-
ferent refineries.

Testing Field Samples

In order to expedite the inspection
and testing of asphaltic products, the
1~laterials and Research Department
maintains a resident representative at
each of the asphalt production cen-
ters which are located in Berkeley,
Bakersfield, Santa Maria and Los An-
geles. In three of these locations,
branch laboratory facilities are main-
tained for performing all necessary
routine testing of field samples. Head-
quarters Laboratory performs the
necessary routine testing of asphaltic
products used in Northern California
and supplied from the Berkeley-Oak-
land area of production.

One of the important duties of the
branch representative is to check the
grade of each product being shipped
to each job. Before shipping any as-
phalt ordered by a contractor, the
refinery contacts the state representa-
tive who checks the special provisions
governing the contract and if the
grade is called for in the specifica-
tions he then grants permission to
start shipment of the particular grade.
A batch or control number is assigned
to this material and these inspection
records are available for any future
investigations of pavements. In many
cases, four or five projects in two or
more districts may obtain their as-
phaltic material from the same series
of refinery batches. If trouble is en-
conntered on one of these .jobs,. the
investigation may be extended to the
other projects to see if the asphalt
involved is a possible cause of the
trouble.

Samples Tested

Samples obtained at the job site rep-
resenting the various shipments are
submitted to the laboratories for test-

ing.. If tests show the material does not
conform to specifications, corrective
measures are applied. This may in-
volve special checking at the produc-
tion source, trucking facilities or visits
to the job site for checks on plant
storage and sampling techniques.

Although some 20 routine tests are
performed on the various types of
bituminous binders, the most common
tests are penetration, flash, loss on
heating, ductility, spot test, viscosity,
distillation, float, demulsibility and
residue test.
As a matter of illustration, the pene-

tration test, as the name implies, con-
sists of penetrating the sample of
asphalt at specified conditions with a
needle similar to a sewing machine
needle. The depth of needle penetra-
tion determines the hardness or speci-
fic grade of the asphalt.
In the viscosity test the fluidity of

the material is determined by allowing
60 ml. of the product to flow through
a tube of standard dimensions. The
time required in seconds is an indica-
tion of the viscosity or stiffness of the
material.
Research studies by the Asphalt

Group are principally centered upon
the continuing development of im-
proved and new test methods and
specifications for asphaltic materials.
The objective of these studies is to
provide asphaltic materials of uniform
engineering properties, without regard
to method of production or crude oil
source. Further, such tests should in-
sure the production of material of
satisfactory durability.

Soils Group

The Soils Group is under the super-
vision of George Sherman, Senior
~'~laterials and Research Engineer. Its
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activities are concerned primarily with
untreated and treated bases, subbases
and the lower or basement soils of
the structural section. Its functions
might be logically divided into three
phases: routine operation of estab-
lished tests, special investigations and
research work. The routine operations
consist of the Resistance Value (com-
monly called R-value) and tests on
cement-treated base materials. The R-
value test is performed on untreated
base, subbase and basement soils. It is
from these tests that the thicknesses
of the various layers of pavement and
bases are determined. The R-value
test employs the stabilometer and the
expansion pressure apparatus for de-
termining the thickness of layer re-
quired to prevent lateral displacement.
Cement-treated base tests, on the
other hand, employ compressive
strength as an index of the quality of
aggregate-cement mixtures. In either
event, these tests lead to quality speci-
fications for materials furnished by
the contractor.
The Soils Group is also responsible

for the functioning of the structural
design formula and in order to carry
on these studies a considerable amount
of field testing and investigation is
necessary to correlate test data with
actual performance. In this respect the
R-value group investigates highway
failures particularly where such fail-
ures occur before the pavement has
gone through its expected life cycle.
This requires a field crew for sam-
pling, coring equipment and equip-
ment for measuring the deflection of
pavements under load. The latter is
accomplished by two methods, the
electronic gage method or the Ben-
kelman Beam. Extensive laboratory
tests are usually required in most in-
vestigations and it is sometimes neces-
sary to modify existing test methods
or procedures in order that the neces-
sary data can be analyzed and com-
bined into a report explaining a par-
ticular type of road failure.

Special Field Study Group

A comparatively recent addition to
the Pavement Section is the Special
Field Study Group headed by Earle
Dewing, Senior Highway Engineer.
This unit is engaged in a study of

present field testing methods and the

UPPER—Resiliometer with stabilometer in place used to measure springiness of soils supporting pavements.
LOWER—Making Benkelman beam deflection tests to frnd out how much a pavement is being bent or

stressed under heavy wheel loads.

possibility of their improvement as
well as the training of district person-
nel in the performance and interpre-
tation of field control tests. The ex-
panding construction program has

developed a tremendous acceleration
in material placement. Larger equip-
ment, new techniques and changes in
production procedures have quad-
rupled the average daily production
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in the last 10 years. This results in
each sample of material representing
larger quantities than in past. years.
Therefore, extreme care in field sam-
pliiig and testing is required. to insure
true and adequate representation.

Typical Research and Special
Investigations

Thy foregoing has given a general
outline of the main functions of the
various subsections. Now, let's tale a
look at some of the research and spe-
cial investigational work carried on
by the Pavement Section. It might be
said that this is the most interesting
type of work and quite often all
groups are involved in the solution or
analysis of certain problems.

Research, of course, is the life blood
of the Pavement Section, as it is in
any comparable organization.; other-
wise, our methods and procedures
tivould soon become obsolete and un-
able to cope with the ever-changing
concepts of design _and_ the. constant
need. for better quality in highway
construction materials.
Some of the research and investi-

gational projects being carried on at
the present time are:

Studies involving co7n~neYCZC~I ~d-
~nixtzcYes for c~sph~lt. Iz is often
claimed by manufacturers that cer-
tain additives greatly improve the ad-
hesive~iess of asphalts in the presence
of water. Our studies include periodic
inspection of a test section on US 40
in which several commercial admix-
tures were incorporated into the as-
phalt in the hope of preventing or
retarding the destructive effects of
water on the bituminous pavement.

Extensive studies are made involy-
ing the use of aggs~egates having ab-
sovptive chc~~~acteristics in an effort to
predetermine the amount and rate of
absorption. Any appreciable amount
of absorption over a period of time
will cause a dry brittle condition and
greatly affects the durability of bitu-
minous pavements. In connection
with the absorptive study, a re-evalua-
tion and modification of our present
C. K. E. method of predetermining
the proper amount of asphalt to be
used in bituminous pavements is cur-
rently active.

A rather extensive investigational
program is presently under way to ob-
tain further correlating data on the
effects of ~noistztre vapor which ap-
parently originates in the underlying
tivet soils or base material and may be
influenced by the heat absorbed by
the overlying bituminous paving mix-
ture which during summer season
often reaches temperatures in the
neighborhood of 140 to 150 degrees F.

Another project is concerned with
the introduction of sine type of rztb-
bes~ in asphalt mixes. Three experimen-
tal sections have been placed and are
under observation by this department
to determine if the benefits obtained
warrant the additional cost of the
rubber.

Quite. frequently there appear an
the niarl~et certain co~~a~ercictl pro~-
z~cts with the claim by the manufac-
tur:,r that they are the answer to many
of our pavement problems. When a
study of literature or reports indi-
cates that one of these products may
offer some possible benefit the ~rod-
uct or procedure is investigated first
by laboratory tests and if it shows
promise, later in a full-scale field test
section.

After many years of service life, old
concrete and asphalt pavements sooner
or later become cracked. and require
a new wearing surface.. In many cases
this new surface course will shortly
reflect the pattern of existing cracks
in the old pavement and present a
continuing maintenance problem. One
of the proposed methods for prevent-
ing this reflection cracking in the new
surface is to lay some f or~n o f wire
f gbric on the existing pavement prior
to placing the new surface. Three
experimental field test sections have
been installed and periodical observa-
tions are being made. The major
installation, about two miles long,
involves eight types of wire reinforce-
ment and has been placed on a heav-
ily traveled section of US 40 near the
town of Vallejo.

The use of asphalt-latex emulsions
for sealing joints in portland cement
concrete pavement was developed by
the Pavement Section. More recently
its use has been extended experimen-
tally in the form of a seal coat pro-

viding a thin, lightweight wearing and
skid resistant surface on steel declt
bridges. Due to its excellent adhesive-
ness it has also been used in the form
of a seal coat on the wooden deck
of a draw bridge.

The shad resistance of various pave-
ment surfaces is essential to the safety
of the traveling public. A research.
project currently underway has re-
sulted in the design and construction
of a small slid tester, usable in both
field and laboratory studies. Actual
calibration experiments involving var-
i~us-types of surfaces have been per-
formed in the field using a specially
equipped truck and trailer provided
by the. Institute of Transportation and
TrafFic Engineering of the. University
of California. One of the laboratory
studies involving this slid tester has
for its objective the determination of
the change in skid resistance of seal
coat aggregates following simulated
tire polishing. This project has re-
quired the construction of special
equipment for preparing test speci-
mens and also the construction of a
machine to simulate polishing and
wearing of the pavement surface.
These studies are in a preliminary
stage and tivill require further field
correlation work.

For the past few years special field
investigations have been underway to
measure zcni f or7nity i~ pl~zci~ng seal
coats. Equipment has been developed
for checking the uniformity in spread
of the asphaltic binder both trans-
versely and longitudinally. Further
improvement and simplification, how-
ever, is necessary to make. its use more
practicable for widespread use by field
personnel.

The problem of devising tests for
predicting the future duYability o f as-
phaltic ynaterzals has been under in-
vestigation for a number of years.
This study has required the design
and construction of weathering ovens
and the development of methods to
measure the changes in the character-
isties of the bituminous binder under
accelerated aging. In order to obtain
essential information for correlation
of the weathering unit with field ag-
ing, anumber of experimental projects
are sampled at intervals and the as-
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phalt is recovered from the mixture
for test by special methods. One
rather elaborate project involved in
this study is located on Route US 101
between Santa Barbara and Santa
Maria and is known as the Zaca to
Wigmore Job. Ten different asphalts
from various production sources were
used in 2,500-foot test sections. Such
a test section provides extremely valu-
able information for checking test
methods under development. After
development of research techniques
for predicting the durability charac-
istics, the next step is to devise rapid
and simplified tests for routine con-
trol work. A number of such tests are
now being studied in an attempt to
accomplish this objective.

Curing Rate

Another problem concerned with
the various liquid asphalts is the "cur-
ing" or "setting" rate. The present dis-
tillation test does not provide com-
plete information on this subject, and
differences in curing rates of the same
grade from different production
sources have been encountered in the
field. An instrument called the Co-
hesiograph has been designed and con-
structed by the laboratory for study-
ing this problem. Samples of Ottawa
sand mixed with 2 perecnt of the
liquid asphalt are cured in weathering
ovens under simulated field conditions
and the changes in the bituminous
binder are evaluated by this device.
This instrument has also proven very
useful. in measuring the setting rate
of certain paving asphalts in hot mixes
during and immediately after con-
struction.

One of the most important research
problems currently underway is the
study of methods for measuring• the
resilae~zce oY springiness o f t1~e pctve-
~nent structure. Under a moving load,
a pavement is first depressed and then
rebounds to its original position. This
results in a bending action in the
pavement surface which, if excessive,
can lead to cracking and ultimate fail-
ure. Therefore, it is essential that this
property of resilience be predeter-
mined and that only the least resilient
soils enter the upper portion ~f the
roadbed.

New Apparatus

In order to measure the ablity of
soils and aggregates to rebound under
repeated loads, an apparatus has been
devised known as the resiliorneter
which is, at the present time, being
tried out to determine if test results
can be made to correlate with field
performance.
Another research project also con-

nected with the problem of springi-
ness is the gathering of data with the
ultimate goal of developing pavements
highly resistant to fatigue. In this
study small test beams of the paving
mixture are tested at various tempera-
tures in a specially designed fatigue
machine which measures the ability
of various types of asphaltic pavement
slabs to withstand repeated bending
without breaking. This is a property
which varies with aggregate grada-
tion as well as with the quality and
quantity of asphalt.
The Pavement Section has been en-

gaged in the analysis and interpreta-
tion of results of the nationally known
test trucks MD-1 in Maryland and
WASHO Test Road in Idaho. We are
also very actively involved in the de-
sign and testing of materials for the
current multimillion dollar AASHO
Test Road in Illinois.
During the past 25 years much of

the testing equipment and test proce-
dures for testing both asphalt and bi-
tuminous mixes as well as soils have
been developed in the Pavement Sec-
tion. Some of the methods have been
adopted by> other states and national
organizations. In fact, methods and
equipment such as the Sand Equiva-
lent, Centrifuge Kerosene Equivalent,
Kneading Compactor and the Hveem
Stabiliometer are in use in laboratories
in many Gauntries of the world.

Outmoded Highways

The public has only to look about
to realize that many of the highways
constructed as recently as 10 years
ago are now inadequate to serve the
present day volume of traffic. The
answer to t11is tremendous increase in
traffic nn our state highways is, of
course, our modern freeway system
which is the result of long-range plan-
ning and research.
While increase in volume of traffic

is apparent to all. it may not be so

New Personnel
Officer Named
S. Alan White, who has been in

personnel work in state service for
the past seven years, has accepted an
appointment by Director of Public
Works Frank B. Durkee as depart-
rnental personnel officer of the De-
partment of Public Works, effective
September 1.
White is a graduate of the Univer-

sity of San Francisco, class of 1939,
and has a year and a half of graduate
work in history and education at the
University of California. From Au-
gust, 1941, to October, 1945, he was
in service in the U. S. Navy and is
presently a commander in the U. S.
Naval Reserve.
On leaving the service, White was

engaged in private industry, which he
left to accept employment with the
State Personnel Board. He is pres-
ently on the staff of the Department
of Social Welfare.
He will be on the staff of the De-

partment of Public Works to co-
ordinate and advise on personnel
management in the department.

obvious that there are also marked
increases in weight and size of ve-
hicles, particularly trucks. These in-
creases must be anticipated and ad-
vance preparations made to meet the
conditions as they materialize. To
meet these conditions, it may be neces-
sary to develop new tests and testing
equipment to measure and e~~aluate
the necessary qualities required of the
materials. Experimental field test sec-
tions must be constructed in order to
correlate laboratory and actual field
conditions. ~'~~any new products in
the field of highway construction are
evaluated in this manner to insure
ti~at we are getting the requ?red qual-
ity. If we are to continue the progress
which has resulted in providing the
traveling public ̀with better highways,
we must keep well nut in front with

a research program in order t11at we
can be always ready to 'test, evaluate
and control the c;uality of our high-
~vay materials to insure that we are
betting the most for the money we
are spending.
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l~ ~ O n rd C Engineers Discuss Job in

San Fernando Valley

By F. E. STURGEON, Resident Engineer, and

P. T. T~YRIEN, Assistant Resident Engineer

TxE LnxG~,sr District VII major con-
struction contract awarded to date, a
contract for the construction of 4.5
miles of six- and eight-lane freeway
in the San Fernando Valley section
of the City of I.os Angeles was let to
Oberg Construction Corporation and
Oberg Brothers Construction Com-
pany, ajoint venture, on December
28, 1956, by State Director of Public
Works Frank B. Durkee, '~: he ~7,-
201,496 contract calls for grading and
paving with portland cement con-
crete on completely new alignment
a 1.5-mile portion of the San Diego
Freeway between Valley Vista Boule-
vard and Burbank Boulevard, and a
3.1-mile portion ~f the Ventura Free-
way between Sepulveda Boulevard

and Encino Avenue. A full traffic in-
terchange facility is being provided
between these two important free-
~vays. Included in the contract are
construction of 10 bridges, an eques-
trian undercrossing, pedestrian over-
crossing~s and undercrossings, 10 re-
taining walls, storm drain systems,
sanitary sewers, highway lighting,
illuminated signs, traffic signals and
the usual miscellaneous items such as
guard railing and fencing.

Sources for Embankment Material

Approximately four miles of the
freeway roadbed is on embankment
for which fill material must be hauled
in. The only exception to this is the
through cut between Encino Avenue

and Amestoy Avenue on the Ventura
Freeway. Material to make the road-
bed fills require 1,095,000 cubic yards
of roadway excavation to be obtained
from_ the through cut on the job and
from stock piles within right-of-way
near Haskell Avenue, resulting from
prior grading operations, and from
local borrow from within the Sepul-
veda Flood Control Basin. The bal-
ance, estimated to be 1,100,000 cubic
yards, is imported borrow from a site
described as the "IVlulholland Borrow
Pit," located within the roadway
prism of the proposed San Diego Free-
way, two miles southerly of this proj-
ect. On this contract earth will be
removed to an elevation 160 feet be-
low existing Mulholland Drive. Future
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construction contracts will also secure
imported borrow from this location
until the ultimate cut of 350 feet be-
low top of ridge elevation for the San
Diego Freeway over the Santa Monica
Mountains has been reached.

Close Schedule Maintained

Start of this large earthmoving op-
eration, as well as production rate,"was
governed by construction of necessary
frontage roads, relocation of under-
ground and overhead utilities, installa-
tion of storm drain and sanitary sewer
systems, construction of certain key
structures, surcharge of bridge sites,
and start of pile-driving operations.
To co-ordinate and expedite this maze
of work, the contractor set up a pre-
cise schedule of operations based on
performing the controlling items of

~. ~o ~ ~ - :-,~~-~~,
~:

-.

UPPER—Closeup of belt loader. Nofe dozers feeding bell. TOWER—On San Diego Freeway looking north-
erly across interchange roadways. Picture taken from Camarillo Avenue.

construction with his own forces.
These items included storm drain
pipes and storm drain structures, port-
land cement concrete, curbs and gut-
ters, earthwork, and bridges. That this
close schedule has paid off is indicated

by an average monthly. progress pay
estimate of $500,000 for the first six
months. At this writing, the contract
has progressed to a completion of 42
percent versus only 21 percent of time
elapsed.
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The. earthwork, as indicated by
figures above, is divided almost
equally between roadway excavation
and imported borrow. For the road-
way excavation operation the contrac-
tor moved in with scrapers. This
spread of equipment is moving earth
at a rate of 10,000 cubic yards per
day nn a relatively short haul. For
the imported borrow the contractor
moved in 16 bottom-dump semitrailers

and 16 10-wheel end-dump trucks.
This latter equipment spread, more
fully described below, is moving earth
at a rate of about 5,000 cubic yards
per day with an average three-mile
haul. These two spreads operating nine
hours per day have a daily combined
output of between 17,500 and 19,000
cubic yards.

Advantageous Haul Road

To move imported borrow from. pit
to fill, the contractor could elect to
haul legal loads over public thorough-
fares, including the heavily congested
Sepulveda Boulevard, or the contrac-
tor could construct a haul road within
state-owned right-of-way for the pro-
posed San Diego Freeway, thus eli-
minating conflict with public traffic
and avoiding the necessity of keeping
loads within legal limits. Loads are
limited only by the safe load that can
be carried over the existing Ventura
Boulevard undercrossing constructed
under another contract. This bridge
structure fortunately was designed to
carry safely overloads 20 percent
above legal limits. The decision of the
contractor to construct his own haul
road has undoubtedly had consider-
able bearing on the favorable rate of
progress. The haul road was eon-
structed to a width of 40 feet on easy
alignment, and required moving of
approximately 160,Q00 cubic yards of
excavation. The roadway splits at an
advantageous point that allows a max-
imum 12 percent upgrade (empty)
and a maximum 17 percent down-
grade (loaded). As a safety feature,
three escape roads were constructed
to forestall disasterous results in event
hauling equipment got out of control.

Route of Haul Ytoad

The distance from the pit to the be-
ginning of the project is two miles,

Mulholland borrow pit. Chartered bus in background carrying highway commissioners on field {rip.

and there is a fall of approximately
600 feet. The haul road is carried
across Sepulveda Boulevard on a 130-
foot bridge (using state-loaned steel
girders), spans Valley Vista Boulevard
on a 70-foot bridge, and traverses an
exclusive residential area as well as a
business district. Dust control was im-
practical by means of water, due to
steep grades and consequent danger
to trucks. Further, local high winds
and hot weather combined to cause
a high rate of evaporation. After some
experiments by the contractor, a prac-
tical method was found to be an ap-
plication of asphaltic emulsion,. mixing
type, 60-70 penetration, applied by
means of a water wagon at a rate of
30 gallons per 1,000 gallons of water.
Frequent applications at this light rate
built up a satisfactory surfacing free
of dangerous slick areas. Stabilization
of haul road surface has now reached
a point that disking and blading is
needed only at five-week intervals.

The Mulholland borrow pit for the
most part is a formation of soft sand-
stone and shale interspersed with
occasional large rocks, and it breaks
up easily under the action of a rooter.

However, layers of hard sandstone,
shale, and rock have been encountered
that require special treatment to break
up. The contractor breaks up these
hard ledges with a headache ball and
to date has not resorted to blasting.
To cope with the variable conditions
and to maintain an even production,
tl~e contractor operates two equip-
ment spreads in the pit. The spread
to handle hard material consists of
1 %Z - and 2 %Z -yard shovels which load
10-wheel end-dump trucks. In addi-
tion to the headache ball when neces-
sary, adozer with ripper is used to
break up and push materials to the
shovels.

FIee4 of 76 Trucks

A fleet averaging 16 trucks is
used on this operation. The spread to
handle soft sandstone and shale con-
sists of two dozers with rippers (one
being used on both spreads, and three
dozers feeding a 54-inch continu-
ous befit loader mounted on skids for
easy moving. A fleet, of 16 bottom-
dump semis supplemented by some of
the end-dump trucks is used to haul
from the belt. Some difficulty and de-
lay were caused by large rocks get-
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ting into the hopper of the belt
loader. This condition was remedied
by stationing a watchman at the hop-
per to spot the rocks so they could be
dozed aside and loaded into trucks by
a standby skip loader. Also, a heavy-
duty grizzly was built up and placed
in front of the hopper to protect the
belt. The belt loader operating under
good conditions has loaded out heaped
bottom-dumps (24 yards) in an aver-
age of 30 seconds.

Special Equipment

The belt loader used in the pit was
put together in the contractor's yard.
It is skid-mounted and is built around
a 54-inch loader belt. Dirt falls
through a 4x4-foot hole into the hop-
per, is funneled down to a 2%Z x4-foot
gate, and onto the belt. Power is sup-
plied by a diesel engine.

Ten of the 16-truck fleet of bottom-
dumps are company-owned and were
built to the contractor's specifications.
They consist of a 20-cubic-yard
(water level capacity) bottom-dump
semitrailer and drawn by a tractor,
powered by a turbocharged 250-
horsepower diesel engine and dual-
drive rear axles. The trailer is 36
feet long, and trailer plus tractor is
55 feet out to out. Maximum width
is eight feet. These dimensions are
within the California state highway
legal limits. The load is carried on
eight pairs of truck tires and the ma-
chines are designed for both offroad
and legal highway hauling. The trac-
tor and trailer, along with such special
additions as Hydrotarders, and protec-
tor plow on front axle, weighs 31,000
pounds. The unit therefore can carry
a 20-ton payload without special per-
mit under the state highway legal load
formula for dual-axled semis. The
trailers have full airbrakes with .hand
and foot controls in the cab. The Hy-
drotarder is a special supplemental
type of water brake which makes the
unit safe for use on the relatively
steep grades of the haul road. (Other
rented trucks of equivalent capacities
have been tried. on the road, and only
those equipped with water-cooled
brake drums have been able to nego-
tiate the grade safely.) Another safety
feature installed by the contractor is

special cutoff valves on each axle
which prevent loss of air. Should any
cylinder be broken or a diaphragm
blown out, the air to that wheel is
automatically shut off. Although the
rigs were operated at much higher
speeds originally, in the interest of
safety the contractor ordered a maxi-
mum speed of 35 miles per hour
downgrade.. On the upgrade climb,
the trucks maintain a minimum speed
of 25 miles per hour.

Post-Tensioned Girders

Five different types of construction
are to be found in the 10 major
bridges on the project. These are box
girder, flat slab, T-beam, structural
steel, and prestressed post-tensioned.
When the pedestrian overcrossing is
included, a sixth type is added—
poured-in-place post-tensioned slab.
Of great interest to visitors on the

project has been the Balboa Boulevard
Undercrossing. This structure is a re-
inforced concrete precast prestressed
post-tensioned girder bridge consisting
of one span about 119 feet in length,
which makes it the longest span of
this type to be constructed to date on
a state highway in California. There
are 18 girders, and post-tensioned op-
eration are now underway. Girders
measure 5 %Z feet high by 119 feet
long, with two-foot bottom flange

and three-foot top flange, eight-inch-
thick web and weigh approximately
62 tons.

Girders each contain 150 high-ten-
sile-strength wires, 16 in each of nine
two-inch-diameter flex tubes hung at
a catenary, and six in a tenth tube
near the girder top. In tensioning, a
working stress of 130,000 pounds per
square inch is exerted by hydraulic
jacks. The PI system of post-tension-
ing is used.

Due to the heavy traffic on Balboa
Boulevard during daylight hours,
placing operations will be limited to
the hours of midnight to 6 a.m. It is
planned to use two heavy-duty truck
cranes to set each mammoth girder in
position. These girders will be placed
on approximate seven-foot centers,
and a six-inch slab will later be
poured.
The Amestoy Pedestrian Over-

crossing is also apost-tensioned struc-
ture, but differs from the Balboa struc-
ture in that it is apost-tensioned slab
and will be poured in place. Post-
tensoning is carried out before the
removal of the falsework. The wires
receive the same loading as in the
girders. Strength requirements for the
ders, and 4,500 pounds per square
inch prior to tensioning on the gir-
ders, and 4,500 pounds per square
inch for the slab.

Highway Commission inspects the Oberg Bros. contract in the San Fernando Valley for consfrucfion of por-

tions of the Ventura Freeway and the San Diego Freeway in Sherman Oaks. From left to right are Stale

Highway Engineer George T. McCoy; Commissioners Chester H. Warlow and James A. Guthrie; Edward i.

Telford, Assistant State Highway Engineer; Frank B. Durkee, Director of Public Works; Commissioners
Robert E. McClure, Fred W. Speers, and Robert L. Bishop.
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UPPER—Stockpile removal and other operations in Haskell Avenue area. Haskell Avenue bridge structure on extreme left. LOWER—
Looking southerly across interchange roadway. Ventura Boulevard bridge in background.

The 480-day contract calls for com-
pletion in January, 1959. However,
the contractor hopes to finish as much
as six months ahead of schedule, and,
if his present rate of progress is main-
tained, this is not impossible.

Personnel on Job

Niles Oberg is project manager for
the Oberg organization, assisted by

crud Public Works

Dick Woolard, excavation superin-
tendent; Andy Dunlap is in charge of
the pit; Bill Thomas is general car-
penter superintendent, and Leonard
Swanson is office manager.

In immediate charge of administer-
ing this contract for the State Divi-
sion of Highways is the resident
engineer and his staff of assistants. H.
E. Belford is construction supervisor.

General supervision for State under
Assistant State Highway Engineer E.
T. Telford is carried out by District
Engineer L. R. Gillis and Assistant
District Engineer F. B. Cressy. On the
job representing the State Bridge De-
partment is Carl J. Verner working
under general supervision of J. E.
McMahon and George L. Laird of
Southern Section of the Bridge De-
partment.
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STATE FAIR
Continued from page 38 .. .

unidentified food products, jotting
down reactions on special forms. In
the second, spectators will act as
judges of home appliances which will
be demonstrated continuously.
The former Foods and Hobbies

Building has been redesignated as the
"Merchandise Mart."

"Have Fun" Is Slogan

"Have Fun" will be this year's fair
slogan, but there will be plenty of
oppartunity for education while en-
joying oneself.
The sprawling Counties Building is

an example, where each year more
than 90 percent of all the fair visitors
tour a fairyland of light, color, and
motion, with the myriad products of
the State on display.
Gold exhibits from the fabulous

Mother .Lode country, worth hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, will
"educate" viewers, giving them an in-
sght into the State's mining indus-
tries. So, too, will many other minerals
shown each year, not to mention lum-
ber, agriculture, horticulture, fisheries,
natural resources, viticulture and vin-
tage production, and the other di-
versified industries which are reflected
in the name "The Golden State."
Of special interest are winetasting

and splendid vintage displays, all
boasting of the fact California pro-
duces 85 percent of all the domestic
wines in the United States.
Perhaps the greatest delight of all

is the Hill of Flowers, with its breaeh-
taking vista of waterfalls, conifers,
potted plants, simulated redwood
trees, blooms, outdoor gardens, limpid
pools, and many arrangements. More
than 1,000,000 plants and blooms are
on display each year.
And over all this will reign the

Maid of California, chosen each year
from a bevy of beauties representing
the various counties of the State.
The fairground is located virtually

in the heart of Sacramento, on 207
acres reached from any part of the
city within a few minutes by munici-
pal bus or taxi. Busses operate on a
special empress schedule. Once inside
the grounds, visitors may ride from
one location to another aboard "ele-
phant trains."

BOLD VENTURE
Continued from page 5$ .. .

utilized in the construction of a sec-
ond experimental section started in
September of 1953 which placed
1,000,000 cubic yards of embankment
over the deepest portion of underlying
mud.

Mud Displacement

T13e cross section finally developed
for the project consists of a fill 200
feet in width and 45 feet in depth
which penetrates approximately 25
feet into the underlying bay mud. By
carefully controlling the shape of the
advancing fill, the method and rate of
fill placement, and by the use of ex-
plosive charges set off deep in the
mud immediately in advance of the
embankment, reasonably uniform mud
displacement was achieved.
The total two-mile section across

the open water was completed by
four additional contracts, after which
a seventh contract for base and sur-
facing was awarded. The completed
embankment is still "floating" on the
part of the. mud not displaced by the
fill.

Railroad Relocated

A further problem in the p1_anning
of this section ~f highway was a cori-
flict at Sierra Point between the main
line of the Southern Pacific Railroad
and the proposed freeway location.
The railroad was located in a tunnel
through Sierra Point which was ex-
pensive to maintain and could not
feasibly be widened to accommodate
proposed additional tracks. The new
freeway location crossed the railroad
on a long skew which would have
required along, expensive overpass.
The highway division's designers ar-
rived at an ingenious solution to this
problem. First, Sierra Point was exca-
vated to the grade of the railroad and
the material used to construct a por-
tion of the open-water embankment.
The railroad was then relocated in
the resultant cut eliminating entirely
the. former tunnel and crossing the
freeway at a far better angle, per-
mitting amuck less extensive overpass
structure with proper provision for
additional trackage. This procedure

PRESTRESSED BRIDGE
Continued from page 29 ..

hose. Constant motion of the cement
solution is accomplished by a system
of bypasses to prevent it from be-
coming stiff, while connections are
being made for the next girder.
Normal operations by the contrac-

tor's forces at the girder casting beds
required a working period of the
usual 40-hour week, for an average
production of 12 to 14 girders per
week.
When the posttensioning of the

girders was completed two truck
cranes were brought in and used for
the erection work. These cranes
moved the girders from the casting
beds to the final position on the
bridge piers. The average distance of
this move was about 1,000 feet.
The final concrete pours to com-

plete the prestressed bridge consisted
of placing Class A concrete for pier
stem connections, diaphragms and
deck sections connecting the girders
together, and the bridge curbs..
Due to a uniform camber of the

girders of about 1 %z inches, a plant-
mix surfacing course was specified to
provide a smooth roadway surface.
Additional ~?vork under this contract
consisted of metal beam bridge rail
and approach, surfacing and guard
rail.
This contract was under general

administration of the Bridge Depart-
ment of the State Division of High-
ways, headed by F. W. Panhorst,
Assistant State Highway Engineer.
Truman Hart was general superin-
tendent for VII. F. Maxwell Co. H. L.
Harger was resident engineer for the
Bridge Department and Thomas L.
Patterson, construction representative
for District VII.

greatly improved the railroad's facil-
ities at this location and resulted in
savings of at least $1,000,000 in the
cost of the highway improvement.
Three additional contracts are in

progress on the San Francisco Penin-
sula. These contracts, ,scheduled for
completion in the summer of 1958,
cover an additional eight miles of
freeway construction and will extend
the completed portion of the Bay-
shore Freeway through Palo Alto.
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